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Abstract
This dissertation covers the user-centred prototyping process of mobile appli-
cations in the context of ubiquitous computing systems - the Third Computing
Paradigm.
First, this dissertation addresses a requirement analysis and requirement speci-
fication of the tool-supported user-centred prototyping process. To meet these
requirements, new conceptual and technical approaches are introduced and dis-
cussed. These approaches also were implemented within the development of the
user-centred prototyping (UCP) tool MoPeDT in order to validate their feasibility.
Another part of the dissertation introduces amethod to validate themeeting of the
non-functional requirements. By means of the introduced tool MoPeDT and the
evaluation method, a tool study is also presented to reveal benefits and problems
of a tool, such as MoPeDT.
The last part of the dissertation aims at the tool-supported conduction of user eval-
uations in different test settings. Among others, a new setting - the tool-supported
hybrid world simulation - is hereby introduced and discussed.

Zusammenfassung
Diese Dissertation beschäftigt sich mit der nutzerzentrierten Prototypenentwick-
lung von mobile Anwendungen im Kontext von allgegenwärtigen Computersys-
temen - dem dritten Computerparadigma.
Zunächst beschreibt die Dissertation eine Anforderungsanalyse und -
spezifikation zur werkzeugunterstützten, nutzerzentrierten Prototypenen-
twicklung. Darauf folgend werden neue konzeptionelle und technische Ansätze
vorgestellt und diskutiert, die bei der Einhaltung der Anforderungen helfen
können. Diese wurden auch im Rahmen der Entwicklung des Tools MoPeDT
implementiert, um ihre Realisierbarkeit zu überprüfen.
Ein weiterer Teil der Arbeit stellt eine Methode zur Validierung der Einhal-
tung der nichtfunktionalen Anforderungen vor. Mit dem vorgestellten Werkzeug
MoPeDT und der Evaluationsmethode wird dann eine Werkzeugstudie durchge-
führt, um Vor- und Nachteile eines Werkzeugs wie MoPeDT zu ermitteln.
Der letzte Teil der Arbeit stellt die werkzeugunterstützte Durchführung von
Nutzerevaluationen in unterschiedlichen Testumgebungen vor. Dabei wird unter
anderem eine neue Umgebung - die werkzeugunterstützte Hybride Weltsimula-
tion - vorgestellt und diskutiert.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
In terms of mobile computing there is currently one clear trend towards the use
of smart phones and mobile applications. In November 20101, 23 percent of all
Germans owned a smart phone which meant an increase by 65 percent between
November 2009 and November 2010.
There are several reasons for the success of smart phones2. One important reason
is that the users are now tending to use the Internet mobile, such as for online
shopping, navigating, social networks or just for browsing. On the one hand this
trend is caused by the newprice policy of themobile phone carriers and the afford-
able mobile Internet fees. On the other hand this is also caused by the improved
hardware capabilities of the mobile devices which enable a much better Human-
computer interaction. Smart phones, for instance, characteristically provide larger
displays compared to former mobile phones. Grounded on these displays and
their larger presentation area, more information can be provided to mobile users
more detailed with a higher resolution which powers a smart phone to a promis-
ing presentation device. Further, smart phones offer new andmore intuitive types
of input techniques which also make smart phones to interesting interaction de-
vices. The display, for instance, can be used as touch screen in order to input text
with a virtual keyboard. Also, the built-in microphone, accelerometer or camera
can be used as input channels.
In South Korea, for instance, mobile users can use their mobile phones and their
cameras to order different products on the go in a subway3. The concept is as fol-
lowed: a virtually displayed shelf presents different products of an online shop.
The users simply have to use their smart phones to take a picture of a QR code that
1http://blog.base.de/boom_im_deutschen_smartphone-markt/
2http://bazonline.ch/digital/mobil/Zehn-Gruende-fuer-den-Erfolg-des-iPhone/
story/12511902
3http://www.zeit.de/digital/mobil/2011-07/homeplus-ubahn-onlineshop
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2 1. INTRODUCTION
is presented together with a product (see Section 2.2.2) which enables the identi-
fication and order of the corresponding product. Later on, the selected products
will be delivered to the users’ home. Based on this service, the online shop could
increase its sales by 130 percent between November 2010 and January 2011. Be-
sides these visual identification techniques (e.g. QR codes), there is also a trend to
use Near Field Communication (NFC) (see Section 2.2.2) in order to select objects
bymeans of RFID tags. One idea is to use theseNFC-based interactions formobile
payment4. Users simply apply their smart phones as a kind of credit card. They
touch a reader with their phone and then the price of a product is automatically
charged at the user’s account.
The example from South Korea just illustrates one possible mobile application.
For the different types of smart phones, there is currently a huge number of avail-
able mobile applications on markets. In June 2011, the market for the Apple iOS
platform, for instance, provided 367.334 so-called Apps for a free advertising-
financed or charged downloadwhile the market for the Google Android platform
offered 206.143 Apps5. Mobile application development means a new branch of
industry with a promising future. But at that point a serious problem arises. De-
velopers of these mobile applications require comprehensive Software Engineer-
ing skills to quickly generate highly reliable and functional applications. To solve
that problem, a trend goes towards supporting developers with software tools
which limit the developer’s required experiences and skills. Google, for instance,
developed the tool called App Inventor6 which enables the quick and easy gener-
ation of applications for the Google Android platform. One concept of the tool is
to use a visual programming language called Open Blocks developed by [Roque,
2007] which hardly requires programming skills.
But not only Software Engineering skills are required to build competitive prod-
ucts, also Usability Engineering skills are needed since a further and very impor-
tant reason for the success ofmobile applications is their goodusability and attrac-
tive design7. Knowledge about the intended users, their tasks and their context
of use is inevitable to build highly user-centred products (see Section 2.1). Mobile
applications, for instance, can be used under different contextual conditions (e.g.
indoor or outdoor) which can cause different user requirements towards the ap-
plications8. Developers of mobile applications have to take these aspects under
consideration in order to develop a profitable product. A tool can also provide
4http://www.computerwoche.de/netzwerke/mobile-wireless/2486721/
5http://www.zdnet.de/news/41552245/app-markt-android-ueberholt-iphone-bis-juli.
htm
6http://appinventor.googlelabs.com/about/
7http://www.useit.com/alertbox/mobile-usability.html
8http://www.eresult.de/studien_artikel/forschungsbeitraege/app-usability.html
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assistance with regards to Usability Engineering, such as by supporting the con-
duction of user evaluations to find typical problems with regards to usability.
All in all, more and more people use smart phones and different mobile applica-
tions. This trend can provide newmarket opportunities and sources of income for
industry. For the development of these mobile applications, there seems to be a
tendency towards using a tool-based assistance for the quick and easy design and
implementation of mobile applications as well as the conduction and analysis of
user evaluations. By this tool-support, time and money can be saved to generate
a highly functional, robust and usable application. However, less knowledge is
provided for developers of such tools about their generic requirements and ap-
proaches to meet the requirements. Further, less experience is available about
concrete benefits and problems of such tools.
This dissertation aims at the investigation of the tool-supported user-centred pro-
totyping of mobile applications in the context of ubiquitous computing systems
- the Third Computing Paradigm. Mobile applications in the context of the Third
Computing Paradigm (see Section 2.2) are characteristically applications where the
mobile phone is used as an interaction and presentation device to a so-called per-
vasive computing environment. The virtual shelf with the displayed products and
QR codes in South Korea is an example of such a pervasive computing environ-
ment where mobile phones are used for the interaction and presentation.
1.1 Research Questions
When investigating the tool-supported user-centred prototyping of mobile ap-
plications in the context of ubiquitous computing systems - the Third Computing
Paradigm, the following different research questions need to be answered.
1. How can developers of mobile applications in the context of the Third
Computing Paradigm be supported during the design specification and
implementation of mobile prototypes?
The design and the implementation of mobile applications in the context
of the Third Computing Paradigm require elaborated knowledge of Software
and Usability Engineering. For instance, the developers have to consider
the correct application of well-established interface guidelines during the
generation of their prototypes in order to reduce usability errors.
Within this dissertation different conceptual and technical approaches are
investigated and implemented which enable the tool-supported automatic
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generation of prototypes. The use of screen templates, for example, is in-
vestigated in order to ensure the compliance with approved interface guide-
lines. All of the applied approaches are expected to reduce the developer’s
required programming and interface design skills and simultaneously to in-
crease the developers’ efficiency and effectiveness.
The different approaches and their feasibility are illustrated based on the
implementation of the user-centred prototyping (UCP) tool called MoPeDT
- Pervasive Interface Development Toolkit for Mobile Phones. Also, a tool
study with MoPeDT sheds light on benefits and problems of the used ap-
proaches.
2. How can developers of mobile applications in the context of the Third
Computing Paradigm be supported during the conduction and analysis
of evaluations?
MoPeDT does not only illustrate conceptual and technical approaches ap-
proaches for the design and implementation of prototypes in the context
of the Third Computing Paradigm but also for the conduction and analysis of
evaluations with the generated prototypes.
The goal is to also improve the developer’s efficiency and effectiveness when
conducting and analysing evaluations. Further, the developer’s required
skills should also be reduced in this domain. For example, approaches are
required that provide options to systematically track and capture an end-
user while interacting with the system even if the test user is spatially or
temporally separated from the evaluator.
3. How can such a support also be provided for prototypes that need to be
evaluated in different test settings?
A special challenge of this dissertation is to support software assistance for
the conduction of evaluations in wild and on the go. Mobile users apply the
application under different contextual constraints, such as alone at home or
together in a group on a festival. Developers of mobile applications need
to have knowledge about the realistic use of an application in order to com-
prehensively address the users’ needs. This knowledge can primarily be
acquired by executing real world evaluations in the field. Conducting only
these real world evaluations, however, can be very time-consuming and ex-
pensive. Thus, real or virtual simulations of the real world setting are also
often conducted since even thereby knowledge can be acquired about the
users and their application use, such as a user preference towards an inter-
action style.
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For the different mentioned test settings, the use of user-centred prototyp-
ing (UCP) tools is investigated and discussed within this dissertation. By
this means, knowledge is provided to tool users how UCP tools can sup-
port the conduction of real world evaluations in the field and real world
simulations in the laboratory. Further, a tool-support for a new kind of test
setting is investigated: the hybrid world simulation. A hybrid simulation
means a combination of the real and virtual world. The user interacts with
a virtual simulation of the pervasive computing environment by means of a
real interaction and presentation device - a real mobile phone. Thus, at first
glance, comparable knowledgemight be provided about the user by a hybrid
world simulation while money can be saved since the pervasive computing
environment is only virtually available. This assumption was investigated
within this PhD project as well as further benefits but also problems of a
tool-supported hybrid world simulation.
The questions one and two are considered in Chapter 4 and Chapter 5. The last
question is covered in Chapter 6.
1.2 Content Overview
After having described the research questions, the remaining dissertation aims at
answering the questions. The dissertation is structured as followed.
Chapter 2 presents relevant basic concepts. First, the Human-centred Design
process and its different steps are illustrated. In this context, the user-centred
prototyping process is covered which addresses the last two steps of the Human-
centred Design process: the step to produce design solutions - prototypical ap-
plications - and the step to evaluate the design solutions against requirements.
Besides aspects of the user-centred development of applications, Chapter 2 also
provides details about the basic idea of the Third Computing Paradigm and how
mobile devices can be used as interaction and presentation devices to a perva-
sive computing environment. Finally, different categories of software support are
presented in order to assist the user-centred prototyping process of mobile appli-
cations.
Chapter 3 aims at the analysis and specification of functional andnon-functional
requirements towards a user-centred prototyping (UCP) tool and its resulting pro-
totypes. In order to finally define these requirements, different mobile applica-
tions in the context of the Third Computing Paradigm are presented and analysed
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on typical requirements. Further, related software tools for the development of
prototypes are discussed as well as either tools for the conduction and analysis of
evaluations or for all phases of the user-centred prototyping process.
Chapter 4 goes into the details how the differentmainly functional requirements
towards the tool and the resulting prototypes can be fulfilled by means of concep-
tual and technical approaches. First, the automatic generation of prototypes is
aimed and thereby Software Engineering aspects, such as an architecture is intro-
duced that can be used to generate mobile applications in the context of the Third
Computing Paradigm. Then, MoPeDT and the development of its different compo-
nents are described. MoPeDT is a user-centred prototyping tool that can be used
to perform the user-centred prototyping process in the context of mobile HCI: the
design specification of prototypes and their automatic generation as well as the
conduction and analysis of evaluations.
Chapter 5 describes a method to validate the meeting of the non-functional re-
quirements. This method is aimed to provide a quality-based validation of the
tool-supported user-centred prototyping process as well as the resulting proto-
types. Based on this method, MoPeDT was validated to find typical benefits and
problems of a user-centred prototyping tool. Further, new approaches of Chapter
4 are also validated.
Chapter 6 discusses the use of a tool for the conduction of empirical evaluations
in different test settings and their typical benefits and problems. First, common
settings are discussed: a real world evaluation in the field and a real world simu-
lation in a laboratory. Then, the hybrid world simulation and its implementation
are presented. This setting was investigated in a first user study on its typical
benefits and limitations. Chapter 6 provides details about this user study and the
findings.
Chapter 7 finally presents a conclusion on the research questions of Chapter
1. Thereby, the contributions of this dissertation are highlighted for the research
community. In the end, an outlook is given on future work.
Chapter 2
Basic Concepts
This chapter presents basic concepts of the user-centred development of inter-
active systems, different steps of the Human-Centred Design process and their
purposes. Based on the Human-Centred Design process, the concept of the user-
centred prototyping process is introduced as well. Additionally, the basic idea of
the Third Computing Paradigm is presented where mobile phones are used as inter-
action and presentation devices to a pervasive computing environment. Finally,
this chapter also introduces categories of software support that might be useful
for simplifying the user-centred prototyping of mobile applications in the context
of the Third Computing Paradigm.
2.1 The User-Centred Development
When developing interactive computing systems, users need to be taken into ac-
count in order to get knowledge about their goals and desires as well as mental
and physical skills and limitations. Hereby, the interactive system can be tailored
exactly to the users’ requirements which, in turns, can increase the users’ effi-
ciency, effectiveness and satisfactionwhen interactingwith the system. If a system
comprehensively supports an efficient, effective and satisfying use, it is meant to
provide a high level of usability (DIN EN ISO 9241 part 11) which is an important
quality criterion of a system. Besides the DIN EN ISO 9241 specification, there
are further definitions of usability. [Nielsen, 1993], for instance, considers the sys-
tem’s ease of learnability and memorability as well as a low error rate as further
attributes of a proper usability in addition to a high level of efficiency and satis-
faction.
A high level of usability can provide several benefits for the end-users and the
developers of the interactive system [Maguire, 2001]. It can increase the produc-
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tivity of end-users since they do not need to concentrate on the system and its
use but instead on their concrete tasks. A high level of usability can also reduce
errors while completing a task. A further benefit is a reduced need for service
support and training periods if a system provides a good user-friendliness by be-
ing self-explanatory. Also, the user’s acceptance and willingness to spend money
and time for the system can be improved if a system follows an appealing design
and usability. Finally, a good usability can enhance the reputation of the product
and its vendors which, in turns, can increase sale figures.
Usability Engineering processes [Faulkner, 2000] can help develop interactive sys-
tems with a high level of usability. Characteristically, they actively involve the
end-users into the development process of a system to get a clear picture of the
users’ requirements and their tasks, but the kind of user involvement can be dif-
ferently. The Participatory Design process (e.g. [Kensing and Blomberg, 1998]
or [Muller et al., 1993]) and the Human-Centred Design process (e.g. [Haning-
ton, 2003] or [Maguire, 2001]) are examples of Usability Engineering processes
which can be applied to reach a good usability.
In the Participatory Design process, the end-users are characteristically part of
the development team and equal partners. They participate all steps of the devel-
opment process which, in particular, includes the implementation and evaluation
phase of the system. The application of the Participatory Design process provides
continuous feedback and input of the end-users, their goals and desires, how-
ever, this continuous involvement of end-users can be very difficult to organise
and coordinate as well as very expensive. A compromise is the application of the
Human-Centred Design process which only iteratively involves end-users during
the phases to analyse the context of use and requirements as well as the evalua-
tion phase of the interactive system. Thus, compared to the Participatory Design
process, development costs and the time effort can be reduced since the end-users
are not involved during all steps, such as not during the implementation step and
the specification step. At the same time, useful knowledge about the end-users
can still be acquired. As a consequence of its benefits, the Human-Centred De-
sign process is an often used approach to built user-friendly interactive systems.
2.1.1 The Human-Centred Design Process
[Maguire, 2001] provides a comprehensive overview about the Human-Centred
Design process and its five different phases (see Figure 2.1) which need to be con-
sidered and conducted: (1) plan the Human-Centred Design process, (2) under-
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Figure 2.1: The five process steps of theHuman-CentredDesign process [Maguire,
2001].
stand and specify the context of use, (3) specify the user and organisational re-
quirements, (4) produce design solutions and (5) evaluate the design solutions
against requirements until all requirements are met. In the following, these five
phases are presented and typical methods are discussed which can be applied
during the different process phases.
First Step: Plan the Human-Centred Design process
Before starting the iterative Human-Centred Design (HCD) process, several ques-
tions need to be considered and answered which address the usability planning
and scoping as well as the usability cost-benefit analysis [Maguire, 2001].
For the usability planning and scoping, the potential users and their expected ob-
jectives, skills and experiences need to be estimated and defined. Additionally,
a first assumption has to be specified about the users’ potential tasks and their
environments. With regards to the users’ environments, for instance, the emerg-
ing options and limitations towards the intended product need to be taken into
account, such as about existing networks in the environments. Finally, usability
goals should be considered as well. For instance, the importance of the ease of use
or the minimisation of errors could be fixed as the most important usability goals.
An important goal of the development process is the reduction of development
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costs and time in order to keep an economic cost-benefit value. Thus, the develop-
ment team also has to review possible process steps and methods based on their
probable costs with their expected benefits. Based on this analysis, the different
selected methods have to be fixed for the following process phases.
Second Step: Understand and Specify the Context of Use
After having specified methods for the different phases of the HCD process and
sketched a first picture of the intended target group, an in-depth knowledge about
the users and the overall context of use has to be acquired and specified in the next
step of the Human-Centred Design process.
To achieve this aim, one approach is to first specify the different stakeholders of
the system and later on to get in touch with them in order to receive information
about their objectives, skills and experiences as well as their workplaces. By hav-
ing this knowledge, the development team’s assumptions of the first phase either
are proved or need to be corrected and extended. One option of getting in touch
with the users is the execution of a survey with them. [Rogers et al., 2002] provide
information about how to collect detailed user data based on a survey, such as by
conducting interviews. When executing a face-to-face interview, an interviewer
asks a test user pre-defined or spontaneous questions about different topics, such
as about the user’s goals anddesires. Typically, surveys easily and quickly provide
data about the users, but the data are just subjective attitudes which might be less
valuable since they might not correspond to the users’ actual objective behaviour.
Instead of survey methods, observation methods [Rogers et al., 2002] can provide
objective data about the users’ actual behaviour. Typically, the users are unobtru-
sively observed (e.g. by stationary cameras and microphones) while interacting
under real contextual constraints which provides very realistic and valuable data
about the users, their tasks and their environments. Despite this promising bene-
fit, the classical observations, however, are often difficult to organise and execute
in the user’s real environment as well as time-consuming and error-prone to anal-
yse since the recorded data or often qualitative (e.g. audio and video files). These
qualitative data need to be interpreted on specific behaviour to enable a quanti-
fied analysis, such as how often the users behaved in a certain manner. A solution
to simplify the interpretation of the recorded qualitative data is using the Method
of Thinking Aloud [Nielsen, 1993] where users verbalise their thoughts while inter-
acting in their environments which provides valuable knowledge about the user’s
mental and physical skills and limitations in different situations. The method,
however, also has drawbacks since verbalising thoughts is less intuitive and un-
obtrusive which can lead to a changed user behaviour and thus biased data.
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In contrast to the classical observationmethods, there are also methods where the
users themselves capture data. These methods can be easier to organise and con-
duct compared to classical rather stationary observation methods as well as less
expensive. Diary studies are an examplewhere users document their everyday life
by recording rather objective and qualitative data about specific situations, such
as by making pictures or notes about their eating habits. One well-known diary
study is called Cultural Probes [Gaver et al., 1999] where users are equipped with
a bag that contains different objects for the documentation, such as a camera or a
pen and paper. Mobile phones [Hammer et al., 2010] also can be used as devices
to execute a diary study by using the phone’s built-in hardware for the documen-
tation, such as the camera andmicrophone. These kind of studies are typically so-
called remote studieswhich are characterised by a spatial and temporal separation
of the probands and evaluators in a field setting [Andreasen et al., 2007]. A fur-
ther well-known remote diary study is called Experience Sampling [Consolvo and
Walker, 2003]. In contrast toCultural Probes, Experience Sampling is event-driven by
the evaluators. Thus, not the proband decides on situations for capturing data but
the system and the evaluator. The probands receive reminders from time to time
in order to capture data about their current situation. For instance, the reminder
can occur every morning and evening. A benefit of the Experience SamplingMethod
is that the users hardly will forget to capture data since they are reminded. These
alarms, however, also might happen in inappropriate situations, such as when
being in the cinema. A further problem of the Experience Sampling Method is that
very interesting situations might be missed due to the fact that not the participant
of the study decides on the right moment for capturing data but instead of the
system and the evaluator.
In practice, surveys and observations are often together sequentially or parallelly
executed by first unobtrusively recording objective data about the user behaviour
and later on by jointly reviewing the recorded data and asking the users about
subjective explanations of a specific behaviour. Another often applied method
called Contextual Inquiry [Holtzblatt and Beyer, 1996] also combines a survey with
an observation method. Test users are interviewed while interacting under real
contextual constraints in their environment.
Results of the second phase of the Human-Centred Design process are the iden-
tification and documentation of the users’ significant attributes and their tasks.
Additionally, technical, physical and organisational aspects of the environments
are documented, such as information about the equipment (e.g. hardware and
network availabilities), disturbances (e.g. loudness) or communication structures
beyond the users.
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Third Step: Specify the User and Organisational Requirements
Followed by the second phase, the third phase of the HCD process considers the
specification of the user and organisational requirements. This phase can start
with a further user survey to get additional details about user requirements. In-
terviews or Focus Groups [Nielsen, 1993] are examples to discuss about require-
ments that need to be fulfilled by the system. Focus Groups bring together a group
of about five users for discussions simultaneouslywhich can save time andmoney
compared to a face-to-face interview where only one user can be interviewed at
the same time. Despite this benefit, however, opinion makers can appear in a Fo-
cus Group. These opinion makers can influence other participants, such as useful
attitudes of more reserved users can be lost. Thus, a moderator needs to consider
that problem. In addition to the conduction of such a survey method, existing
systems of a competitor or a previous system can be used and analysed together
with the users in order to detect further user requirements towards the intended
product.
Scenarios of use (e.g. [Nielsen, 1993]) and Personas (e.g. [Cooper et al., 2007]) are
often used techniques to specify the users and their requirements. Scenarios de-
scribe the typical use of the system, knowledge about the user, task goals and the
environments as well as details about objects and contexts that emerge during the
use. They provide a common language for all members of the multi-disciplinary
development team. Personas give a clear picture about the different user groups.
Each Persona illustrates a fictive representative of a single group with their typi-
cal demographic data, objectives, skills and experiences. Apart from Personas and
scenarios of use, a further document can contain a concrete list of user and organ-
isational requirements. User requirements, for instance, address the functional
(e.g. the desired task-support) and non-functional requirements (e.g. usability re-
quirements) towards the systems that need to be fulfilled to meet the users’ needs
and goals.
Fourth Step: Produce Design Solutions
After having insights about the context of use and the requirements, design so-
lutions can be produced. Typically for the first iteration of the HCD process, the
phase starts with discussions about the existing specifications (e.g. the list of re-
quirements) to come alongwith a first idea about the implementation of a product.
This idea is often specified bymaking use of Storyboards [Landay andMyers, 1996].
Storyboards visualise the basic concept of the application and its use by a sequence
of images. After having specified the concept of the application and validated
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it with end-users, two subtasks are typically conducted during the fourth phase
of the HCD process. First a design solution of the intended product is specified
and later on the specification is implemented in order to generate a prototypical
solution of the design idea.
Design specification: Before implementing a design solution, the application’s
appearance and behaviour are often specified by making use of different kinds
of diagrams or models. The process of a design specification can help under-
stand the domain, keep the application simple and prevent implementation errors
since a clear structure of the application is provided. Affinity Diagrams [Beyer and
Holtzblatt, 1997] orCard Sorting [McDonald and Schvaneveldt, 1988], for instance,
can be used to visualise the hierarchical application flow of the intended product.
For both techniques, the use of sticky notes is often used in order to document
screens and functions and later on to group them.
For mobile applications, the design specification is often done by defining the ap-
plication’s different screens and the application flow which typically looks com-
parable to a State-Transition Diagram [Wellner, 1989]. In this diagram, each state
represents a screen of the mobile application and from each of these screen states
user interactions can call other screen states. Consequently, user interactions
(e.g. the execution of a keyboard command) are represented by transitions in the
model. With respect to the level of detail, the design specification can be mod-
elled with low or high fidelity. Low-fidelity models are often specified with pen
and paper (e.g. Card Sorting) since thereby the models can quickly and easily be
changed. High-fidelity models are often designed with the support of graphical
tools [Rogers et al., 2002]. Their look and feel is usually quite similar to the final
product. At early stages of the Human-Centred Design process, the design spec-
ification characteristically is rather low in detail as in later iterations. Figure 2.2
illustrates a high-fidelity design specification of a mobile application.
Implementation: The implementation of the previous design specification gen-
erates prototypes. In terms of interface design, a prototype represents a partial
simulation of a productwith respect to its final appearance and behaviour [Houde
and Hill, 1997]. Prototypes can be classified by their level of detail, range of sup-
ported functions and their reusability.
Similar to the design specification, the prototypes can be implemented with a low
or high level of detail (e.g. [Nielsen, 1993,Rogers et al., 2002]). Low-fidelity proto-
types are prototypeswith sketched screenswhich can be implemented by pen and
paper - paper prototypes [Rettig, 1994] - whereas high-fidelity prototypes have a
very similar look-and-feel compared to the final product. Typically, high-fidelity
prototypes are running applications for the intended interaction and presentation
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Figure 2.2: High-fidelity design specification of the appearance and behaviour of
a mobile application.
device (e.g. mobile phones). For mobile applications, prototypes can be imple-
mented for different platforms (e.g. J2ME, Android or Windows Mobile) with
the support of an integrated development environment (e.g. Eclipse, Netbeans or
Visual Studio).
Low and high-fidelity prototypes are usually restricted by their range of sup-
ported functions. Their supported functions can be limited vertically or hori-
zontally (e.g. [Nielsen, 1993, Rogers et al., 2002]). Horizontal prototypes provide
an overview about all functionalities but do not provide these functionalities in-
depth whereas vertical prototypes provide functionality in-depth but not for all
functionalities. If developers, for instance, want to test the overall navigation and
the supported scope of features (e.g. for a website), a horizontal prototype is typ-
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ically used (e.g. the homepage of a website). The different features, however,
are not completely implemented and cannot be comprehensively tested during
user evaluations. Horizontal prototypes are often used in very early phases of the
HCD process whereas vertical prototypes are usually used later once a specific
supported task needs to be optimised. Highly functional prototypes typically fo-
cus on providing both the overview about all supported functionalities and the
functionalities implemented in-depth.
A further prototype classification aims at the prototype’s reusability in the follow-
ing iterations [Davis, 1992] of the Human-Centred Design process. Throwaway
prototypes are not reused and modified. For example, paper prototypes are often
thrown away after a single iteration. Instead of reusing the prototype, knowledge
of the evaluation is used to generate a complete new prototypical solution. In con-
trast to throwaway prototypes, evolutionary prototypes are reused, modified and
retested with experts and end-users in several iterations until they meet all re-
quirements of the end-users [Davis, 1992,Davis et al., 1988]. Software prototypes
are characteristically used as evolutionary prototypes.
In practice, throwaway prototypes in the form of paper prototypes are often ap-
plied at the beginning of the development process to reduce inhibition thresholds
to change prototypical solutions whereas evolutionary prototypes in the form of
software prototypes are normally used later on in the process once the develop-
ers have a clearer picture about the user requirements. Then, the developers can
concentrate on iteratively optimising the software prototypes towards the user’s
needs.
Fifth Step: Evaluate Design against Requirements
After having implemented a prototypical design solution, it is evaluated against
the specified requirements. This fifth and last phase of the Human-Centred De-
sign process also can be split in two subtasks. First an evaluation has to be con-
ducted which is followed by the analysis of the captured data whether all user
and organisational requirements are fulfilled.
Evaluation: The implemented prototype is either evaluated with end-users -
empirical evaluations - or with experts - analytical evaluations [Somervell and
McCrickard, 2004]. The selection of appropriate empirical and analytical evalua-
tion techniques [Duh et al., 2006] often depends on the evaluation goals and the
used prototypes (e.g. their level of detail and supported level of functionality).
Empirical evaluations: When conducting empirical evaluations, the end-
users usually apply the implemented prototypes to either execute pre-defined
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tasks or to freely use them. During this use, observation techniques [Rogers et al.,
2002] are applied in order to record different objective data of the user evalua-
tion, such as quantitative data about the user behaviour by means of cameras and
microphones or quantitative data (e.g. the user interactions) by means of log-
ging mechanisms. These methods are similar to observation methods which are
applied in the second and third phase of the Human-Centred Design process if
knowledge about the context of use and the requirements need to be determined.
In contrast to these phases, during the last phase of the Human-Centred Design
process, the objective is often to test an existing system - the prototypical solution
of the intended product - to find problems in terms of the specified requirements
which need to be fixed by means of a new iteration of the HCD process. In com-
bination with observation techniques, survey techniques (e.g. interviews or ques-
tionnaires) are also often applied to gather subjective data [Rogers et al., 2002].
The subjective data can help interpret the gathered objective data, such as why
the users preferred a specific functionality of the prototype.
Empirical evaluations can be conducted in different test settings: (1) as a real
world evaluation in the user’s real setting - the field, (2) as a real world simulation
in a laboratory by physically re-building the real world setting or (3) as a virtual
world simulation in a virtual environment by virtually re-building the real world
setting. The tool-supported execution of empirical evaluations in these different
test settings is one main objective of this dissertation. More about the different
test settings, their benefits and problems and how they can be conducted based
on a tool-support is described in Chapter 6.
Analytical evaluations: Besides empirical evaluations, analytical evalua-
tions are also typically applied when developing an interactive system by means
of theHCDprocess. Expertswith regards toUsability Engineering and/or the ap-
plication domain either use inspectionmethods [Nielsen, 1993] ormethodswhich
are rather formal-analytical and base on empirically validated models in order to
find usability problems. GOMS [John and Kieras, 1996] (Goals, Operators, Meth-
ods and Selection Rules) is a well-known example of a method that makes use of
an empirically validatedmodel. Based on this model, the required execution time
can be determined for each supported task of a prototype and thus problemswith
regards to efficiency. Therefore, the goals of the users are identified together with
the methods to fulfil the goals and selection rules which methods are preferred
in which situation. Finally, the operators are defined which need to be completed
for each method. By means of the operators, the completion time of a task can be
estimated for the different methods. The empirically validated model provides
the required knowledge about the completion time for each operator, such as the
required time to press a key or to select a button.
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Inspection methods can either be executed guideline-based or walkthrough-
based. The Heuristic Evaluation [Nielsen, 1993], for instance, is an guideline-based
inspection method. Based on a list of well-known heuristics, the prototypes are
reviewed to findviolations against themand thus usability problems. After the in-
spection, the problems and possible solutions are communicated as direct input to
the interface developers. The other kind of inspection methods are walkthrough-
based methods where interface developers typically simulate empirical evalua-
tions by interacting with the system like an end-user and completing different
tasks in order to reveal usability problems. The Cognitive Walkthrough [Nielsen,
1993] is such awalktrough-based inspectionmethod. In practice, guideline-based
and walkthrough-based methods are often conducted together (e.g. the Heuris-
tic Walkthrough [Sears, 1997]) to get a better picture about the prototype and its
potential usability problems.
Analysis: The last step of the HCD process’ fifth phase is the analysis of the
objective and subjective data which were gathered during the conduction of em-
pirical and analytical evaluations [Rogers et al., 2002]. The objective of the analysis
is to reveal whether all user and organisational requirements are fulfilled, such as
whether the prototype provides a high level of usability or not.
Figure 2.3: Four main steps of the user-centred prototyping process.
The gathered objective and subjective data either provide qualitative or quanti-
tative content. Quantitative content (e.g. time or error measurements) can easily
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be analysed by different analysis techniques, such as statistical analyses. Conse-
quently, by means of quantitative data, different questions of the development
team can be answered, such as whether the end-user is significantly more effi-
cient when using the new prototype for the completion of a task compared to an
older version. In contrast to quantitative content, qualitative content (e.g. audio
and video files) frequently needs to be quantified by using so-called annotation
schemas. During the process called annotation, these schemas provide informa-
tion about the characteristics which need to be identified and labelled for the qual-
itative data, such as specific user behaviour (e.g. body movements). The results
of the annotation reveal where, when, how often and how long the intended char-
acteristics were recognised in the qualitative data. Now, the quantified data also
can be analysed statistically in order to find significant differences between two
prototypes, such as a different level of user involvement.
After the analysis and interpretation of the gathered data, a new iteration of the
HCD process is started if the requirements of the users and organisation are still
not completely fulfilled otherwise the HCD process terminates.
2.1.2 The User-Centred Prototyping Process
The different phases of the Human-Centred Design process can be split in two
main tasks for interface developers: (1) the context of use and requirement analy-
sis and specification as well as (2) the iterative user-centred prototyping.
The second and third phase of the HCD process - (i) understand and specify the
context of use and (ii) specify the user and organisational requirements - aim at
the context of use and requirement analysis and specification. Users are typically
observed and surveyed without the intended product in order to get knowledge
about their goals and desires, their tasks and their environments. This knowl-
edge and the resulting requirements are specified as input for the user-centred
prototyping (UCP) process.
The user-centred prototyping process aims at the last two phases of the Human-
Centred Design process: (i) the production of a design solution as well as (ii) its
evaluation against the requirements. Thus, the user-centred prototyping process
is characterised by the iteratively conducted rapid implementation and evalua-
tion of design solutions with the involvement of end-users and experts. Char-
acteristically, four subtasks need to be completed during the conduction of the
user-centred prototyping process (see Figure 2.3): (a) the design specification and
(b) implementation of prototypes as well as (c) the evaluation of the prototypes
and (d) the analysis of the resulted data of the evaluation.
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This dissertation aims at the secondmain task of the Human-Centred Design pro-
cess: the user-centred prototyping process for mobile applications by example of
the Third Computing Paradigm.
2.2 The Third Computing Paradigm
This section presents the basic concept of the Third Computing Paradigm and the use
of amobile phone as interaction and presentation device to a pervasive computing
environment.
2.2.1 Ubiquitous and Pervasive Computing
[Weiser, 1991] presented the concept ofUbiquitous Computing. Similar concepts to
Ubiquitous Computing are Pervasive Computing, Ambient Intelligence or the Internet
of Things (e.g. [Satyanarayanan, 2001,Aarts et al., 2001,Mattern and Flörkemeier,
2010,Gershenfeld et al., 2004]). The basic idea of all these concepts is the omnipres-
ence of computers and computerised objects in the user’s everyday environment.
Based on [Kindberg et al., 2002], computerised objects can be classified as peo-
ple, places and things. The users should be enabled to interact with these objects
or more general with everything, everywhere at any time which also means a
paradigm shift (see Figure 2.4) from a one-to-one relationship between a user and
his personal computer - the Second Computing Paradigm - to amany-to-one relation-
ship between a single user andmany different computers or computerised objects
- the Third Computing Paradigm.
When applying the concept of the Third Computing Paradigm, it is differed how
users interact with their computerised - pervasive computing - environment and
its objects. Users can either explicitly interact with the system based on, for in-
stance, direct manipulations of objects in the pervasive computing environment
or implicitly by changing the context of the environment [Schmidt, 2000].
Explicit interactions [Schmidt, 2000] are actively executed by the users with the
system, such as the selection of a button by clicking it with a computer mouse.
These explicit interactions can also be categorised whether they are executed di-
rectly or indirectly. Users, for instance, can directly interact with objects in the per-
vasive computing environment if they provide an interactive user interface (e.g.
an interactive table) for interactions and presentations. If an object does not have
an interactive user interface, a user has to apply an interaction and presentation
device as amediumwhich provides the required interactive user interface in order
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Figure 2.4: The figure illustrates the three different computing paradigmswith the
mainframe era as the First Computing Paradigmwhere several users used together a
single computer unit. This First Computing Paradigm started in the 1950s and was
followed by the personal computing (PC) era - the Second Computing Paradigm - in
the 1980s. Since the 2000s, the Third Computing Paradigm enters the user’s life.
to indirectly interactwith the intended object. Amobile device can be used as such
a medium. It can be used for explicit interactions with the pervasive computing
environment and its objects as well as for presentations of objects’ user interfaces,
such as for the display of services of an intended object. Interactions which are
executed bymeans of a mobile device are calledmobile interactions [Rukzio et al.,
2007].
Mobile phones cannot only be used to execute explicit but also implicit interac-
tions [Schmidt, 2000]. For the Implicit Human Computer Interaction [Schmidt, 2000]
provided the following definition.
"Implicit Human Computer Interaction is an action, performed by the user
that is not primarily aimed to interact with a computerized system but which
such a system understands as input."
Thus, in contrast to explicit interactions, implicit interactions typically base on
recognised context of the user andhis environmentwhich is often caused by aware
or unaware interactions of the user with the environment [Schmidt, 2000], such
as the changed position or orientation of the user in the environment.
Based on the definition of [Dey, 2001], context is
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"... any information that can be used to characterise the situation of an entity.
An entity is a person, place or object that is considered relevant to the inter-
action between a user and an application, including the user and applications
themselves."
Contexts are typically built by means of data from sensors which help form an
information which, in turns, can trigger events. The user’s presence at a certain
location, for instance, can be recognised by means of data of a GPS receiver and
trigger an event, such as the display of information on a user’s mobile phone.
In this dissertation, the user-centred prototyping process of applications is fo-
cused which make use of mobile phones to enable explicit and implicit interac-
tions with primarily things: physical objects in the pervasive computing environ-
ment.
2.2.2 Mobile Phones as Interaction Devices
The use of mobile or smart phones has many benefits. Almost everybody owns
a mobile device and takes it around constantly which makes them not only to a
widespread interaction but also to a presentation device of information. Also,
recent phones support novel hardware and network facilities which enable differ-
ent mobile interaction styles that can be used for mobile interactions with physi-
cal objects and the pervasive computing environment. Before these different mo-
bile interaction styles are covered more detailed, a typical mobile interaction sce-
nario with a pervasive computing environment is described. This scenario bases
on [Kindberg et al., 2002].
Pervasivemuseum scenario: The user John Smith visits amuseum that presents
different objects of arts. He wants to interact with these objects of arts in order
to receive detailed information, such as information about their original context.
With regards to the Third Computing Paradigm, the museum is a pervasive comput-
ing environment that includes different physical objects - objects of arts - which
provide services, such as a service that offers detailed information. John Smith
needs to explicitly select a physical object in order to receive and interact with its
services and service entries (e.g. multimedia content). Since the objects of arts
are not directly addressable, John Smith applies his mobile phone as indirect in-
teraction and presentation device to the physical objects. For the selection of the
intended physical object and the interaction with its services and service entries,
John Smith can make use of different mobile interaction styles, such as he might
apply the mobile phone’s keyboard to first navigate through a list of displayed
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objects of arts - the physical objects - and later on to select the intended one. This
keyboard-based mobile interaction style, however, does not seem to be comfort-
able in each situation, such as if the list of objects is extremely long and the nav-
igation is time-consuming and annoying. In this situation a more direct mobile
interaction with the physical object would be preferable, such as a camera-based
interaction style where the user simply has to capture a picture of the intended
physical object for its identification and selection. Thus, John Smith uses his phone
in order to take a picture of Mona Lisa. Now, the system detects the selection of
the correct physical object and loads and displays a list of the available services
forMona Lisa on John Smith’s phone. He navigates through the list of services and
selects the service calledOriginal Context to load and display detailed information
about the object of art. All in all, the scenario illustrated that a mobile phone can
be used to perform different explicit mobile interactions: selections and naviga-
tions. Also, a phone can be used to present information on the phone’s display,
such as services and service entries.
Mobile interaction styles: [Ballagas et al., 2006] give a comprehensive overview
about the mobile phone’s hardware facilities (e.g. the mobile phone’s camera)
which enable different mobile interaction styles. In summary, the mobile phone’s
keyboard or touch-sensitive display can be used for mobile interactions as well as
a phone’s camera, microphone, GPS receiver, accelerometer or NFC reader. Some
phones even support proximity, light, orientation or position sensors. In the con-
text of the Third Computing Paradigm, most of the mentioned mobile interaction
styles are primarily used for interactions with physical objects - their selection
- while other mobile interaction styles are mainly used for navigations, such as
navigations through displayed menus. Besides this category, mobile interaction
styles also can be categorised by whether they primarily support implicit or ex-
plicit interactions. In the following some examples of mobile interaction styles are
described and categorised.
Keyboard-based interaction style: Users can apply themobile phone’s key-
board to interact with the graphical user interface that is presented on the mobile
phone’s display. In particular, the so-called softkeys of the mobile phone can be
used for the keyboard-based interaction style. Softkeys are directly located below
the mobile phone’s display. They provide the opportunity to select a displayed
option (e.g. the virtual representation of a physical object) by means of the fire-
key or to navigate through a menu by means of the four navigation keys. Mobile
interactions which are executed by the keyboard are usually explicit interactions
since users actively interact with the graphical user interface of the phone in order
to indirectly interact with the physical object.
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Touch-display-based interaction style: The touch-sensitive display of amo-
bile phone supports similar mobile interactions compared to the keyboard. They
are also explicit and primarily can be used for selections of objects as well as for
navigations through menus. These navigations and object selections, however,
are more directly compared to keyboard-based interactions. For the selection of a
physical object, for instance, a user can directly touch the touch-sensitive display
and thus a displayed virtual object that represents a physical object whereas when
using the keyboard a cursor first needs to be navigated towards the intended vir-
tual object in order to highlight and then select it.
Microphone-based interaction style: Mobile interactions can also be per-
formed based on the mobile phone’s microphone (e.g. [Lim et al., 2009]).
Grounded on speech input, the user can explicitly select a physical object. There-
fore, the user simply has to input a corresponding keyword, such as the name of
the intended physical object. This word is then recognised by a speech recogniser.
Besides interactions with physical objects, the microphone-based interaction style
also can be used in order to either manipulate the mobile phone’s graphical user
interface, such as to play, pause and stop a video player or to navigate through a
list by speaking commands (e.g. up, down, right or left). The microphone-based
interaction style cannot only be used for explicit but also for implicit interactions.
Based on the microphone, context can be detected (e.g. a high level of noise) and
thus events can be triggered, such as the display of a notification that speech input
is currently impossible because of strong background noise.
Figure 2.5: An example of the Data Matrix (left) and the QR Code (right). Both
visual markers represent the text: Karin.
Camera-based interaction style: Similar to the microphone-based interac-
tion style, the camera-based interaction style can typically be used for the explicit
selection of a physical object. To do that, one option is to capture an image of the
intended physical object and use an image recogniser to identify it (e.g. [Föckler
et al., 2005]). Another option is to use visual markers which represent the cor-
responding identifier (e.g. an URL) of the physical object. These markers also
can be interpreted by means of an image recogniser. The Data Matrix and the QR
Code are two prominent examples of 2D visual markers (see Figure 2.5). Visual
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markers cannot only be used for an object selection but also as position sensors
(see Position-based interaction style) to recognise the tilting position of the phone
(e.g. [Rohs and Zweifel, 2005]). Apart from these rather explicit interactions, the
camera also can be applied for implicit interactions, such to detect a user’s current
lighting condition in the environment by automatically capturing and interpret-
ing images.
NFC-based interaction style: The built-in NFC reader of a mobile phone
can also be applied to enable explicit interactions with physical objects. For the
NFC-based interaction style, the physical object needs to be augmented with an
RFID tag that provides information about an object’s identifier. Now, once the
phone has reached a short distance to an RFID tag, anNFC connection is built and
the identifier is transmitted to the mobile phone. Several user studies have been
conducted where the NFC-based interaction style was used in the context of the
Third Computing Paradigm. Results show many benefits for the system’s usability
(e.g. [Rukzio et al., 2007] or [Broll and Hausen, 2010]). The NFC-based interaction
style, for example, is meant to bemore robust, quicker and easier to use compared
to the camera-based interaction style [Mäkelä et al., 2007].
GPS-based interaction style: TheGPS receiver can primarily be used to per-
form implicit interactions since it provides data to detect the user’s location con-
text. This location context can trigger the execution of specific services - location-
based services -, such as the loading and display of location-dependent content.
There are several applications which make use of location-based services, such
as games (e.g. Savannah [Benford et al., 2004]) or outdoor guides (e.g. [Kaasi-
nen, 2003]). Geocaching1 is a further well-known application domain where GPS-
based mobile interaction are used. The idea is that some users hide geo-tagged
treasures and other users try to find this treasures based on their GPS devices.
Orientation-based interaction style: The orientation sensor bases on the
idea of a digital compass since it provides information about changes of the
phone’s and the user’s orientation. The orientation-based interactions can be both
implicit and explicit. If the user is aware that an orientation sensor exists as well
as how orientation gestures (e.g. a 180 degree rotation) influence the system, the
orientation-based interaction is rather explicit whereas if the user is either un-
aware of the sensor itself and its influence towards the system or how the orien-
tation sensor influences the system, the interactions are rather implicit. Explicit
orientation-based interactions are typically used for navigation tasks. In combi-
nation with GPS, the orientation sensor, for instance, can help explicitly navigate
1http://www.geocaching.de/
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a user to a certain location. With respect to the Third Computing Paradigm, the ori-
entation sensor can be used to explicitly navigate through displayed lists or to im-
plicitly personalise and optimise the application based on the user’s orientation.
Position-based interaction style: A position sensor provides information
about the phone’s tilt in 2D-axes. Bymaking use of the sensor, a user can explicitly
navigate up, down, right or left through different displayed elements (e.g. [Manty-
jarvi et al., 2006]). By navigating through letters, even text can be entered [Wigdor
and Balakrishnan, 2003]. Mobile games sometimes also apply the position sensor
to control game elements, such as a virtual character in the game world. Similar
as for the orientation sensor, the position sensor is primarily used for navigation
tasks that are executed explicitly. Therefore, the user must be aware of the sensor
as well as the 2D position gestures and their influences on the system. Implicit in-
teractions can also emerge if the application makes use of the sensor data in order
to adapt the system which sometimes even remains hidden for the user.
Accelerometer-based interaction style: Data of the mobile phone’s ac-
celerometer and its 3D-axes can be used for accelerometer-based interactions, such
as implicitly for the recognition of a user state (e.g. [Iso and Yamazaki, 2006]), such
as whether the user is sitting, standing, lying, walking or running or explicitly by
the recognition of a particular 3D gesture (e.g. [Mäntyjärvi et al., 2004], [Rehm
et al., 2010] or [Kela et al., 2006]). Recognised explicitly performed gestures, for
instance, can bemapped to the identification of a physical object or to a navigation
command, such as up, down, right or left.
Proximity-based interaction style: Proximity sensors typically enable im-
plicit interactions. By means of the sensor, the mobile phone can detect whether
users hold their phones in their hands or not. This information can be used as con-
textual information for an application. For example, the phone can automatically
switch between a visual notification mode to an audio and vibration notification
mode once the user state has changed. By this means, users can perceive impor-
tant notification even if they do not have their phones in their visual attention.
Light-based interaction style: A light sensor also primarily generates im-
plicit interactions since it provides contextual information (e.g. [Gellersen et al.,
2002]), such as whether the user is in a bright or dark environment. As result of a
changed situations, for instance, the display light can be adapted.
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2.3 Software Support
This dissertation mainly aims on the question how the user-centred prototyping
process of mobile applications in the context of the Third Computing Paradigm can
be improved bymaking use of a software assistance. This section provides details
about different categories of software assistance. Based on [Hull et al., 2004] de-
velopers can employ different types of software support when developing mobile
applications: middleware or software modules in combinations with IDEs as well
as classical prototyping tools or content and behaviour tools. These categories,
however, primarily support in the design and implementation of application but
do not additionally focus on a support for the conduction and analysis of user
evaluations. To support assistance for the user-centred prototyping process in all
stages, approaches are required which also assist the conduction and analysis of
user evaluations. Thus, two further types of tools are added to Hull’s categories:
evaluation and analysis tools as well as user-centred prototyping tools.
2.3.1 IDEs with Software Modules and Middleware
Eclipse and Netbeans are two well-known Integrated Development Environments
(IDE) that can be used for the software implementation of mobile applications
(e.g. for the platforms J2ME and Android). These IDEs make use of so-called em-
ulators of mobile phones (e.g. from Nokia or Sony Ericsson) in order to enable
emulations and tests of mobile applications on a desktop computer during the
development process. Typically, these emulators also support a set of different so-
called Application Programming Interfaces (APIs). APIs typically provide software
access to different functionalities of a mobile phone. For instance, most modern
emulators of J2ME (Java Microedition) support the JSR 135 Mobile Media API that
provides interfaces and classes to address the mobile phones built-in camera and
microphone as well as to run audio and video files. IDEs also often provide a so-
called graphical user interface (GUI) builder that supports the specification of a
prototypes’s appearance (see Figure 2.6) and behaviour (see Figure 2.7). The re-
sult of specifications with the GUI builder is automatically generated source code
that can be modified by the interface developer.
Middleware and software modules are also software components that typically
provide an API to enable access to different functionalities, such as access to dif-
ferent hardware capabilities of a device or a network layer. Usually, they also can
be added to a project of an IDE. Equip [Greenhalgh, 2002] is an example of a mid-
dleware that supports developers of mobile applications. It offers a software plat-
form for mixed reality user interfaces. In contrast to middleware, modules typi-
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Figure 2.6: Screen view of the GUI builder from Netbeans for the development of
the mobile application’s appearance.
cally provide software for different components of software architectures, such as
a server component of a client-server architecture. Using software modules, de-
velopers do not need to re-implement the corresponding component anymore but
instead can re-use it in different contexts. For instance, the Context Toolkit [Salber
et al., 1999] provides software modules to address different sensors.
Middleware and software modules provide developers with valuable support
when developing applications which can save time and money as well as prevent
errors but even if they are used in combination with an IDE that provides a GUI
builder, the interface developers still require comprehensive programming skills.
Additionally, middleware and software modules typically just support in the de-
sign and implementation and not in the evaluation and analysis of applications.
Thus, this type of software support does not seem to be an appropriate assistance
for interface developers which conduct the user-centred prototyping process.
2.3.2 Classical Prototyping Tools
In contrast to middleware and software modules, classical prototyping tools re-
quire less programming skills but fail in other requirements. They typically pro-
vide a graphical user interface to build up a sketch of an application based on its
early concept but often do not assist in the generation of functional high-fidelity
prototypes that directly run on the intended devices, such as mobile phones. Vi-
sio, Adobe Fireworks and PowerPoint are examples of well-known commercial
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Figure 2.7: Flow view of the GUI builder from Netbeans for the development of
the mobile application’s behavior.
tools that can be used to illustrate a sketch of an application. MockUp2 is a fur-
ther example that can be used to sketch an iPhone applicationwhereasMockflow3
can be used for sketching a webpage.
All in all, classical prototyping tools are very helpful to communicate ideas for dis-
cussions in an interdisciplinary project team. They also can be used to generate
first versions of an application in order to conduct user evaluations in early stages
of the user-centred prototyping process. Despite their benefits, classical proto-
typing tools also do not seem to be an appropriate software support for the entire
user-centred prototyping process (see Section 2.1) since, later on in the process,
functional high-fidelity prototypes often cannot be generated that directly run on
the intended device.
2.3.3 Content and Behaviour Tools
Content and behaviour tools provide a graphical user interface (GUI) for the de-
sign specification of a prototype that is, later on, automatically generated as a re-
sult of the specification task. Usually, the developers just need to specify the con-
tent and the behaviour as well as the appearance of the intended application by
means of the tool’s GUI. The content specification addresses multimedia content
(e.g. text and images) that should be presented at the runtime of the applica-
tion whereas the appearance specification covers the specification of all screens
2http://mockapp.com/
3http://www.mockflow.com/
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including their content and control elements. Finally, the behaviour specification
considers the specification of the application flow and logic.
Compared to middleware and software modules, content and behaviour tools
require no or less implementation skills since prototypes are automatically gen-
erated as a result from the GUI-based design specification task. The generated
prototypes directly run on the intended interaction devices. Thus, in contrast to
classical prototyping tools, content and behaviour tools can generate functional
high-fidelity prototypes and thereby they also can support during later phases of
the user-centred prototyping process. The App Inventor from Google4 is a com-
mercial example of a content and behaviour tool that helps generate prototypes
for the Android platform by means of a GUI-based design specification whereas
MScape [Hull et al., 2004] is a research example that supports developers with a
tool in order to generate location-based applications, such as Savannah [Benford
et al., 2004]. The result of the design specification with MScape are XML files.
These XML files are interpreted by a software module in order to run the proto-
type on a PDA.
Content and behaviour tools seem to appropriately support the design specifica-
tion and implementation phase of the user-centred prototyping process. A GUI is
provided to specify the prototype while the implementation phase is not required
anymore since the prototype is automatically generated. This aspect potentially
reduces the development time as well as errors caused by a lack of an interface
developer’s proper programming skills. Content and behaviour tools, however,
do not support the conduction and analysis of evaluations.
2.3.4 Evaluations and Analysis Tools
Evaluation and analysis tools assist in the conduction and analysis of user evalu-
ations. They typically provide a graphical user interface to record test users once
they are interacting with an application. Later on, the tools also assist in the anal-
ysis of the captured data. Userfly5 is a commercial example that can be used to log
all interactions while users are surfing on a website. Afterwards, the system can
be used to playback the logged sessions as a movie that displays the correspond-
ing website content and the logged keyboard and mouse interactions. Thus, the
evaluator can exactly replicate a session in order to find user problems. A similar
system isM-Pathy6 that also can be used to logmouse-based user interactions and
4http://appinventor.googlelabs.com
5http://userfly.com/
6http://www.m-pathy.com
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later on analyse the logged data by providing the website content and the logged
mouse events. A well-known further example is Google Analytics7 that also can
be used to analyse the web traffic on a website. There are several further tools
available that support the evaluation and analysis of websites but there are less
tools for the mobile context.
When conducting evaluations in this context, challenges occur due to the fact that
mobile users are often in the wild and on the go. Mobile users usually do not
only use their devices alone at home which would be similar to the use of a desk-
top PC but instead mobile devices are used in different indoor and outdoor envi-
ronments with different social context. Tools have to support the conduction of
evaluations in these different situations in order to get a clear picture about the
users. However, tool-support in the wild and on the go is not always easy to pro-
vide. An audio-visual capturing of the user, for instance, is difficult to perform
in an environment that changes constantly. MyExperience [Froehlich et al., 2007],
for instance, supports developers in the mobile context by automatically logging
user interactions that are conducted with mobile phones. After the conduction of
a user evaluation, MyExperience additionally assists in the analysis by providing
a graphical user interface which displays all logged user data.
All in all, neither classical evaluation and analysis tools for the desktop setting
nor tools for the mobile setting support all phases of the user-centred prototyping
process because the design and implementation of prototypes are not supported.
Nevertheless, these tools provide important insights about how a tool can support
during the conduction and analysis of user evaluations.
2.3.5 User-Centred Prototyping Tools
As a conclusion, content and behaviour tools support during the design specifica-
tion task and the automatic generation of prototypes while evaluation and anal-
ysis tools support during the task to conduct and analyse user evaluations. In
a combination they can cover all stages of the user-centred prototyping process.
Tools of these two categories, however, are often not compatible and therefore a
fluent process of the different phases can be interrupted. Moreover, developers
need to learn different tools with different handling which can needlessly require
a period of time.
User-centred prototyping (UCP) tools support developers with an all-in-one-
software assistance in all stages of the user-centred prototyping process [Hart-
mann et al., 2006,Klemmer et al., 2000]. They assist developers in the tool-based
7http://www.google.com/analytics/
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design specification, evaluation and analysis of user interface prototypes. Conse-
quently, UCP tools are an all-in-one tool combination of a content and behaviour
tool aswell as a evaluation and analysis tool. Usually, UCP tools have a strong link
between the design, evaluation and analysis component which can prevent inter-
ruptions of the process, such as the evaluation component supports the conduc-
tion of user evaluationswith prototypes thatwere generatedduring the tool-based
design specification. The analysis component assists interface designers with the
interpretation of synchronously captured data of the evaluation component.
One question, however, is which further benefits and problems emerge when us-
ing such an all-in-one tool for the user-centred prototyping process. This and
other questions (see Chapter 1) will be addressed in the next chapters of this dis-
sertation.
2.4 Summary
This chapter introduced the user-centred development of interactive computing
systems, the Third Computing Paradigm anddifferent categories of software support
that might assist developers during the user-centred prototyping process.
First, aspects of usability and its benefits were presented. Then, the Human-
Centred Design (HCD) process and its different phases were introduced. While
the first three phases of the HCD process primarily address aspects of a require-
ment analysis and specification, the last two phases of the process focus on the
production of prototypical solutions and their evaluation and analysis against the
specified requirements. These last two phases can be split in four subtasks which
together result in the user-centred prototyping process: (1) design specification
and (2) implementation of prototypes as well as (3) the evaluation of the gener-
ated prototypes and (4) the analysis of the evaluation results. This user-centred
prototyping process is objective of the dissertation.
Besides the user-centred development, the second part of the chapter introduced
the concept of the Third Computing Paradigm. The basic idea of Ubiquitous Com-
puting and similar concepts were presented. A focus of the dissertation is the
development of applications which make use of mobile phones as interaction and
presentation device to a pervasive computing environment. Therefore, different
aspects of such mobile applications were introduced with a focus on the applied
mobile interaction styles.
The last aspects of the chapter was the introduction of different categories of soft-
ware support for interface developers. The categories middleware and module
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were introduced as well as the categories classical prototyping tools, content and
behaviour tools and evaluation and analysis tools. Finally, the category user-
centred prototyping (UCP) tools was presented which potentially supports all
phases of the user-centred prototyping (UCP) process. This dissertation inves-
tigates the use of all-in-one UCP tools for the user-centred prototyping process
of mobile applications in the context of the Third Computing Paradigm. The first
research question is to reveal typical requirements towards a UCP tool and the
resulting prototypes of the tool.
To find these requirements, the next chapter describes and discusses different mo-
bile applications that were developed by means of user-centred prototyping pro-
cess. Also, related content and behaviour tools, evaluation and analysis tools as
well as UCP tools are reflected on their tool features.
Chapter 3
Requirement Engineering
The objective of this chapter is to define a list of typical functional and non-
functional requirements regarding software assistance for the user-centred pro-
totyping process as well as functional and non-functional requirements for the
resulting prototypes. To find characteristic requirements, a bottom-up approach
was undertaken by analysing the user-centred development of mobile applica-
tions in three different application domains on representative challenges for in-
terface developers.
Besides the requirement analysis, the chapter also presents a literature overview
about related software tools that provide assistance for the different phases of
the user-centred prototyping process. Based on the previous defined functional
requirements, a tool comparison is also described in order to receive insights to
strengths and weaknesses of the existing software support.
3.1 The Mobile Application Development
One goal of the chapter is to analyse the user-centred prototyping process in con-
text of the Third Computing Paradigm in order to find typical challenges for inter-
face designers when conducting the user-centred prototyping process without
software assistance. By this means, functional and non-functional requirements
should be revealed for a software support in the different process phases: the
design specification and automatic generation of prototypes as well as the con-
duction of evaluations and their analyses.
Characteristically for mobile applications in the context of the Third Computing
Paradigm, the applications make use of mobile phones to enable interactions with
objects of a pervasive computing environment and their services (see Section 2.2).
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These services usually provide access to read and/or write object-related data
(e.g. multimedia content or system states). Thus, as a first requirement, the soft-
ware assistance for the user-centred prototyping process should support the gen-
eration of mobile applications which enable the following functionalities: the re-
mote access and the dynamic loading and display of an environment’s objects,
their services and content of the services. Typical services in the context of the
Third Computing Paradigm are either information requests of multimedia content
or services to change the multimedia content (e.g. images or videos). The specifi-
cation of the remote content (e.g. database content) should also be enabled.
A further characteristic ofmobile applications in the context of the Third Computing
Paradigm is the use of different mobile interaction styles as also described in Sec-
tion 2.2. Consequently, resulting prototypes of the software-assisted user-centred
prototyping process are additionally expected to support different mobile inter-
action styles as a second functional requirement. The required mobile interaction
styles (e.g. keyboard-based or accelerometer-based) often strongly depend on the
application and the context of use.
To get further insights in typical requirements for the software assistance of the
user-centred prototyping process and the resulting prototypes, case studies of
three different application domains are discussed togetherwith their user-centred
prototyping iterations. These three domains can be distinguished as followed:
ambient-assisted living, mobile outdoor and indoor aides and mobile learning
and entertainment.
3.1.1 Mobile Interaction for Ambient-Assisted Living
Figure 3.1: A user who performs touching [Rukzio et al., 2006].
The user’s home contains several objects, such as different home appliances (e.g.
the cooker or refrigerator) or home entertainment devices (e.g. the TV set or DVD
player). By using a mobile phone, these different physical objects can become ad-
dressable (e.g. bymeans of a UPnP network) to load information about the objects
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and their system state as well as to change the state, for instance, by switching the
objects on or off. Such an application -MobiMote - was user-centred developed in
former work [Rukzio et al., 2006]. The main objective of its user-centred develop-
ment was to get knowledge about user preferences for amobile interaction style in
different situations in terms of context. Three different kinds ofmobile interaction
styles were supported byMobiMote: a NFC-based interaction style called touching,
a Laser-beam based interaction style called pointing and a keyboard-based interac-
tion style called scanning. Figure 3.1 shows how the user performs the NFC-based
interaction whereas Figure 3.2 shows the laser-beam based interaction. This ap-
plication also highlights the need and requirement to support several mobile in-
teraction styles for mobile applications.
Before the user evaluation and later on the analysis of the user evaluation were
conducted, the mobile application first was designed and implemented. These
different steps of the user-centred prototyping process show further requirements
towards a tool-support and the resulting prototypes.
Figure 3.2: A user who performs pointing [Rukzio et al., 2006].
The design and implementation of the application: To get a first impression
about MobiMote, its screen contents and control elements, a state-chart (see Sec-
tion 2.1) with the relevant screen states and the transitions - the application flow
- were specified to finally generate a low-fidelity prototype of MobiMote - a paper
prototype. Figure 3.3 shows some of the paper prototype’s screens which were
implemented in the first iteration of the user-centred prototyping process [Leicht-
enstern et al., 2006].
At first view, the specification of the prototype’s state-chart and the generation
of a paper prototype are quickly and easily to conduct due to the fact that these
steps do not require any software skills, such as the software implementation of
an underlying architecture. These steps, however, are a challenge with regards
to user interface design since the resulting prototype is expected to meet a high
user-friendliness (e.g. see [Myers, 1993]). In order to do so, interface guidelines for
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mobile phones (e.g. see Guidelines of Nokia’s Design and User Experience Library1)
can be applied since guidelines provide comprehensive knowledge about good
practice. Interface designers, however, need to know how to apply the guidelines
in an efficient and comprehensive way, such as how to easily ensure a consistent
layout. Consequently, the correct application of interface guidelines is a challenge
for inexperienced interface developers. [Myers, 1993] also highlights the problem
to correctly apply interface guidelines due to the need to first correctly interpret
them. This problem is even increased because interface designer are usually under
time pressure to quickly generate the product.
Figure 3.3: Different screens of the low-fidelity prototype [Leichtenstern et al.,
2006].
In order to tackle the challenge to correctly apply interface guidelines, a software
assistance of the user-centred prototyping process should, if possible, automati-
cally support the correct application of guidelines, such as by automatically check-
ing their compliance. Since the automatic verification of guidelines is not always
possible, the analytical verification of the prototypes by usability and/or domain
experts should also be assisted by the tool, such as by supporting a guideline-
based and a walkthrough-based analytical evaluation (see Section 2.1).
Further, the software assistance should not only support the generation of high-
fidelity software prototypes but also the generation of low-fidelity prototypeswith
sketched screens both by means of a state-chart view due to the fact that low-
fidelity prototypes rather increase a user’s willingness to provide critical feedback
than high-fidelity prototypes with ameaningful look-and-feel. This detailed feed-
back is very helpful in particular in early iterations of the user-centred prototyping
process when interface developers have less knowledge about the end-users of a
mobile application (see Section 2.1).
The design and implementation of theMobiMote’s high-fidelity prototype in JAVA
required a client-server architecture [Rukzio et al., 2006] and the implementa-
tion of the architecture’s components. The components were implemented as fol-
1http://library.forum.nokia.com
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lowed. The server component either communicated with the physical objects by
means of the UPnP server (e.g. to forward status requests) or replied informa-
tion about the objects (e.g. their user manual) which were persistently stored in
a database. The service requests were initiated by the application that ran on the
mobile phone. This mobile client could connect to the server component in order
to load and display data about the objects (e.g. status information).
The implementation of MobiMote’s high fidelity prototype required a lot of pro-
gramming and Software Engineering skills, such as knowledge about server-client
programming and knowledge about how to implement the different mobile in-
teraction styles. The implementation of such an application can be very time-
consuming and error-prone for inexperienced interface designers. The develop-
ment of MobiMote, for instance, took almost two month as a one-man-project.
Moreover, the complex implementation process distracts too much from the orig-
inal objective: the evaluation of the prototypes and its analysis.
In summary, the design and implementation of low-fidelity and high-fidelity pro-
totypes require both Software and Usability Engineering skills to prevent long
development times and an error-prone product. A software assistance is strongly
required for the design and the implementation of prototypes to keep the focus on
the user and not on the prototype generation. Thus, as a further requirement the
software assistance indispensably needs to decrease the required programming
skills by providing an architecture and implemented softwaremodules for at least
the typical generic components: the mobile client, the server and the database.
The evaluation and analysis of the application: After the generation of the
high-fidelity prototype, the user evaluation of the prototype was conducted by
means of an inquiry method: a questionnaire [Rukzio et al., 2006]. Test users had
to apply MobiMote in some contextual situations to complete pre-defined tasks.
For instance, they had to select the CD player by one of three supported mobile
interaction styles to load its current status and switch it on if necessary. After each
situation they had to fill-in the questionnaire by documenting their selected inter-
action style. The different situations were specified by the user’s location and ac-
tivity. In some situations the users had line-of-sight to the intended object or even
were in touch with it whereas in other situations they did not have line-of-sight,
such as when the object was located in another room. For all these location con-
texts, it also was differedwhether the user’s activity was sitting, lying or standing.
Followed by the user evaluation, the results of the questionnaire were analysed
which revealed context-dependent user preferences.
As a further requirement towards a tool-support, the recording of subjective data
seems to be important, such as by means of storing the quantitative and qualita-
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tive answers of a questionnaire. For mobile applications, the recording of subjec-
tive data can be conducted directly with questionnaires that are displayed on the
phone (e.g. see [Väätäjä and Roto, 2010]).
In addition to an inquirymethod, the user evaluation conducted forMobiMote also
can be executed based on an observationmethod (see Section 2.1). The evaluation
and analysis phase of observation methods are potentially more time-consuming
than inquiry methods, such as they require the analysis of objective and typi-
cally qualitative data (e.g. captured videos). Despite these problems, observation
methods often provide much more valid data since user behaviour is measured
and not just the user’s attitude (see Section 2.1). Challenges of executing observa-
tion methods and thus potential requirements for a software-assisted evaluation
and analysis still need to be revealed by means of an application that was evalu-
ated with an observation method.
3.1.2 Mobile Interaction for Mobile Outdoor and Indoor Aides
Not only applications for ambient-assisted living but also for mobile outdoor and
indoor aides need to be addressed which typically provide pervasive services not
primarily to a single user but instead often to several users. Museums or shopping
stores, for instance, are mobile indoor aides where objects of arts or products are
physical objects. In these environments, several users separately interact with the
system. These users do not only request information but they also can generate
new multimedia content (e.g. user feedback about physical objects) which after-
wards can be requested by other users. Thus, the service to add new multimedia
content or change existing content is evenmore relevant if such user communities
exist.
One mobile outdoor aide that was developed was called Gastronomy Guide
[Schmitt, 2008]. It was located in the environment of a city and the city’s restau-
rants were the physical objects of the application. The idea of Gastronomy Guide
was to provide information about restaurants including official critics and critics
of the user community. Thus, the users could not only request information about
physical objects - the restaurants - but also provide new multimedia data (e.g.
video and textual information) about them. The NFC-based and keyboard-based
mobile interaction styles were supported by Gastronomy Guide to either select a
restaurant by touching an RFID-tagged city guide or by selecting the restaurant
from a list of all restaurants which were displayed on the mobile phone’s screen.
Since the former design and implementation of MobiMote revealed, in particular,
challenges when designing and implementing a mobile application in the context
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of the Third Computing Paradigm, Gastronomy Guidewas developed with a first ver-
sion of software assistance: an implemented architecture and its software mod-
ules (see Section 4.1.2). By means of template-based XML specification files, the
mobile interaction styles could be specified aswell as the appearance - the screens,
their content and control elements - and the behaviour - the logic and flow of the
application - of Gastronomy Guide. For Gastronomy Guide, the appearance and the
behaviour could be specified statically or dynamically. Static specifications can be
used if the appearance and behaviour are completely known at the specification
time, such as the content of a help screen. If the appearance and the behaviour are
just known at the runtime, they have to be specified dynamically with a scripting
language and script prompts. The support of both, static and dynamic specifica-
tions of the application’s appearance and behaviour, seems to be a further impor-
tant requirement towards a software tool.
The available software module for the mobile phone should be able to interpret
the different design specification files at runtime in order to automatically gen-
erate the functional high-fidelity prototype. The software modules provide this
ability which were used for Gastronomy Guide (see Section 4.1.2). The required
skills for the implementation phase seem to be reduced by the approach to en-
able the XML-based and script-based specifications of a software module. The
interface designer only needs to design the application by making use of the cor-
responding XMLfiles. A separate implementation phasewith the use of an object-
oriented programming language (e.g. JAVA) is not required anymore due to the
fact that the prototype is automatically generated from the design specification
files. The question is whether the mentioned challenges of MobiMote - primarily
in terms of Software Engineering - can comprehensively be tackled for the design
and implementation phase andwhether new challenges emergewhenmaking use
of software modules as well as the XML-based and script-based design specifica-
tion.
The design and implementation of the application: Figure 3.4 shows screens
of Gastronomy Guide which was developed by means of the software modules de-
scribed in Section 4.1.2. By using the softwaremodules, challenges could be partly
tackled regarding the design and implementation phase. The required interface
design skills, for instance, were reduced due to the fact that the compliance of
well-established guidelines from Nokia2 were considered. The compliance of the
guidelines could be ensured since corresponding rules are integrated in XML-
based screen templates and in the implementation of the software module: Mo-
bile Client (see Section 4.1.2). Thus, the developers do not need to spend time
2http://library.forum.nokia.com
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anymore to think about how to correctly apply the mentioned guidelines. They
simply have to use and edit the pre-defined screen templates which also reduce
the required programming skills.
Network programming, for instance, remains hidden for them. The editing of
the XML files, however, still requires knowledge, such as how to add items or
multimedia content to a screen template. For the editing of the XML files, the use
of a graphical user interface (GUI) seems to be an important new requirement to
even more reduce the required skills which, in turn, also reduces the number of
errors and the required development time to generate a prototype.
In conclusion, software assistance for the user-centred prototyping process seems
to be an insufficient support if it just bases on software modules. Instead of soft-
ware modules, either content and behaviour tools in combination with evaluation
and analysis tools or all-in-one user-centred prototyping tools should be used for
the user-centred prototyping process since these software assistances provide a
graphical user interface and thereby even more prevent required Software and
Usability Engineering skills (see Section 2.3).
Figure 3.4: Different screens of the Restaurant Guide [Schmitt, 2008].
The evaluation and analysis of the application: Similar as for MobiMote, the
user evaluation of Gastronomy Guide was conducted by means of an inquiry
method in a laboratory setting. First, the test users made use of the prototype
to complete different tasks. After the use, they answered questions of a question-
nairemainly addressing usability in general and user satisfactionwithGastronomy
Guide.
Gastronomy Guide also can be evaluated in a real world evaluation - a field study.
During this kind of evaluation, the evaluator and the test users are typically sep-
arated spatially and sometimes also temporally. This separation simplifies the
conduction of mid-term and long-term studies due to the fact that the local pres-
ence of the evaluator is not always necessary anymore (see Section 2.1). During
these so-called remote evaluations, the users can usually freely use the application
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while all their actions and contexts are automatically recorded. Also, the users can
be asked to document their daily life based on the application, such as by means
of the Experience Sampling Method (see Section 2.1). Thereby, the users can either
provide objective data about their current situation (e.g. images or videos) or sub-
jective data (e.g. answers about questions).
As a new requirement towards a tool-support, the software needs to assist not only
evaluations in the laboratory setting - a real world simulation - but also in a field
setting - a real world evaluation. To enable mid-term and long-term evaluations
in these settings, the tool should also support both, local and remote evaluations,
where the evaluator either directly or indirectly observes the test users. For re-
mote evaluations, it is important to enable a remote communication between the
evaluator and the test users, such as to provide the evaluator with just-in-time de-
tails about the test users and their current context. Further, it is important that the
prototype is highly reliable and functional in order to comprehensively ensure the
uncontrolled and unaided use of the application. Finally, it is important to enable
the logging of subjective and objective data both, quantitatively and qualitatively.
3.1.3 Mobile Interaction forMobile Learning and Entertainment
Apart from mobile applications for ambient-assisted living and mobile outdoor
and indoor aides, mobile interaction can also be performed for mobile learning
and entertainment, such as described by [Rehm et al., 2010, Rehm and Leichten-
stern, 2012]. The concept of the application described by [Rehm et al., 2010,Rehm
and Leichtenstern, 2012] was as followed. Two users could first separately watch
videos with their mobile devices and learn how to perform different gestures of
different countries, such as the greeting gesture in Japan. Later on, they could
practice the learned gestures in a competitive two-user mode by first executing
the gestures by means of their mobile phone and its accelerometer-based interac-
tion style and then by comparing their performances.
A further mobile learning and entertainment application that supports several
users is ORIENT [Lim et al., 2009,Lim et al., 2011]. The application was a comput-
erised educational role-play game. The main objective of ORIENT was intercul-
tural learning that is to improve the user’s acceptance and appreciation of foreign
cultures. In ORIENT, three children could jointly interact with a virtual culture
- the Sprytes characters - of a foreign planet called ORIENT. This planet and the
different characters were presented with a projection of 3D content. For the com-
munication with the virtual characters, three interaction devices were available:
a mobile phone, a WiiMote and a dance mat. The mobile phone was used for
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speech input - microphone-based interaction style - and object input - NFC-based
interaction style. The children could use the phone as a kind of tricorder device
to either select a character of ORIENT - speech input - by speaking his name or
an intended object by scanning its real world representation - object input - and
making it available in the virtual 3D world of the Sprytes. For instance, the NFC
reader of the mobile phone was used to transmit objects such as soil, seed and
green drink which were required at certain points of the ORIENT story.
The WiiMote was used as a kind of magic stick to perform gestures which were
mapped to actions, such as greeting, eating or apologising. Thus, the speech, ob-
ject and action input together could be used to build sentences, such as to ask a
Spryte character questions about the meaning of different objects in the ORIENT
culture. For navigation within the 3D world of ORIENT, the dance mat was ap-
plied. A challenge of ORIENT was to handle the synchronous interactions of sev-
eral users who had a direct relation, such as it was important to correlate speech
input - the name of the intended Spryte -, the object input - the intended object -
and the action input - the intended verb - to communicate with the virtual world
and the Sprytes. Thus, in contrast to many classical applications in the context
of ambient-assisted living or mobile outdoor and indoor aides, applications for
mobile learning and entertainment are very often multi-user settings with collab-
orative or competitive modes. Also, they often need to support asynchronous or
synchronous user interactions. All in all, the application domain seems to arise
new challenges for interface developers compared to the other two application
domains.
The World Explorer [Leichtenstern and André, 2009a] is a perfect example to illus-
trate further challenges for interface developers of applications in the context of
mobile learning and entertainment. Its user-centred development does not only
highlight challenges for the prototype generation as ORIENT, but also for the con-
duction and analysis of an empirical evaluation due to the fact that the World Ex-
plorer’s evaluation was executed by means of an observation method. ORIENT,
in contrast to the World Explorer, was evaluated similar to the other introduced
applications with inquiry methods.
Similar to ORIENT and in contrast to MobiMote and Gastronomy Guide, the World
Explorer is a multi-user application with synchronous user interactions due to the
fact that children always could play synchronously in groups of three and their
interactions had a direct influence on each other. The main task for users of the
World Explorer was to learn knowledge about different countries together in the
group and correctly answer as many questions about these countries as possible.
In contrast to ORIENT, the World Explorer only made use of mobile phones as in-
teraction devices to complete the main task.
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These mobile phones could differently be assigned to the three children. Apply-
ing the role assignment approach [Leichtenstern et al., 2007] every child had its
ownmobile phonewhich represented a role in the game andwas based on a corre-
sponding functionality. During the game of the World Explorer each child needed
to accomplish a subtask to successfully complete the main task as group. Sub-
tasks in the World Explorer included Initiation - the selection of a country and a
corresponding topic -, Evaluation - the evaluation of the received information -
and finally Execution - the answering of a question. Thus, based on the main task
there were three different actions which could be assigned to three different chil-
dren via their mobile phones and enabled the following scenario.
The first child could use a mobile phone with a built-in NFC reader to first select
a country (Initiation). She simply needed to touch the RFID tag of the board that
represented the country. Afterwards, the corresponding flag had to be found and
picked as well. The children could then choose one out of four different topics
corresponding to the selected country (e.g. about geography or music). After that
point the second child and her mobile phone came into the play. Via her mobile
phone’s graphical user interface the child had to indicate whether information
should be requested or whether the question should be loaded about the topic.
When the child had selected the option information, the third child automatically
got information in form of a multimedia presentation (video, audio, text, image)
(Evaluation). The third child could replay the received information several times
to evaluate its content. This information gave useful input to correctly answer the
questions. Once the second child had selected the option question, a question and
four answers were loaded on the phone of the second child. Now, this child could
scroll through the four options to select an answer (Execution).
In addition to the just described Role Assignment Condition (Setting 1), children
could also play theWorld Explorer in two furthermulti-user settings. In one setting,
the user-group was equipped with a single phone (Setting 2). As a consequence
of this setting, the children had to organise the completion of the three subtasks
by themselves which could lead to uncontrolled situations, such as a dominant
user who performed all of the three subtasks alone. In a further setting, all three
users were equipped with a separate phone which supported the entire set of
functionalities (Setting 3). In this setting each child was able to perform all three
subtasks alone which also required a group organisation to prevent competitions
among the users. Figure 3.5 shows the three different group settings.
TheWorld Explorer did not only havemobile phones as presentation device but also
supported another audio-visual output channel because results of former stud-
ies [Leichtenstern et al., 2007] showed that children found the game more realis-
tic when they received direct feedback from a projected presentation of a public
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Figure 3.5: The first row on the left part shows Setting 1 and the The Role As-
signment Condition while the right part shows Setting 2 where a single phone is
available for the group. The second row shows Setting 3 with a phone per group
member and all functionalities on the phones.
display. Therefore, the World Explorer projected videos which gave hints during
the game, such as informing the children as to whether they had successfully
performed an action or not. Additionally, these videos introduced the different
countries and their topics as well as the questions and answers. Figure 3.6 shows
a screen of the mobile application and the content of the public display.
All in all, the applications the World Explorer and ORIENT potentially provide
knowledge about further requirements for the tool-supported user-centred proto-
typing. Despite the main focus on mobile phones as interaction and presentation
devices, the tool should additionally enable the generation of prototypes with fur-
ther presentation (e.g. a public display) and interaction devices (e.g. a WiiMote).
In some cases, these additional devices might increase the user experience.
Further requirements are discussed by means of the design and implementation
of the World Explorer and in particular by means of the World Explorer’s conducted
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Figure 3.6: A screen of the application which displays the question and the four
different answers (left). The public display which provided additional informa-
tion to the children (right).
evaluation and analysis of the results. The original main objective of the evalu-
ation and analysis of the World Explorer was to answer the question which of the
three mentionedmulti-user settings would best fulfil the requirements to support
social group behaviour. Therefore an observationmethodwas used. Later on, the
captured data were analysed on group activities. In the following the evaluation
and analysis are presented after the description of the design an implementation
of the World Explorer.
The design and implementation of the application: Similar to Gastronomy
Guide, prototypes for the World Explorer were generated by means of the software
module formobile phones described in Section 4.1.2. The generation of prototypes
for Setting 2 revealed no additional challenges since only one phonewas available.
Thus, the specification of the prototype was quite similar to the specification of
Gastronomy Guide’s prototype. In contrast to Setting 2, Setting 1 and Setting 3 con-
sisted of three synchronised phones. In Setting 1, for instance, the second phone
had to automatically load information once the first child had selected a country
and topic. Consequently, in this setting, events triggered by mobile interactions
had to be distributed among the phones in order to handle the complex interplay
between the different roles. In Setting 3, synchronous mobile interactions could
also happen, such as that all three children used their phone to select a country at
the same time. In such situations, the system had to synchronously handle multi-
plemobile interactions to load and display the same content for all three users and
their corresponding phones. Technically this was done by only accepting the first
user request at the server anddistributing the resulting content to all three phones.
The interplay between the phones was handled by specifying context relations by
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means of a further XML specification file of the software module: Mobile Client.
Details are provided in Section 4.1.2. The non-interactive public display also was
generated bymeans of an XML file and the software module calledActuator (see
Section 4.1).
All in all, the World Explorer required much more elaborated programming skills
compared to the former mentioned applications due to the complex interplay and
the need for synchroniseddevices. As alreadymentioned, the used software assis-
tance does not only need to support aspects of single-user settings but also aspects
of multi-user settings and their requirements: asynchronous and synchronous
user interactions. The use of XML files for the specification of the interplay enor-
mously reduces the required skills, however, developers still need to know how
to specify theses files. The knowledge gathered by the design and implementa-
tion of the World Explorer confirms the need for a graphical user interface to tackle
challenges in terms of XML specifications.
The evaluation and analysis of the application: After the generation of the
threemulti-user settings and the corresponding prototypes, a user evaluationwas
conducted and later on analysed on aspects of the Level of Activity, Off-task Be-
haviour and Social Interaction [Leichtenstern and André, 2009a]. During the user
evaluation, all user groups with a total of 18 children played each setting. While
they were interacting with the system they were audio-visually recorded. Figure
3.7 shows some impressions of the user evaluation.
Figure 3.7: Impressions of the user evaluation performed with the World Explorer.
After the evaluation, the analysis of the video followed. For analysing the Level
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of Activity, the number of game-related activities was counted which were per-
formed by means of a mobile phone. For the Off-task Behaviour, the user gaze was
counted to reveal how often the user looked away from the game setting longer
than two seconds. Additionally, off-task conversation and other activities were
calculated. Finally, Social Interaction was analysed by identifying conversations
about the task and mutually-supportive behaviour.
The investigation of the user’s behaviour based on an objective observation
method is probably more meaningful than investigating the user’s attitude with
a subjective inquiry method due to the fact that observation methods are usually
more difficult to manipulate and thus more reliable compared to inquire meth-
ods. Observation methods, however, generate new challenges for the interface
developer and thus requirements for the software assistance of the user-centred
prototyping process. The basic requirement is the support to synchronously cap-
ture audio-visual content and user interactions performedwith the mobile device
or another interaction device.
Further, since the World Explorer is a multi-user application, it seems to be im-
portant to assist the conduction of evaluations of several users who interact syn-
chronously. By this means, the complex interplay between various users can be
analysed correctly. Also grounded on experience acquired during the develop-
ment of the World Explorer, it would be desirable to enable evaluators to record
comments just-in time during the evaluation, such as comments about interesting
incidents or comments about the current task, such as their begin and end.
When analysing the captured data, the tool should also support the display of all
recorded data in an appropriate way in order to easily find interesting sequences.
For the World Explorer, the complex interplay of the three group members was of
interest. Thus, the display of test sessions of several test users also seems to be
useful in order to enable the comparison between the different test users. Addi-
tionally, the pre-annotation of the videos by means of the logged user data (e.g.
user interactions) is expected to be a useful further feature that should be sup-
ported by a tool. Finally, since most analyses end with an statistical verification,
the software assistance is also expected to support the statistical analysis. The
World Explorer, for instance, required the statistical analysis about aspects of the
Level of Activity, the Off-task Behaviour and Social Interaction.
3.2 Requirements
The following section sums up non-functional and functional requirements for
user-centred prototyping tools and their resulting prototypes. Several research
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papers address functional and non-functional requirement engineering (e.g.
[Thayer et al., 1997, Chung et al., 1999, Nuseibeh and Easterbrook, 2000]). One
common definition is that non-functional requirements typically address the
needed quality attributes of the system in different domains (e.g. usability and
reliability). Thus, non-functional requirements do not contain details about what
the systemwill do but instead of how - good - the systemwill do it. Functional re-
quirements, in contrast, provide insights to the needed task support of the system
and therefore rather specify the behaviour of the system.
3.2.1 Non-Functional Requirements for Prototypes (NFR-P)
In the following, the non-functional requirements for the resulting prototypes
of a tool-assisted generation are listed. The focus of these requirements are to-
wards mobile Human-Computer-Interaction (HCI). Thus, they only base on re-
quirements which are perceptible by the end-users of the intended application:
usability, reliability and functionality.
[NFR-P01] Support a high level of usability: The prototypes should provide a
high level of usability in order to increase the end-user’s efficiency, effectiveness
and satisfaction when using the system. One option to fulfil this requirement is
to make sure that approved interface guidelines are met.
[NFR-P02] Support a high level of reliability: A further non-functional require-
ment is the support of a high level of reliability. The resulting prototypes are
expected to directly run on the intended interaction device with a high level of
robustness and a short response time on user requests.
[NFR-P03] Support a high level of functionality: Ahigh level of functionality is
a last important requirement towards the resulting prototype. This non-functional
requirement can be met by supporting a large number of the following functional
requirements.
3.2.2 Functional Requirements for Prototypes (FR-P)
The functional requirements towards the resulting prototype are typically for the
application domain of the Third Computing Paradigmwhere mobile phone are used
as interaction and presentation device.
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[FR-P01] Support the use of mobile interaction styles: There is an indicator
[Rukzio et al., 2006] that the users apply different mobile interaction styles in dif-
ferent contextual situations. Thus, the resulting prototype should support differ-
ent explicit and implicit mobile interaction styles (see Section 2.2).
[FR-P02] Support the remote access to dynamically load and display remote
content: A further functional requirement is the support to enable the remote
access to a server and its database in order to load and display information about
the pervasive computing environment, its objects and services as well as the mul-
timedia content of the service entries (e.g. video files).
[FR-P03] Support the remote access to dynamically capture and modify remote
content: The content of the service entries should not only be loadable and dis-
playable but also modifiable. The user should be able to capture different multi-
media content (e.g. audio and text files) in order to add a new service entry or to
change an existing service entry.
[FR-P04] Support the use of mobile interactions for several users: Since some
mobile applications in the context of the Third Computing Paradigm address multi-
users, the prototype should be able to handle synchronous and asynchronous in-
teractions of several users which also might have a direct relationship (see Section
3.1).
[FR-P05] Support the use of additional interaction and presentation devices:
Some applications do not only require mobile phones as interaction and presen-
tation devices but also require additional interaction (e.g. aWiiMote) or presenta-
tion devices (e.g. a public display), such as themobile learning and entertainment
applications described in Section 3.1. Thus, as a further functional requirement,
the resulting prototypes should support the option to add additional devices.
[FR-P06] Support the storage of qualitative and quantitative data which are ei-
ther objective or subjective during the evaluation phase: Another functional
requirement arises when conducting user evaluations with the prototype. In this
phase, the prototype needs to support an option to log qualitative and quantita-
tive data which can be either objectively (e.g. images which provide knowledge
about the user’s current contextual situation) or subjectively (e.g. answers about
questions of a questionnaire).
[FR-P07] Support the remote communication between the test user and evalua-
tor during the evaluation phase: Finally, the resulting prototype is expected to
support a remote communication between the test user and the evaluator during
the evaluation phase, such as to enable the transfer of messages (e.g. for diary
studies).
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3.2.3 Non-Functional Requirements for the Tool (NFR-T)
Besides the resulting prototype, there are several non-functional requirements to-
wards the tool-based software assistance of the user-centred prototyping. Besides
knowledge from the user-centred development of mobile applications, the liter-
ature also provides some insights on non-functional requirements for software
tools.
[Li et al., 2004], for instance, expect that software tools improve the easy access for
even inexperienced non-technical users by reducing the required software skills.
Also, the application of the tool should reduce the development time as well as
provide early user feedback in the design process. [Myers, 1995] describes two fur-
ther non-functional requirements for a software support that appropriately sup-
ports in a development process. Firstly, the tool needs to improve the result of the
tool-supported process: the resulting prototype. Secondly, the tool should sup-
port the ease of use and efficiency to run through a development process. [Klem-
mer et al., 2000] also see a need to reduce the required programming skills. Addi-
tionally, they highlight two further requirements. The tool has to be easy to learn.
Further, it needs to enable the efficient generation and evaluation of prototypes
as well as their modification in a new iteration. [Hartmann et al., 2006] confirm
the requirements of Klemmer and colleagues since they also highlight the need
to provide tools that assist multiple user-centred prototyping iterations and the
modifications of evolutionary prototypes.
Based on this knowledge from literature and experience collected during the
development of the previous described mobile applications, the following non-
functional requirements are summed up with regards to a tool’s usability, relia-
bility and functionality.
[NFR-T01] Support a high level of usability: The non-functional requirement
about usability covers aspects of efficiency, effectiveness, learnability and satisfac-
tion as well as the tool’s user-friendliness.
[NFR-T01.1] Highly improve the efficiency of the tool user: One non-
functional usability requirement towards a tool assistance is the need to improve
the efficiency of interface developers to quickly run through an iteration of the
user-centredprototypingprocess. One option to improve the interface developer’s
efficiency is to reduce the physical and mental effort of the interface developer,
such as by reducing the barriers by means of less required skills [NFR-T01.4] or
by providing a highly use-friendly tool [NFR-T01.5] and [NFR-T01.6]. The effi-
ciency of an interface developer is potentially also improved by executing auto-
matic processes by means of the system, such as the automatic generation of a
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functional high-fidelity prototype based on a design specification or the automatic
pre-annotation of the captured qualitative data based on the quantitative data in
the analysis phase.
[NFR-T01.2] Highly improve the effectiveness of the tool user: The core task
of the interface designer is to user-centred develop a prototype of the intended
mobile application that highlymeets its own functional (FR-P) and non-functional
requirements (NFR-P). Consequently, the effectiveness of the interface developers
can be improved if the tool supports the generation of prototypeswith a high level
of usability, functionality and reliability.
[NFR-T01.3] Highly improve the satisfaction of the tool user: Apart of as-
pects of efficiency and effectiveness, the interface developer additionally needs to
be satisfied when using the tool. When having good attitudes towards the tool,
the interface designerwill probably continue using it. Satisfactionwith the system
is therefore an important quality criterion that needs to be met. Satisfaction can
be influenced by all other aspects of non-functional requirements. For instance, if
the system is not reliable and less functional the interface developer probably will
not be satisfied.
[NFR-T01.4] Highly improve the learnability and reduce the required skills:
Learnability is strongly linked to the required skills of an interface developer as
well as the required training periodswhen using the system. In best case, an inter-
face developer can immediately use the systemwithout requiring comprehensive
knowledge about Software Engineering and programming as well as Usability
Engineering and interface design.
[NFR-T01.5] Support a high level of intuitiveness and [NFR-T01.6]
transparency: Further, the tool needs to provide a high level of intuitiveness and
transparency by providing a highly user-friendly graphical user interface (GUI)
for all components: the design specification, the evaluation and analysis compo-
nent. To provide a good user-friendliness, a very important aspect is to always
provide details and easy perceivable information about the executable actions of
the system as well as the system state after a performed action [Norman, 2002].
By this means, the Gulf of Execution and the Gulf of Evaluation can be reducedwhich
are often reasons of usability problems, such as that the user cannot execute the
intended action or the user cannot interpret the system change. For the design
specification component, the graphical user interface should enable the specifica-
tion of the prototype including its appearance and behaviour in different views.
As one view, the state-chart view should be provided. For the evaluation com-
ponent, the GUI should provide an appropriate way to conduct the evaluation
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which includes a view that displays the cameras, the current appearance of the
prototype and the logged user events. In the analysis phase, the graphical user
interface should enable the quick and easy inspection of the captured data also in
several views. One important view is the time-line based display in order to jump
between different sequences of interest.
[NFR-T02] Support a high level of reliability: As a further non-functional re-
quirement, the tool indispensably needs to be highly reliable when using it. The
tool has to be robust. It should not crash or provide any system errors.
[NFR-T03] Support a high level of functionality: As last non-functional re-
quirement, the system is expected to provide a large scope of functionalities for
the interface developers. One aspect is to support all functional requirements for
the three tool components: the design specification, the evaluation and analysis
component.
3.2.4 Functional requirements for the tool (FR-T)
For the tool-supported user-centred prototyping process, the following functional
requirements base on the experiences which were acquired by developing several
mobile applications in the context of the Third Computing Paradigm (see Section
3.1).
[FR-T01] Support design specifications during the entire development process:
The first functional requirement is to support the design specification of the in-
tended prototype which mainly addresses the specification of the application’s
appearance, behaviour and mobile interaction styles.
[FR-T01.1] Support the static and dynamic specification of the prototype’s
appearance and behaviour: The design component of a user-centred prototyp-
ing tool is expected to support the static and dynamic specification of the proto-
type’s appearance and behaviour. The specification of the prototype’s appearance
includes the specification of the application’s different screens, their content and
control elements whereas the specification of the prototype’s behaviour addresses
the specification of the application flow and logic. When specifying an applica-
tion statically, the concrete appearance and behaviour are known at the design
time. The interface designers, for instance, can directly assign content (e.g. im-
ages or text) to the screens and define the invariable application flow and logic.
For many applications, however, the application flow and logic as well as the con-
tent of the screens and their control elements are variable and depend on the use
history or the current context, such as the user’s location. Thus, the tool should
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not only support the static but also the dynamic design specification by enabling
the definition of rule sets for the appearance and behaviour, such as by means of
a scripting language.
[FR-T01.2] Support the specification and use of different mobile interaction
styles: Since applications should be developed for the Third Computing Paradigm,
the tool also needs to support the specifications of different mobile interaction
styles (see Section 2.2.1) and their possible values (e.g. SAVE as a vale of the
keyboard-based interaction style). After this specification, the specified mobile
interaction styles and their values should be available for the definition of the pro-
totype’s behaviour. Thus, the occurrence of a mobile interaction style’s value (e.g.
SAVE) can be mapped to a change the application’s appearance (e.g. the display
of a new screen). The occurrence of a mobile interaction style’s value, however,
not only might be relevant for the dynamic specification of the application flow
but also for the dynamic specification of the application logic. The presence of a
user at a certain location, for instance, could be used for a dynamically specified
application logic.
[FR-T01.3] Support the automatic compliance of approved HCI guidelines:
In order to reduce the required interface designer’s Usability Engineering skills,
the tool assistance should additionally support the automatic compliance of ap-
proved HCI guidelines. By this means, the quality of the resulting prototype can
potentially be improved with respect to usability. The compliance of approved
HCI guidelines, for instance, can be achieved by automatically checking the in-
terface designer’s specification as well as by providing warnings about violations.
[FR-T01.4] Support the specification of remote data: Further, mobile appli-
cations in the context of the Third Computing Paradigm often do not only display
local content which is stored on the mobile phone but also remote content of a
database. This database contains information about the pervasive computing en-
vironment, its objects, services and service entries. During the design specifica-
tion, the tool is therefore expected to also support the specification of data of a
database.
[FR-T02] Support the automatic generation of evolutionary software prototypes
with low andhigh level of fidelity for the intended interaction and presentation
device - which meet all non-functional [NFR-P] and functional requirements
[FR-P] towards the resulting prototype: Another functional requirement is the
need to support the automatic generation of a prototypewhich bases on the design
specification. The generated prototype is expected to automatically run on the
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intended interactiondevice - themobile phone - aswell asmeets all non-functional
[NFR-P] and functional requirements [FR-P] of a resulting prototype, such as a
high level of usability, functionality and reliability. Only by this means, a realistic
local or remote evaluation can be executed (see Section 2.1).
Moreover, in early development iterations not only functional high-fidelity pro-
totypes should be producible but also functional low-fidelity prototypes with
sketched screens. The use of low-fidelity prototypes has benefits, such as they
potentially do not limit the user’s willingness to provide detailed and, in partic-
ular, rather critical feedback about the prototype. Finally, the resulting prototype
should be an evolutionary prototype (see Section 2.1) which means that an inter-
face designer should be able to easily modify this prototype in the following pro-
cess iteration, such as by easily adding new aspects (e.g. a new screen) or by easily
changing existing elements of the prototype (e.g. the application flow). This last
aspect is also highlighted by [Hartmann et al., 2006] and [Klemmer et al., 2000].
[FR-T03] Support the conduction of local and remote empirical evaluations
- synchronously and asynchronously during the entire development process:
After the generation of a prototype, the tool should also support the conduction
of empirical evaluations by using the resulting prototype. These empirical eval-
uations should be conducted during the entire development process in order to
acquire knowledge about the users and their needs towards the intended applica-
tion even at the very beginning of the development process. Having this knowl-
edge can help prevent misleading assumptions of the development team about
the application’s required functionalities.
Empirical evaluations of mobile applications are often conducted in the real en-
vironment of the end-users - the field - since comprehensive and realistic knowl-
edge about usability problems and user preferences can only be acquired under
real contextual constraints. To enable field studies for a large number of users as
well as over a longer period of time, a tool-support should assist in the conduc-
tion of remote empirical evaluations because this approach reduces organisational
problems, such as the presence of the evaluator in the field.
Due to the fact that some user evaluations need to be conducted under con-
trolled context (e.g. controlled loudness and lighting conditions), the tool-support
should not only support the conduction of field studies but also user evaluations
in a laboratory setting. Evaluations in the laboratory are rather local evaluations
since the evaluator and the test users are normally not far away located from each
other. The evaluator and the test users can either be in the same test room or the
evaluator is located next to the test room in a control room.
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Further, local evaluations in the laboratory are typically conducted as synchrony
evaluations which means that the test users and the evaluator operate simulta-
neously. Usually, the test user interacts with the prototype while the evaluator
simultaneously tracks the recorded data. By means of synchrony evaluations, the
evaluator always can control the evaluation and also might intervene in some sit-
uations, such as if the test user has problems with the system and therefore needs
help.
Some remote evaluations in the field also need to be conducted as synchrony eval-
uations, such as if an alarm-triggeredDiary Study should be executed (see Section
2.1). A UCP tool, however, should not only support synchrony but also asyn-
chrony evaluations if there are not any temporal constraints towards the evalua-
tion. During asynchrony evaluations, the system simply logs all data while the
test user interacts with the system. After the conduction of the evaluation, the
evaluator loads the data for interpretation and analysis. Asynchrony evaluations
do not require the presence of the evaluator and therefore there are more mean-
ingful when conducting long-term evaluations. In asynchrony evaluations, how-
ever, the evaluator cannot control the evaluation. Both kinds of evaluations seem
to be useful for evaluators of mobile applications and therefore a UCP tool should
support the conduction of local and remote evaluations which can be conducted
synchrony and asynchrony during the entire development process.
[FR-T03.1] Support the display and the synchronised logging of quantita-
tive data which are rather objective: As a further and essential functional re-
quirement towards a tool that supports local and remote evaluations, explicit and
implicit mobile interactions of the user should be logged synchronously. Hav-
ing captured these quantitative data can help get a clear picture about the use of
the different mobile interaction styles, such as the frequency of their use. Addi-
tionally, it is also important to have knowledge about the user and environmental
context, such as information about the user activity or the loudness level. These
details might provide very important knowledge why the user has behaved in a
particular way. The logging of user and environmental contexts is important in
both local and remote evaluations, however, it seems to be difficult in remote eval-
uations if this requires the presence of the evaluator and means a disturbance for
the user. An unobtrusive solution would be if all sensors for the measuring of
user and environmental context are integrated into the mobile phone itself or into
the user’s clothes.
In summary, the tool should support the synchronised logging of different quan-
titative data: explicit and implicit mobile interactions as well as data from sensors
(e.g. temperature or body sensors) which provide information about the user and
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environmental context. When conducting synchronous evaluations, these data
should be displayed for the evaluator in order to always provide knowledge about
interesting situations, such as situations which need an alarm-triggered event to
capture qualitative data.
[FR-T03.2] Support the display and the capturing of qualitative data which
are rather objective: Primarily during the conduction of local evaluations in the
laboratory, the tool is expected to also support the audio-visual capturing of the
user as well as his environment bymeans of the system and its stationary cameras
and microphones. These qualitative data can simplify the analysis and interpre-
tation of a user evaluation. For example, the data can help acquire knowledge
why a user has a certain preference towards an mobile interaction style. During
the conduction of remote evaluations, the systematic capturing of audio-visual
content by means of stationary cameras and microphones is difficult in a mobile
setting. In order to also get qualitative data during the conduction of a remote
evaluation, the users should be able to capture qualitative data about their con-
text by themselves, such as the test users should be able to take pictures or capture
videos about their environments. If this kind of qualitative capturing should be
conducted alarm-triggered by the evaluator, the tool additionally needs to sup-
port a remote communication between the evaluator and test user. Finally, when
conducting a user evaluation in the field or the laboratory, it is further very im-
portant to provide details about the different states of the prototype by logging
the prototype’s appearance: the currently displayed screen.
All in all, the tool is expected to not only support the logging of quantitative data
(e.g. the logging of explicit and implicit interactions) but also the capturing of
qualitative data during both, the conduction of local and remote evaluations. Sim-
ilar as for quantitative data, the incoming qualitative data should also be displayed
for evaluators of synchronous evaluations to always enable the control during the
conduction of a remote or local evaluation.
[FR-T03.3] Support the display and the synchronised logging of qualitative
and quantitative data which are rather subjective: When conducting a syn-
chrony remote or local evaluation, the evaluator should further be able to log data
which are rather subjective, such as details about a task that is currently conducted
or details about incidents that might be of interest during the analysis. These data
can be rather qualitative or quantitative.
In addition to the evaluator, the test users also should be able to log qualitative
data, such as user comments, and quantitative data, such as ratings about state-
ments that are displayed from time to time. Due to the fact that an audio-visual
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capturing of qualitative data is difficult during the conduction of remote evalua-
tions, the capturing of user feedback and their ratings are a very important source
of knowledge to get details about the user’s situation while performing a task.
In summary, not only objective but also subjective data can be important for a later
on analysis and therefore the logging of subjective data - qualitative and quantita-
tive - should be supported by a tool assistance for both the evaluator and the test
users.
[FR-T03.4] Support the capturing of several users: Since mobile applica-
tions cannot only address single-users but also multi-users (see Section 3.1), the
tool additionally requires to assist the capturing of several users while they are
interacting together with the system. Thus, the evaluator can later on analyse the
relationship between different users and their behaviour.
[FR-T04] Support analytical evaluations - model-based and inspection-based
- during the entire development process: Besides the conduction of empirical
evaluations, the tool should also assist the conduction of analytical evaluations.
Analytical evaluations are conducted with experts in terms of the domain and/or
usability (see Section 2.1). Normally, analytical evaluations are executed prior to
an empirical evaluation in order to find and eliminate obvious problems of us-
ability which would distract from hard to find problems in empirical evaluations.
An analytical evaluation either can be conducted with an empirically validated
model to investigate the user’s efficiency when completing a corresponding task
(e.g. KLM) or by means of guideline-based and/or walkthrough-based inspec-
tions of the generated prototype (e.g. the Heuristic Evaluation). As a further func-
tional requirement, the tool-support should support the mentioned model-based
and inspection-based analytical evaluations.
[FR-T05] Support analyses of the captured data during the entire development
process: When having finished the conduction of an empirical evaluation, the
tool should support the analysis and interpretation of the logged data.
[FR-T05.1] Support the synchronised display of all captured data as well as
the automatic pre-annotation of the qualitative data by means of the quantita-
tive data: As a first requirement for the tool-based analysis, the tool is expected
to support a graphical user interface that displays all logged qualitative and quan-
titative data synchronously. One often used visualisation approach is the applica-
tion of a time-line based presentation of the qualitative data (e.g. videos) together
with the logged quantitative data (e.g. explicit and implicit mobile interactions).
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The tool is further expected to pre-annotate the qualitative data based on the
logged quantitative data. The automatic pre-annotations cannot only prevent er-
rors and save time, they also can provide evaluators with hints about sequences
that might be of interest, such as a sequencewhich contains a lot of explicit mobile
interactions or user comments. Without the automatic pre-annotation, the eval-
uators have to review the different video sequences and label them by events of
interest in order enable an interpretation and quantification of the qualitative data
(see Section 2.1).
[FR-T05.2] Support interactivity to analyse and modify the data: As a fur-
ther requirement, the graphical user interface of the analysis component needs to
be interactive in order to enable the evaluator to freely review the captured quali-
tative and quantitative data to get a clear picture for interpretations and a basis for
a decision-making in a new iteration. The evaluator, for instance, might jump to
a certain sequence of the video in order to verify the user behaviour and the user
and environmental context. The evaluator also needs to be able to modify the an-
notations and thus the system should enable the addition of new annotations as
well as the removal or change of existing annotations.
[FR-T05.3] Support the statistical analysis of the captured data: The sta-
tistical analysis of quantitative data or quantified qualitative data is an often ex-
ecuted task during the analysis phase and thus should be assisted by the tool as
well. The evaluator, for instance, can verify whether the frequent use of a certain
mobile interaction style occurred randomly or significantly. Thereby, the evalua-
tor can decide on the importance to consider a found user behaviour (e.g. a user
preference) in further iterations.
[FR-T05.4] Support the loading and display of several captured sessions:
As a last requirement towards the analysis component, the tool is expected to
enable the loading and display of several captured sessions, such as sessions of
different test users. Grounded on this feature, the evaluator can compare different
sessions. For instance, the evaluator can verify whether each user has problems
with a specific task.
[FR-T06] Support all phases of user-centred prototyping process with a strong
linking: Finally, a user-centred prototyping tool should assist all phases of the
user-centred prototyping process: the design specification and automatic genera-
tion of a prototype as well as the conduction of an evaluation and finally its analy-
sis. Further, a strong link shall additionally be supported between all phases, such
as all logged data of the evaluation component can easily be loaded and displayed
by the analysis component.
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3.3 Related Tools
In the last section, challenges were identified for interface developers of mobile
applications in the context of the Third Computing Paradigm. These challenges re-
vealed typical requirements for a software assistance of the user-centred proto-
typing process. In this section existing software tools are introduced and inves-
tigated based on the functional requirements in order to highlight strength and
weaknesses of the corresponding tools.
One challenge found for developers of mobile applications is the need to have
appropriate programming skills. Even if software modules are used that can be
specified by means of XML files, interface developers still need to have compre-
hensive Software Engineering skills. A solution to tackle the challenge is to only
make use of tools that provide a graphical user interface (GUI) for the specification
and automatic generation of prototypes as well as for the conduction and anal-
ysis of evaluations. As a consequence, the following analysed related software
tools are either content and behaviour tools which support the design specifica-
tion and implementation of prototypes or evaluation and analysis tools. Some of
the tools are all-in-one user-centred prototyping tools which support all phases
of the user-centred prototyping process. The focus is not on the other kinds of
software support which were presented in Section 2.3. The focus of the literature
review is further on tools which assist the development of mobile applications.
3.3.1 Tools for the Design Specification and Implementation
There are several tools available which help generate prototypes of an application.
Some of these tools focus on the generation of sketches of the intended application
- classical prototyping tools - whereas other tools support the generation of func-
tional high-fidelity prototypes which directly run on the intended platform - con-
tent and behaviour tools (see Section 2.3). Axure3 and iplotz4 are examples of clas-
sical prototyping tools which help easily generate mock-ups of websites whereas
MockApp5 is a classical prototyping tool that can be used for the generation of
mock-ups of mobile applications. These tools aide to get a first impression of the
intended application which is important for discussions of the multi-disciplinary
development team as well as for user evaluations of different design ideas in early
process iterations. The final application, however, is often difficult to implement
with classical prototyping tools. This can often be done by so-called content and
3http://www.axure.com/
4http://iplotz.com/
5http://mockapp.com/
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behaviour tools (see Section 2.3). These tools are on the focus of the dissertation
and therefore the following software assistances are rather tools of this software
category.
The App Inventor from Google6 is an example that not only supports the GUI
generation as a GUI builder (see Section 2.3) but also the entire generation of the
application. This can be done due to the fact that the App Inventor makes use
of a visual programming language which hardly requires programming skills.
Developers can concentrate on the concept and evaluation of the applications and
do not need to spend too much time on aspects of programming. There seems
to be a trend to also enable people with less skills to design and create their own
applications for different domains.
OIDE [McGee-Lennon et al., 2009] and iStuff Mobile [Ballagas et al., 2007], for
instance, follow this trend. They are tools which support the use of multimodal
sensor input. Results of these tools are not functional high-fidelity prototypes of
the intended application which directly run on mobile devices but instead a GUI-
based specification of themobile interaction styles. Thus, both tools are not typical
content and behaviour tools but they provide an elaborated graphical specifica-
tion of interaction styles. OIDE is part of the Open Interface platform. It enables the
addition and combination of different input and output components in order to
specify the behaviour of the application. For this specification the interface devel-
oper uses a state-chart view where the states represent the different components
and the transitions the relationships between the components. By this means, in-
put components can be linked to output components, such as a specific value of
the phone’s accelerometer can be mapped to the display of a corresponding con-
tent on a public display. Studies [McGee-Lennon et al., 2009] showed that users
found benefits in using OIDE and the graphical user interface for the specifica-
tion of mobile interaction styles by means of a state-chart view. This visualisation
seems to be a useful approach for the specification of a prototype’s behaviour since
iStuffMobile also uses a very similar method compared to OIDE. Using iStuffMo-
bile, interface developers also can make use of a state-chart view in order to link
context input to a specific system behaviour, such as that data of a mobile phone’s
position sensor can be mapped to the position of an image displayed on a public
display.
Another related tool for the development of mobile applications is called TERESA
[Chesta et al., 2004]. It provides assistance for the tool-based design of functional
nomadic interfaces. The focus of nomadic interfaces is to generate applications
for different platforms, such as desktop PCs or mobile phones. For the genera-
6http://appinventor.googlelabs.com/about/
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tion of applications with TERESA, different phases of design specifications exist
which start with the specification of high level tasks and end with the platform-
dependent specification, such as the specification of the typical appearance of
the corresponding device. As the result of the design specification, functional
high-fidelity prototypes are automatically generated for the different platforms
and thus an implementation phase is not required anymore.
By means of TERESA, interface developers cannot only specify the behaviour of
the application but also the appearance of different screens as well as their static
content (texts, images, audio and video files). This specification is done by a state-
chart view: screens are represented by states whereas the mobile interactions are
represented by transitions. Thus, at the runtime, an explicitly or implicitly exe-
cuted mobile interaction triggers a specified transition and leads to another state
and the display of another screen. For instance, a keyboard-based mobile interac-
tion (e.g. the selection of the command Save) can trigger a transition and thus a
changed appearance - the display of a new screen.
MScape [Hull et al., 2004] is another tool that supports the automatic generation
of mobile applications based on a design specification. Since the resulting proto-
types are location-based applications, maps can be used to specify the behaviour
of the intended application. With MScape’s graphical user interface and the used
maps, points of interest (POI) and implicit interactions can be defined, such as
which event should be triggered once the user has entered a corresponding POI.
As results of triggered events, different multimedia content can be displayed. In
contrast to the other related tools, MScape also enable the specification of dynamic
content by means of a scripting language. At runtime, MScape’s used software
modules can interpret the rule sets which were defined for the application in or-
der to correctly display content. Using a scripting language increases the required
software skills but it also enables much more use possibilities and realistic appli-
cations since the behaviour of the application can be specified more detailed.
Topiary [Li et al., 2004] is a further tool that supports the design specification of
location-based applications formobile devices. The tool is quite similar toMScape
but in contrast to it, content specifications are specified just statically. As a further
difference, Topiary does not only support functional software tests of the gener-
ated prototypes as MScape but also empirical remote evaluations (see Section 2.1)
where the evaluator and the test users are spatially separated.
The tool-supported evaluations with Topiary are conducted as Wizard-of-Oz
studies [Dahlbäck et al., 1993]. In these studies an evaluator controls the loca-
tion contexts of the user in the hidden background in order to conduct a study
as realistic as possible for the participant even though if the application is not
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completely functional. The test users normally do not realise the evaluator in the
background. They simply can use a PDA to see the application’s screens and their
static content (e.g. images or text) dependent on the user’s location context. Dur-
ing the user evaluation, the evaluator uses a graphical user interface that presents
the user’s location on themap aswell as the current active screen of the user. Thus,
the evaluator can always trace the test users.
Similar to Topiary, MakeIT [Holleis and Schmidt, 2008] is also a tool which sup-
ports both the generation of prototypes and the conduction of evaluations. But in
contrast to Topiary,MakeITdoes not assist the conduction of empirical evaluations
but instead model-based analytical evaluations which ground on the Keystroke-
Level Model (KLM) for mobile interaction [Holleis et al., 2007]. KLM is a sim-
plified version of GOMS (see Section 2.1). It can be used to determine the time
to complete a specific task by means of the required operations (e.g. keyboard-
based mobile interactions). Thus, MakeIT assists in calculating the time for a task
completion and therefore it can estimate the user’s efficiency.
3.3.2 Tools for the Evaluation and Analysis
The following section discusses tools which support the evaluation and analysis
phase. [Carter et al., 2007] see a need to provide evaluation and analysis tools for
interface designers which help improve prototypes even though if they are not
completely finished.
Compared to design and implementation tools, there are fewer tools which assist
primarily objective methods (see Section 2.1) during the conduction and analy-
sis of user evaluations. Most available evaluation and analysis tools support in
the logging of web traffic and the visualisation of the logged data (e.g. Google
Analytics7 or [Arroyo et al., 2006]).
Other tools do not only enable the logging of user events and the presentation of
the logged data by means of charts but also the playback of the user interface’s
appearance - the webpage content - as a video file in the analysis phase in order
to also get insights about content of interest (e.g. Userfly8). Some tools even com-
bine objective user loggings with subjective inquiries, for instance, by asking for
answers about short questions from time to time during the conduction of the
evaluation in order to also get user feedback (e.g. Usabilla9).
7http://www.google.com/analytics/
8http://userfly.com/
9http://usabilla.com/
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When analysing the captured data, the just mentioned tools provide very interest-
ing insights to user behaviour andpreferences bymeans of the logged quantitative
data. Qualitative data are often not captured which show the users and their en-
vironments (e.g. by means of audio or video files). This aspect, however, might
cause a problem for the interpretation of the logged data. The following focus
is therefore not on tools which only log user events or subjective data but more
elaborately support the conduction and analyses of user evaluations, such as by
also recording audio-visual content.
Moare10 is an industrial tool that fulfils these requirements. It can be used for re-
mote web evaluations if the evaluator and the test users are spatially separated
but not temporally. User data are logged similar to the other tools but audio-
visual content of the user is also captured. After the evaluation, the tool helps
analyse the captured data by providing a chart representation of the logged data.
DRUM [Macleod and Rengger, 1993] is a prominent evaluation and analysis tool
from research that supports similarly compared to Moare when conducting eval-
uations for desktop applications. DRUM was developed to support audio-visual
recordings of user sessions as well as the logging of user events and comments of
the evaluator. In the analysis phase, the evaluator can use DRUM in order to diag-
nose the captured video data on usability problems as well as on the performance
data of the users (effectiveness and efficiency), such as the level of task comple-
tion. In this analysis phase the evaluator can manipulate the logged data or add
new data, such as new comments of the evaluator which occur retrospectively.
Other tools also help capture physiological data while users are interacting with
the system in order to get more insights about the users and their context, such
as about their engagement and attention when using a system. SSI [Wagner et al.,
2009]), a research tool, and Observer XT11, an commercial example from Noldus,
are evaluation toolswhich support the capturing of different objective data includ-
ing physiological data (e.g. the heart rate or skin conductance). SSI, for instance,
was used to analyse trust-related behaviour based on the user’s heart rate and eye
fixation while using a website [Leichtenstern et al., 2011b].
Most of the mentioned evaluation and analysis tools concentrate on desktop ap-
plications. The following evaluation and analysis tools focus on mobile applica-
tions. For this domain, user evaluations can locally be conducted in a laboratory if
controlled experiments are to be conducted with controlled contextual situations.
Controlled experiments can be very helpful to answer different open questions,
such as which mobile interaction style is preferred in a specific contextual situ-
ation (see Section 3.1). This kind of user evaluation can be conducted in a very
10http://www.techsmith.com/morae.asp
11http://www.noldus.com/human-behavior-research/products/the-observer-xt
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similar way as for desktop settings, such as user events can be logged while the
user is audio-visually captured.
In practice, however, mobile applications are often used in different situations
in terms of context, such as at home or outdoor. Knowledge about these differ-
ent environments and emerging contexts is inevitable to address all user require-
ments. Thus, user studies for mobile devices often also need to be conducted
under real contextual constraints in-situ in order to get useful insights to user
behaviour and preferences as well as usability problems (e.g. [Häkkilä and Män-
tyjärvi, 2006, Palen and Salzman, 2002b]). One option to conduct user studies in
the field are direct observation methods (e.g. [Kellar et al., 2005]). Direct obser-
vation methods are evaluations where the evaluator is located at the same place
as the test users which is difficult to organise and conduct for field studies. Con-
sequently, for being cost-efficient, only a small number of users can be observed
for a short time. To evaluate a larger number of test users over a longer period
of time, user evaluations for mobile applications are therefore often conducted as
remote evaluations where the evaluator and the test users are separated spatially
and sometimes also temporally.
ContextPhone [Raento et al., 2005] is a tool which provides assistance for the con-
duction of remote evaluations if the evaluator and the test users are spatially and
temporally separated. During the conduction of an evaluation, ContextPhone can
be used to log all user events (e.g. text messages) as well as different information
about the user and his context, such as his GPS locations or activity state.
The developers of Momento [Carter et al., 2007] also mention the need to support
local and remote evaluations, a synchronised data storage of user events together
with user context as well as later on the analysis of the captured data. Moreover,
they also see a need to combine the recording of quantitative and qualitative data.
Qualitative data (e.g. videos) are difficult to capture in a field setting and therefore
the developers of Momento see a need to log qualitative user data similar to diary
studies (see Section 2.1). The users receive alarm-triggered messages from time
to time which remind them to capture pictures and thereby provide qualitative
details about their situations.
If the diary-study-feature ofMomento should be used during the conduction of an
evaluation, the evaluation setting requires the temporal presence of the evaluator
in order to enable the timed transfer of reminders. For these just-in-time evalu-
ations, a graphical user interface is provided to the evaluator which displays the
just logged data in a time-line based GUI together with the captured pictures of
the user.
MyExperience [Froehlich et al., 2007] is a further tool that supports the conduc-
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tion of evaluations but, in contrast to Momento, also the analysis of the captured
data. Apart from that aspect, MyExperience is quite similar to Momento since it
also helps remotely log all user events and user context as well as qualitative data.
Qualitative data are received bymaking use of the Experience SamplingMethod (see
Section 2.1). Thus, the users reply data (e.g. images) to their situation which are
triggered by events of the evaluator. During the analysis phase, MyExperience
supports interface developers with an analyser tool that displays the stored data.
This analyser tool, however, only displays a list of the loggeddatawhich is difficult
to read and to understand. More useful would be the appropriate data visualisa-
tion of all stored data in order to quickly and easily find usability problems or
information about the users, such as their performances and preferences.
There are further tools which help when analysing captured data. ANVIL [Kipp,
2001], for instance, supports the display and the playing of audio-visual content -
the captured video files - as well as the visualisation and modification of annota-
tions at various freely definable time-line based tracks. Annotationmeans that the
interface developers can load a captured video file, label it based on their interest
(e.g. user activities) in order to enable quantifiable analyses of the qualitative data,
such as the analysis how often the user performed a certain gesture (see Section
2.1). If a statistical analysis is desired, the labelled video data can also be exported
to formats of a statistic tool, such as SPSS.
A similar tool called ModelUI [Wagner et al., 2010] can also be used to annotate
captured data (e.g. audio and video files together with screen captures) by means
of a time-line based graphical user interface. As a difference to ANVIL, ModelUI
does not only enable the loading of qualitative audio-visual content but also the
loading of all logged quantitative data of a user evaluation (e.g. the user events
and physiological data) whichwere synchronously captured bymeans of the eval-
uation tool SSI [Wagner et al., 2009]. Thus, the tracks ofModelUI are automatically
filledwith labels. That is a pre-annotation of the captured qualitative datawith the
captured quantitative data. Pre-annotations can save time and reduce errors since
the interface developers do not need to do this step themselves for the logged data
(e.g. user events) anymore but instead the interface developers can concentrate on
the core task of the analysis: the identification of usability problems and user re-
quirements. Noldus’ Observer XT12 also supports similar features compared to
ModelUI.
12http://www.noldus.com/human-behavior-research/products/the-observer-xt
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3.3.3 Tools for all Phases
The only known tools which support all phases of the user-centred prototyping
are OmniSCOPE [de Sá and Carriço, 2009], SUEDE [Klemmer et al., 2000] and
d.tools [Hartmann et al., 2006].
OmniSCOPE is a toolwhich assists the generation of software artefacts for patients
of therapists. By means of the tool, static multimedia content can be defined and
prototypes can be generated for mobile devices. The patient can use these proto-
types as part of their therapy, such as they can either generate multimedia content
by themselves (e.g. video files) in order to document their life or they can watch
providedmultimedia content of the therapists in order to get support in their daily
life. While the users interact with the system, the prototype automatically records
all user interactions which later on can be analysed and interpreted by the thera-
pist. Thus, OmniSCOPE’s generated applications enable remote evaluations with
a temporal and spatial separation of the test user and evaluator.
During the analysis phase, the captured data of the user evaluation can be anal-
ysed by means of a graphical user interface that presents the recorded objective
data, such as video files. The synchronised display of all logged qualitative and
quantitative data, however, is not supported.
Another UCP tool called SUEDE assists in the iterative development of speech
interfaces. User interface developers can use SUEDE to design dialogue examples,
evaluate the examples in a Wizard-of-Oz study [Dahlbäck et al., 1993] and later
on to analyse the evaluation, such as the user’s used dialogue path during the
test. Therefore, different graphical user interfaces are supported. By means of a
state-chart view the different dialogues are modelled. When switching to the test
mode, audio files are generated for the modelled dialogues in order to enable a
simulation of the speech interface. Thus, SUEDE does not generate prototypes for
the final setting but just prototypes for the Wizard-of-Oz study.
In the evaluation phase, the wizard is provided with a graphical user interface.
This GUI can be used to simulate a running speech interface that recognises
speech input from the user and replies appropriate dialogues. In order to increase
the realism of the system, the evaluator also can simulate errors of speech recog-
nition, time-outs of the speech recogniser and barge-ins which means the overlay
if the system reply starts before the user has finished its speech input. During the
evaluation phase, all of the user’s dialogues are recorded as audio files as well
as the reaction of the Wizard are logged for the later on analysis. In the analysis
phase, SUEDE presents all graphs of the design phase and highlights the used
path. It also provides assistance for the statistical analysis, such as to analyse the
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time required to complete a task or the number of users who preferred a certain
path compared to alternative paths.
SUEDE shows different benefits of user-centred prototyping tools. A decisive ad-
vantage of all-in-one user-centred-prototyping (UCP) tools is the strong link be-
tween the design, evaluation and analysis component. For instance, the evalua-
tion component supports the conduction of evaluations with prototypes which
were automatically generated during the tool-based design whereas the analysis
component assists interface designers with the interpretation of synchronously
captured qualitative and quantitative data of the evaluation. Consequently, prob-
lems of compatibility between the different components can be prevented that
would typically happen when using separate tools for the different phases. A fur-
ther benefit is that interface developers do not need to learn different tools for the
different phases since they can use a single software to run all phases which can
reduce training periods. The user evaluation in SUEDE are typically conducted
as local evaluations. Thus, aspects of other tools (e.g. remote communication) are
not considered.
The UCP tool d.tools [Hartmann et al., 2006] supports similar features as SUEDE
but addresses a different application domain. D.tools can be primarily applied to
develop, test and analyse new information appliances, such as newmedia players
or cameras and their buttons and sliders. Having a tool support for this applica-
tion domain is very helpful since interface developers evenmore require hardware
and programming skills in order to address the different hardware components.
During the design specification with d.tools, a state-chart view can be used to de-
fine the appearance of the application - its screens and their static content - as well
as the application behaviour. Furthermore, sensor input of the intended hardware
can be specified. In the evaluation phase, audio-visual content can be logged to-
gether with the user events. For these test sessions, the interaction devices (e.g. a
media player), however, need to be connected to the interface designer’s desktop
PC. Thus, the generated prototypes do not directly run on the intended device
that, however, is a precondition for a tool-supported assistance to execute remote
evaluations.
After the conduction of the evaluation, the captured data can be analysed by
means of a time-line based visualisation of the audio-visual data and the logged
user events. The evaluator can switch to a certain logged event which is directly
mapped to a screen state of the design GUI. Thus, the interface designer has a
direct link between the analysis component and the design component. This also
can be done vice-versa. The evaluator can select a screen state of the state chart in
order to see the sessions of the captured data which address this screen state.
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[FR-T01] [FR-T02] [FR-T03] [FR-T04] [FR-T05] [FR-T06]
App Inventor + + - - - -
TERESA + + - - - -
OIDE 0 - - - - -
MakeIT 0 - - 0 - -
MScape + + - - - -
Topiary + 0 + - - -
iStuff Mobile 0 - - - - -
ContextPhone - - + - - -
MyExperience - - + - 0 -
Momento - - + - - -
ANVIL - - - - + -
ModelUI - - 0 - + -
OmniSCOPE + + + - 0 0
d.tools + 0 0 - + +
SUEDE + 0 0 - + +
Table 3.1: The table compares the different introduced tools (see Section 3.3) and
presents how well they meet the functional requirements towards a tool-support
for the user-centred prototyping process (-: poor, 0: medium, +: good). These
tools primarily assist during the mobile application development. [FR-T01] Sup-
port the design specifications during the entire development process. [FR-T02]
Support the automatic generation of evolutionary software prototypes with low
and high level of fidelity for the intended interaction and presentation device -
which meet all non-functional [NFR-P] and functional requirements [FR-P] to-
wards the resulting prototype. [FR-T03] Support the conduction of local and re-
mote empirical evaluations - synchronously and asynchronously during the en-
tire development process. [FR-T04] Support analytical evaluations - model-based
and inspection-based - during the entire development process. [FR-T05] Support
analyses of the captured data during the entire development process.
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3.3.4 The Tool Comparison
Based on the acquired practical knowledge (see Section 3.1), functional require-
ments towards a UCP tool were defined (see Section 3.2). The following section
compares the related tools by means on these functional requirements.
Table 3.1 shows a comparison of the main functional requirements towards a user
centred prototyping tool. First of all, a tool is expected to support the GUI-based
specification of a prototype (see Requirement [FR-T01]). Most related tools (e.g.
TERESA or d.tools) support that requirement. The requirement is just partly ful-
filled if the design specification is assisted (e.g. by assisting the specification of the
interaction styles) but the tool still requires comprehensive programming skills
(e.g. OIDE or iStuff Mobile).
Compared to a support of the design specification, less tools automatically gen-
erate functional prototypes which run on the intended device (see Requirement
[FR-T02]). Only the App Inventor, TERESA, MScape and OmniScope generate
such functional and evolutionary prototypes. Generated prototypes of Topiary,
d.tools and SUEDE are less functional. Prototypes of Topiary, for instance, require
a human simulator (see Section 3.3) in order to generate location context during
the conduction of a user evaluation since the GPS-based interaction style is only
partly functional. Prototypes of SUEDE and d.tools do not run on the intended
interaction device. Thus, remote evaluations cannot be conducted by these tools.
The support to conduct both kinds of user evaluations - local and remote evalu-
ations - is a further requirement (see Requirement [FR-T03]). This requirement is
fulfilled by several tools (e.g. MyExperience and OmniScope). Due to that sup-
port, these tools can be used to run real evaluations - field studies - and simulated
evaluations - laboratory studies - in the real world. Simulations in the virtual
world are not supported by the related tools.
Further, a tool should not only support the conduction of empirical but also an-
alytical evaluations (see Requirement [FR-T04]). From the introduced tools, only
MakeIT assists analytical evaluations - the model-based evaluations. None of the
tools provide assistance for both kinds of analytical evaluations: model-based and
inspection-based.
For the analysis phase, some tools (e.g. ANVIL, ModelUI) offer a graphical user
interface to present all logged qualitative and quantitative data (see Requirement
[FR-T05]) while other tools just present a list of the logged data - MyExperience -
or a option to display the captured videos - OmniScope. All three phases of the
user centred prototyping process (see Requirement [FR-T06]) - the design specifi-
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cation, the conduction of evaluations and the analysis of captured data - are just
supported by OmniScope, d.tools and SUEDE.
In summary, the table shows that most related tools focus on one or two require-
ments and do not consider all requirements to support an interface developer dur-
ing the entire phases of the user-centred prototyping process.
[FR-T01] [FR-T01.1] [FR-T01.2] [FR-T01.3] [FR-T01.4]
App Inventor + + + - -
TERESA + 0 - - -
OIDE 0 - + - -
MakeIT 0 0 0 - -
MScape + + + - -
Topiary + 0 + - -
iStuff Mobile 0 - + - -
OmniSCOPE + 0 0 0 -
d.tools + 0 + - -
SUEDE + 0 0 - -
Table 3.2: The table compares the different introduced tools (see Section 3.3) and
presents how well they meet the functional requirements for the design phase
(-: poor, 0: medium, +: good). [FR-T01] Support the design specifications dur-
ing the entire development process. [FR-T01.1] Support the static and dynamic
specification of the prototype’s appearance and behaviour. [FR-T01.2] Support
the specification and use of different mobile interaction styles. [FR-T01.3] Sup-
port the automatic compliance of approved HCI guidelines. [FR-T01.4] Support
the specification of remote data.
The Design Specification Table 3.2 shows how the related tools meet more con-
crete requirements towards the tool-supported design specification. Most tools
support the GUI-based specification of the prototype’s appearance and behaviour
(see Requirement [FR-T01.1]) but less tools - just the App Inventor and MScape -
support the dynamic specifications of the prototype by means of a scripting lan-
guage. For the GUI-based specification of the interaction styles (see Requirement
[FR-T01.2]), some tools provide very elaborated approaches to specify values of
the styles. Topiary and MScape, for instance, provide a map to specify points of
interest.
For the automatic appliance of approved HCI guidelines (see Requirement [FR-
T01.3]) of the corresponding application domain (e.g. mobile HCI), the tool as-
sistance is low for the introduced tools. Just OmniScope provides assistance by
making use of a layout manager.
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[FR-T03] [FR-T03.1] [FR-T03.2] [FR-T03.3] [FR-T03.4]
Topiary + + - - -
ContextPhone + 0 - - +
MyExperience + 0 0 0 +
Momento + + + 0 +
ModelUI 0 + + - -
OmniSCOPE + 0 0 0 +
d.tools 0 + + - -
SUEDE 0 + - - -
Table 3.3: The table compares the different introduced tools (see Section 3.3) and
presents howwell theymeet the functional requirements for the evaluation phase
(-: poor, 0: medium, +: good). [FR-T03] Support the conduction of local and re-
mote empirical evaluations - synchronously and asynchronously during the entire
development process. [FR-T03.1] Support the display and the synchronised log-
ging of quantitative data which are rather objective. [FR-T03.2] Support the dis-
play and the capturing of qualitative data which are rather objective. [FR-T03.3]
Support the display and the synchronised logging of qualitative and quantita-
tive data which are rather subjective. [FR-T03.4] Support the capturing of several
users.
The Evaluation Apart from the requirements towards a tool-supported design
specification, also the assistance of a tool-supported conduction of a user eval-
uation is compared more detailed (see Table 3.3). A basic function of a tool-
supported evaluation is the support to synchronously log quantitative data which
are rather objective (see Requirement [FR-T03.1]), such as all explicit and implicit
interactions. All tools address that requirement. Some of them, however, do not
additionally provide a graphical user interface to display the incoming data (e.g.
Context Phone and MyExperience).
A further requirement aims at the logging of objective datawhich are rather quali-
tative (see Requirement [FR-T03.2]). Momento, ModelUI, and d.tools provide that
assistance as well as the display of the data. My Experience and OmniScope also
provide the assistance to log that data but do not additionally present the captured
data during the evaluation.
An audio-visual capturing can be conducted by means of the evaluator compo-
nent during local evaluations whereas when executing a remote evaluation (e.-g.
in the field), audio-visual data can be captured by means of the users. The related
tools either focus on the capturing in remote settings by means of the user - My-
Experience, Momento and OmniScope - or on the capturing in local settings by
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means of the evaluator - ModelUI and d.tools.
Since also subjective data are of interest for a later on analysis, not only objective
but also subjective data should be logged (see Requirement [FR-T03.3]). Usually,
tools that address remote evaluations also support options to support the logging
of subjective data by means of the user. None of the tools, however, display that
data during the evaluation phase.
Finally, the tools should also support the capturing of several users (see Require-
ment [FR-T04]). This feature is of particular concern if the application is a multi-
user setting and the interplay between the users should be analysed. Context-
Phone,MyExperience,Momento andOmniScope enable the synchronous logging
of several users.
[FR-T05] [FR-T05.1] [FR-T05.2] [FR-T05.3] [FR-T05.4]
MyExperience 0 - - - -
ANVIL + 0 + + -
ModelUI + + + + -
OmniScope 0 - - - -
d.tools + + + + +
SUEDE + + + - -
Table 3.4: The table compares the different introduced tools (see Section 3.3) and
presents howwell theymeet the functional requirements for the analysis phase (-:
poor, 0: medium, +: good). [FR-T05] Support analyses of the captureddata during
the entire development process. [FR-T05.1] Support the synchronised display of
all captured data as well as the automatic pre-annotation of the qualitative data
bymeans of the quantitative data. [FR-T05.2] Support interactivity to analyse and
modify the data. [FR-T05.3] Support the statistic analysis of the captured data.
[FR-T05.4] Support the loading and display of several captured sessions.
The Analysis When having conducted a user evaluation, the analysis compo-
nent supports the analysis of the captured qualitative and quantitative data. Ta-
ble 3.4 shows the detailed requirements towards the analysis phase. Most tools
- except MyExperience and OmniScope - provide a synchronised display of all
logged data as well as the pre-annotation of the qualitative data by means of the
quantitative data (see Requirement [FR-T05.1]). Just ANVIL does not provide the
automatic pre-annotation of the logged data. For the tool-supported analysis, an-
other typical feature is the support of interactivity to analyse and modify the data
(see Requirement [FR-T05.2]). Most tools meet that requirement as well as the Re-
quirement [FR-T05.3]: the support to statistically analyse the data. The display
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of several captured test sessions (see Requirement [FR-T05.4]), however, is only
supported by d.tools.
3.4 Summary
The objective of this chapter was to reveal typical requirements towards a user-
centred prototyping tool and its resulting prototypes.
To get knowledge about these requirements, the chapter presented the user-
centred development of mobile applications in different domains: ambient-
assisted living and mobile outdoor and indoor aides as well as mobile learning
and entertainment. These single and multi-user applications revealed several
challenges for developers of mobile applications in the context of the Third Com-
puting Paradigm and thus derived functional and non-functional requirements.
After the specification of the requirements, related software toolswere introduced
and discussed on whether they meet the requirements or not. By this means,
strengths and weaknesses of the corresponding tools were highlighted.
The next chapter goes into the details about the development of a user-centred
prototyping tool. The chapter aims at the question how the different rather func-
tional requirements can be fulfilled and which challenges emerge for developers
of user-centred prototyping tools when trying to meet as many requirements as
possible. It also presents new conceptual and technical approaches and highlights
differences to the related software tools.
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Chapter 4
The Tool Development
Besides the specification of different requirements towards user-centred prototyp-
ing (UCP) tools and their resulting prototypes, a further objective of this thesis is
to research for conceptual and technical approaches to meet these requirements.
In order to acquire the necessary experience and demonstrate the feasibility of the
used approaches, a tool calledMoPeDT - Pervasive Interface Development Toolkit
for Mobile Phones - was developed within this dissertation.
In this chapter the tool development of MoPeDT is presented with a focus on ap-
proaches how to meet the functional requirements towards a UCP tool and its re-
sulting prototypes. First, software aspects of the automatic generation of software
prototypes are discussed and then aspects of the GUI-based UCP tool. Finally, the
used approaches are compared with the related tools.
4.1 The automatic Generation of Prototypes
The automatically generated prototypical applications must meet all non-
functional and functional requirements towards a tool-generated prototype.
Thus, the resulting prototypes should be highly usable (see Requirement [NFR-
P01]), reliable (see Requirement [NFR-P02]) and functional (see Requirement
[NFR-P03]) as well as they should enable the use of mobile interaction styles (see
Requirement [FR-P01]), the remote access to load and display (see Requirement
[FR-P02]) or capture and modify content (see Requirement [FR-P01]) for several
users (see Requirement [FR-P04]). Apart from the mobile devices, further pre-
sentation and interaction devices should be addable (see Requirement [FR-P05]).
Finally, when executing evaluations, the prototype should support the storage of
quantitative and qualitative data (see Requirement [FR-P06]) as well as a remote
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communication between the test user and the evaluator (see Requirement [FR-
P07]).
In order to enable the automatic generation of evolutionary software prototypes
whichmeet allmentioned requirements, an appropriate software architecture and
software components - software modules - are required. In the following, an ap-
proach of a client-server architecture is described that was used for the automatic
generation of software prototypes by means of MoPeDT. These aspects also were
publishedwithin this PhD project [Leichtenstern andAndré, 2009b,Leichtenstern
and André, 2010,Leichtenstern and André, 2011,Leichtenstern et al., 2011a].
4.1.1 The Software Architecture and its Components
The needed client-server architecture of MoPeDT is expected to support the user-
centred prototyping process of applications which use mobile phones as interac-
tion and presentation device to a pervasive computing environment (see Section
2.2.1). To meet this application domain, the used component-based client-server
architecture of MoPeDT (see Figure 4.1) enables the plug&play of the following
components: physical objects, mobile users, a main server and a database as well
as sensors, actuators and evaluators. In the following these different components
and their meaning towards the resulting prototype are presented.
Figure 4.1: The software architecture of MoPeDT consisting of physical objects,
mobile users, a main server and a database as well as sensors, actuators and eval-
uators.
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The physical objects: As described in Section 2.2.1, physical objects (e.g. objects
of arts) are everyday objects which are located in a pervasive computing environ-
ment (e.g. a museum) that can be rather public, private or game-like (see Section
3.1). A characteristic of physical objects is that they provide electronic services,
such as detailed information about an object of art and its artist. Physical objects
are often not directly addressable in order to call and use the electronic services.
Instead, mobile phones can be used as a medium to interact with the physical ob-
jects - select and identify them - by means of different mobile interaction styles
(see Section 2.2.2) as well as present the electronic services and other content on
the mobile phone’s display.
When using the architecture of MoPeDT, different physical objects can be added
to a public, private or game-like pervasive computing environment by storing
their representation (ID, name and icon), services, service entries and content into
MoPeDT’s database. In the context of MoPeDT, the identifier of a physical object
(e.g. a specific object of art in a museum) accords with the identifier of the cor-
responding physical object’s entry in MoPeDT’s database table called object. By
this means, MoPeDT’s prototypical mobile applications are able to load and dis-
play all details which are stored in the database once the identifier of an intended
object is known. This identifier is determined by the mobile users and their used
mobile interaction styles.
The mobile users: The mobile users are the second component of the architec-
ture if the application domain is concerning the Third Computing Paradigm. Mobile
users are equipped with their mobile phones which can be used as user interfaces
to pervasive computing environments and their different physical objects. On
these mobile phones, mobile applications - the generated prototypes - run which
base on the software module called Mobile Client (see Section 4.1.2). These ap-
plications can be applied for the interactions with the physical objects and for the
access and utilisation of the provided services.
The generated prototypical applications of MoPeDT support different mobile in-
teraction styles: keyboard-based, microphone-based, camera-based, NFC-based
andGPS-based. Thus, the corresponding Functional Requirement [FR-P01] is met
for resulting prototypes of MoPeDT: the support of different mobile interaction
styles.
Keyboard-based interaction style: As described in Section 2.2.2, the key-
board can be used to perform explicit interactions in order to interact with the
graphical user interface that is presented on the mobile phone’s display. The key-
board use of MoPeDT’s prototypes bases on Nokia’s Design and User Experience
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Library1. The right softkey is applied for the supposed negative commands (Back,
Cancel and Exit) while the left softkey is used for the option menu and its sup-
posed positive commands, such as Help. The middle key is utilised to select the
most important positive command for the current screen, such as Select or Save.
Based on the keyboard-based interaction style, a physical object, service or service
entry can explicitly be selected to determine its corresponding database ID and
load the associated database content. In order to do so, the mobile user navigates
through a list of the corresponding list items and selects the intended GUI ele-
ment that represents a physical object, service or service entry. Apart from these
interactions, the keyboard-based interaction style can also be applied to either in-
put text or control the camera andmicrophone as well as a displayed content (e.g.
Play, Stop and Pause a video file).
Microphone-based interaction style: MoPeDT’s generated prototypes also
support the microphone-based interaction style. For selections of a physical ob-
ject, the user has to speak the word Object and the corresponding identifier of
the physical object (e.g. Object 1). MoPeDT’s generated prototypes automatically
capture an audio file which is sent to the main server for speech recognition. The
replied recognised identifier is then used to automatically load the database con-
tent.
Camera-based interaction style: The camera-based interaction style is sim-
ilar to the microphone-based interaction style. By means of the interaction style,
the user explicitly selects a physical object but instead of saying the identifier of a
physical object, a picture needs to be taken of the intended physical object. Once
the picture has been captured with or without a marker, the image data are trans-
mitted to the server for recognising the intended object. After the recognition
process has been finished, the determined identifier is replied to the mobile user
to automatically load database content of the physical object.
NFC-based interaction style: A further supported mobile user interaction
style is the NFC-based interaction style. For this interaction style, the mobile
phone needs to support a built-inNFC reader. Then, mobile users can select phys-
ical objects by touching their attached RFID tags which contain details about the
object identifier (e.g. Object|1). After an identifier has been determined, infor-
mation about the physical objects are automatically loaded similar to the other
mobile interaction styles.
GPS-based interaction style: The last supported mobile interaction style is
GPS-based. By means of the GPS receiver, the user’s current longitude and lat-
1http://library.forum.nokia.com
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itude can be determined. These data might correspond with a relevant location
context (e.g. Home orOffice) that can be specified (see Section 4.1.2). If such a rele-
vant location context has been recognised, the data are transmitted to the server in
order to determine if also a pervasive computing environment has been reached,
such as whether the locationHOME provides physical objects. To process this in-
formation, the database provides the necessary knowledge about the location data
of the different pervasive computing environments. Now, once the server replies
the context that a pervasive computing environment has been entered, MoPeDT’s
generated applications automatically pre-select the identified pervasive comput-
ing environment (e.g. a specific shopping store).
In summary,MoPeDT’s generated applications cannot only support rather explicit
mobile interaction styles but also an implicit interaction style which makes use of
GPS data. The recognised relevant location contexts (e.g. Home or Office) can
also be synchronously logged when conducting a user evaluation with the pro-
totypical application. The logging of these data provides very important details
about the user context while using the system.
The main server: The main server is the central component of the component-
based client-server architecture. By means of their mobile phones and a running
prototypical application, mobile users can connect to the server in order use differ-
ent kinds of server services. Apart from the mobile users, also sensors, actuators
and evaluators can connect to the main server as clients and utilise the provided
services. In the following, the different server services for the different client com-
ponents are described.
Running on amobile phone, MoPeDT’s generated prototypical applications apply
the main server for the interpretation of captured data which is necessary for the
microphone-based, camera-based and GPS-based mobile interaction styles. For
this server service, the corresponding data material (e.g. audio files or images) is
sent to the server and a plugged-in recogniser is used for the interpretation of the
sent data. After the interpretation process has been finished, the recognised data
(e.g. the identifier of a physical object) are returned to the mobile phone for the
further processing.
Apart from this server service, the main server also provides a service to save the
interest of mobile users, actuators and evaluators in contexts of othermobile users
and sensors. By having this knowledge at the runtime of the system, incoming
context data (e.g. interactions of the different mobile users or sensor data) are au-
tomatically forwarded to the interested clients, once an interest has been detected
for these data. This service is very important if synchronous and asynchronous in-
teractions of several users should be supported (see Requirement [FR-P04]), such
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as for the application the World Explorer (see Section 3.1). This server service is
further important to store qualitative and quantitative data during the evaluation
phase (see Requirement [FR-P06]) since by this service a remote communication is
provided between the evaluator component and the mobile users - the test users
(see Requirement [FR-P07]). By this communication channel, all data from the
mobile users can be forwarded to the evaluator component to synchronously log
them.
Finally, a further task of the main server is the support of the following server
services: (1) process and reply information requests about all pervasive comput-
ing environments which are stored in MoPeDT’s database, (2) process and reply
information requests about all stored physical objects of a selected pervasive com-
puting environment, (3) process and reply information requests about all stored
services of a selected physical object and (4) process and reply information re-
quests about all stored service entries of a selected physical object’s service, such
as all stored comments - the service entries - about a selected product. By provid-
ing these server services, the Functional Requirement [FR-P02] is fulfilled since
a remote access is provided to load and display content of a database. Also, the
Functional Requirement [FR-P03] is met since the server also enables (5) the inser-
tion of new service entries and their content into MoPeDT’s database as well as
(6) the update of existing service entries and their content.
Thedatabase: MoPeDT’s useddatabase persistently stores all information about
the different pervasive computing environments and their physical objects as well
as the available services, the physical objects’ service entries and their contents. In
this way, MoPeDT’s database enables the modelling of mobile applications in the
context of the Third Computing Paradigm as illustrated in Section 2.2 where mobile
phones are used as a medium to interact with a pervasive computing environ-
ment and its physical objects. The database model contains the following tables:
environment, object, service, entry and content. The table environment con-
tains all information about the available pervasive computing environments in-
cluding details about their locations whereas the table object provides informa-
tion about the different physical objects together with a reference to the respon-
sible pervasive computing environment. The table service provides information
about existing services and the table content contains all multimedia contents of
the service entries (e.g. text or video files). The last table called entry provides
references between services and contents to physical objects - the service entries.
The sensors: Sensors (e.g. temperature sensors) are an optional component of
the component-based plug&play architecture ofMoPeDT. They can be considered
as a further interaction device (see Requirement [FR-P05]) since they provide a
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new input channel to the system. Sensors can connect to the main server in order
to provide context data that might be of interest to other components (e.g. mobile
users or evaluators), such as details about the current temperature, loudness or
lighting conditions in a pervasive computing environment. Thus, a particular in-
coming context (e.g. Light.Bright orLight.Dark)might cause an adaptation of the
mobile phone’s appearance, such as the display of another screen content. At the
evaluator component, incoming sensor data enable the synchronised logging of
environmental context while conducting a user evaluation. Knowledge about the
environmental context can help interpret a user behaviour in the analysis phase,
such as why the users suddenly behave unusually.
MoPeDT’s sensor component bases on an equally named software module - Sen-
sor - that handles the client-server communication between the sensor and the
server. For instance, XML messages are automatically transmitted to the server
whenever a new context value emerges. For the specification of the softwaremod-
ule, XML files need to be used. These XML files contain information about the
main server (e.g. the server address and port) and information about the sen-
sor’s context values that might be supplied. Also, the JAVA-based Sensormodule
provides programming interfaces to add the sensor hardware and other required
software components, such as for the context interpretation.
The actuators: The actuator is also an optional plug&play component of the ar-
chitecture. The actuators can be used as an additional output channel for mul-
timedia content - a further presentation device (see Requirement [FR-P05]). As
illustrated by theWorld Explorer (see Section 3.1), MoPeDT’s architecture andmod-
ules can be applied to generate an application that does not only contain multiple
mobile users and their phones but also a public display that presents video con-
tent. The actuator component only needs to connect to the main server compo-
nent in order to register the interest in contexts of mobile users and sensors. Once
there is an incomingmessage from one of the interested components via the main
server, the context is mapped to amultimedia content which is then automatically
displayed and played.
For the actuator component there is also a JAVA-based software module - Actu-
ator - available that enables the client-server communication to the main server.
Thismodule can be configured bymaking use of XMLfiles. For instance, one XML
file is used for themapping between incoming context values and the loading and
displaying of multimedia content. Different players can be added by means of
programming interfaces.
The evaluators: A special kind of actuator is the evaluator. This component is
required whenever tool-supported user evaluations are executed. Several evalu-
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ators can connect to the server and register their interest in other connected com-
ponents: mobile users and sensors. Now, the evaluators can synchronously log
all data of the selected mobile user (e.g. mobile interactions and user context) and
sensors for a later on analysis. The utilisation of the evaluator is the prerequisite
to execute remote evaluations since it enables the remote communication between
themobile user and the evaluator (see Requirement [FR-P07]) and thus the tracing
of the mobile user independent on his location.
The evaluator component was implemented as a Java and a C# module. The cor-
responding module handles the client-server communication to the main server
and the registration of interest in other components. Both modules also can be
defined based on an XML file. Programming interfaces exist which need to be
implemented in order to process the received messages, such as context messages
frommobile users and sensors. TheC#-based software module is part of the user-
centred prototyping tool MoPeDT and its evaluation component (see Section 4.2).
4.1.2 The Software Modules
For most components of the architecture exist software modules. The software
modules Sensor, Actuator and Evaluator were described in the previous Sec-
tion. In the following, the central modules Mobile Client and Main Server are
considered more detailed.
TheMobile Client software module: The J2ME-based software module of the
Mobile Client (e.g. [Leichtenstern and André, 2009b, Leichtenstern and André,
2010]) handles the whole client-server communication between the mobile user
and the main server as well as contains the implementation of different mobile in-
teraction styles. Additionally, the use of screen templates and a scripting language
are supported to enable the dynamic specification of the prototype’s appearance
and behaviour. In the following, these aspects of theMobile Client are described
with a primary focus on how the different functional requirements were fulfilled
towards a tool-generated prototype.
The client-server communication: A central task of the module is to handle
the whole client-server communication. In order to enable this communication at
the runtime of the system, an essential task is to edit the JAD file of the Mobile
Client. This file provides information about the main server - the server address
and port - as well as information about the application’s name, background and
foreground colours. The Mobile Client’s client-server communication is mainly
required whenever the mobile user requests information about a pervasive com-
puting environment and its physical objects. That happens typically whenever a
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user has selected a physical object, service or service entry by means of one of the
providedmobile interaction styles (see Section 4.1). In this case, the softwaremod-
ule automatically checks the need for a server request and, if necessary, sends an
XMLmessage to the server. Program 1 illustrates the request for a physical object.
Program 1 As an example of a server request, the XML message requests infor-
mation about a physical object.
<get>
<user_id>1</user_id>
<user_name>user1</user_name>
<request_id>1</request_id>
<request_type>object</request_type>
</get>
The server replies the request about a physical object with information about its
name and identifier aswell as the available services of the intended physical object
(see Program 2). The replied data, for instance, can then be used to display a list
of all available services of the selected physical object. To enable this display, a
corresponding dynamically specified screen is required. Similar to the illustrated
example, XML messages are also sent if captured data should be transmitted and
stored in the database, such as a new service entry. In summary, with theMobile
Client’s supported client-server communication, the requirements [FR-P02] and
[FR-P03] are fulfilled since remote access is provided to load or modify data of the
database.
The client-server communication is also required for some mobile interaction
styles. The microphone-based, camera-based and GPS-based mobile interaction
styles require the interpretation of recorded data (e.g. of audio files) on the server.
Once the user has performed a mobile interaction by means of one of these three
interaction styles, the Mobile Client automatically transmits the recorded data
and waits for a server reply in order to proceed, such as with a database request.
Different further XML messages are also automatically sent to the server which
happens rather hidden to the users. These messages provide information about
explicit and implicitmobile interactions, such as that the user has touched anRFID
tag with the NFC reader of the mobile phone. Other XMLmessages are transmit-
ted to the server whenever new screens are loaded and displayed on the phone.
This information is important during the evaluation phase since it provides the
opportunity to display a cloned screen view of the test user’s phone on the eval-
uator’s desktop computer (see Section 4.2). Program 3 illustrates a typical XML
message that is sent when the user has performed a keyboard-based mobile inter-
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Program 2As an example of a server reply, the XMLmessage replies information
about a physical object and its supported services.
<object>
<user_id>1</user_id>
<object_id>1</object_id>
<object_name>Titanic</object_name>
<services>
<service>
<service_id>2</service_id>
<service_name>Critics</service_name>
<service_icon>icon</service_icon>
</service>
<service>
<service_id>3</service_id>
<service_name>Plot</service_name>
<service_icon>icon</service_icon>
</service>
</services>
</object>
action. The same syntax is also used whenever the user performs another explicit
or implicit mobile interaction or whenever the screen is updated. The data ex-
change of context messages is important to fulfil the requirement [FR-P06]: the
support to store qualitative and quantitative data during the evaluation phase.
Program 3As an example of a contextmessage, the XMLmessage provides details
about the occurrence of a keyboard-based mobile interaction.
<context>
<context_owner_id>1</context_owner_id>
<owner_name>user1</owner_name>
<owner_type>user</owner_type>
<context_type>KEYBOARD</context_type>
<context_interpretation>SELECT</context_interpretation>
</context>
The mobile interaction styles: The Mobile Client module supports differ-
ent mobile interaction styles (see Section 4.1.1). Once the user has performed a
mobile interaction bymeans of one of the supported mobile interaction styles, the
Mobile Client recognises the context value (e.g. the ID of an intended physical
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object or a relevant location context) and automatically uses this value for further
processes, such as for a server request.
To configure the differentmobile interaction styles, an XMLfile needs to be edited.
This file provides several details about the mobile interaction styles. First of all, it
provides knowledge about which mobile interaction styles should be activated by
theMobile Client. At the runtime of the system, the activation enables the trans-
mission of context messages to the main server whenever context values emerge.
As an example, Program 4 specifies that a context message should be sent to the
server whenever the mobile user applies the keyboard to activate the command
Select. Another kind of context message is also sent whenever the user has en-
tered the location that is specified for Home. The context messages are of spe-
cial interest to connected evaluator components as well as other interested mobile
users. The opportunity of a specification of the mobile interaction styles is there-
fore important for the Requirements [FR-P06] and [FR-P04]. It enables the auto-
matic storage of qualitative and quantitative data during the evaluation phase (see
Requirement [FR-P06]) as well as the use of mobile interactions for several mobile
users (see Requirement [FR-P04]). The specified mobile interaction styles cannot
only be used to generate context messages for evaluators and other mobile users,
they also can be used for the specification of the prototype’s application flow and
logic as described in the following paragraph.
The dynamic specification of the appearance and behaviour: Besides the
mobile interaction styles, the appearance and behaviour of a prototype can also be
specified with XML files. For the specification of the prototype’s appearance, the
interface designer makes use of XML-based screen templates. These screen tem-
plates ground on 22 approved interface guidelines (see Appendix A) which were
derived from the Nokia Design andUser Experience Library2. For instance, these tem-
plates consider a consistent layout, softkey use and navigation style. Each screen
of the generated prototype has a heading, content and a softkey part. The left soft-
key is used for options, the middle key is used for confirmations and navigations
and the right softkey is used for negative actions (Back,Cancel or Exit). Addition-
ally, each screen contains a help option and an option to return to the main menu.
Moreover, from each screen the user can return to the previous screen automat-
ically by selecting Back or Cancel. An assumption is that by using such screen
templates, the usability of the resulting prototypes (see Requirements [NFR-P01]
and [FR-T01.3]) can be increased. The validation of this assumption is presented
in Chapter 5.
The expandable set of the Mobile Client’s screen templates currently supports
2http://library.forum.nokia.com/
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Program 4 As an example of a specification file for mobile interaction styles, the
XML files defines the keyboard-based and GPS-based mobile interaction styles.
<context_specification>
<context>
<context_type>KEYBOARD</context_type>
<values>
<value>
<value_interpretation>SELECT</value_interpretation>
</value>
</values>
</context>
<context>
<context_type>OUTDOOR_LOCATION</context_type>
<values>
<value>
<value_interpretation>HOME</value_interpretation>
<value_context>
<item type="latitude">48.352</item>
<item type="longitude">10.886</item>
</value_context>
</value>
</values>
</context>
</context_specification>
ItemScreens (see Figure 4.2), MediaScreens (see Figure 4.3), AlertScreens (see
Figure 4.4), screens with a tabulator functionality - TabScreens (see Figure 4.5)
as well as SketchScreens which enable the display of place holders, such as a
scanned image of the intended screen. SketchScreens are typically used at the
very beginning of the development process if the layout of the prototype should
be quick and dirty (see Section 2.1). Based on theMobile Client’s supported types
of screen templates, a prototype’s appearance can be generated which provides a
high or low level of fidelity (see Requirement [FR-T02]).
For each type of screen, XML templates exist that need to be edited in order to
specify the static or dynamic content of a screen. Program 5 shows the XML spec-
ification of static content for two types of screens. The first screen bases on the
template of a ItemScreen whereas the second screen grounds on a MediaScreen.
For both types of screens, a XML tag called widget can be specified in order
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Figure 4.2: Examples of ItemScreenswhich are supported by the moduleMobile
Client. These screens can be used to generate different kinds of menu screens.
to define the content of the screen heading and help option. Further, for the
ItemScreen, a layout (e.g. grid or list) and a list of items can be definedwhereas
the MediaScreen enables the specification of multimedia content (e.g. text, image,
audio or video) also by means of the XML tag widget. Based on the XML specifi-
cation of Program 5, Figure 4.6 shows the two screens which were generated with
theMobile Client.
Another XML file is used to specify the prototype’s static or dynamic behaviour -
the application flow and logic of the application. The idea is that the application
flow of the intended prototype can also be represented by a state chart similar as
done by related tools (see Section 3.3). Following this idea, the different screens
of the intended prototype are screen states in the state chart. Whenever the appli-
cation is in one screen state, the performance of mobile interactions (e.g. with the
keyboard) can trigger transitions - the loading and display of another screen state.
For instance, Program 6 specifies that the screen state with the identifier 2 should
be loaded and displayed once the mobile user has applied the keyboard-based
mobile interaction style and selected the value Select: Keyboard.Select. Figure
4.7 shows a visual representation of Program 6. For the XML-based specification
of the application flow and logic, State Chart XML (SCXML)3 was used.
3http://www.w3.org/TR/2005/WD-scxml-20050705/
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Figure 4.3: Examples of MediaScreenswhich are supported by themoduleMobile
Client. These screens can be used to generate different input and output screens
for multimedia content.
Using the concept of state charts for the specification of a prototype’s application
flow, all supported mobile interaction styles (e.g. GPS-based or NFC-based) but
also contexts from other components - other mobile users and sensors - can be
used as transitions, such as the context Temperature.Hot as incoming context of
the temperature sensor. In order to receive contexts of other sensors and mobile
users, a further XML file needs to be specified (see Program 7). At the runtime,
this XML file is sent to the main server to register the interest in context messages,
such as in context messages of the type NFC or Temperature. This XML file is
important to meet the Requirement [FR-P04]: the use of mobile interaction for
several mobile users.
Contents of the screens are often unknown at the specification time of a proto-
type as well as the concrete behaviour of a prototype. For instance, if all physical
objects of a just selected pervasive computing environment should be loaded and
displayed at the runtime, it is impossible to know details about the physical ob-
jects (e.g. the number of the physical objects and their names) at the design time.
Consequently, the specification of the appearance and behaviour is often not just
statically but also dynamically (see Requirements [FR-P02] and [FR-P03]). For dy-
namic specifications by means of the Mobile Client module, the same XML files
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Figure 4.4: Examples of AlertScreenswhich are supported by themoduleMobile
Client. These screens can be used to generate different alert screens: info, waiting
or error screens.
Figure 4.5: Examples of TabScreens which are supported by the module Mobile
Client. This screen block contains several other types of screens: ItemScreens,
MediaScreens, AlertScreens or SketchScreens.
can be used as for the static specification of the appearance and behaviour but
this time prompts of a scripting language need to be used. At the runtime of the
application, these prompts are interpreted by the Mobile Client in order to dy-
namically generate and display screens.
Program 8 shows the specification of a screen with dynamic content. An
ItemScreen should be presented that should display a list of all physical objects
of a selected pervasive computing environment. For each physical object, the cor-
responding icon and name should be shown. The heading of the screen is also
dynamically. The name of the just selected pervasive computing environment
should be displayed. Figure 4.8 shows the result of the dynamically specified
screen at the runtime. Based on the data of the database, this screen displays three
physical objects - Titanic, Se7en and Pirates of the Caribbean - with their names and
icons. As heading, the name of the selected pervasive computing environment
is shown - DVDs. By using scripting prompts, all supported screen templates -
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Program 5As an example of a static content specification of a protoytpe’s appear-
ance. Screen 1 defines a ItemScreenwith static content whereas screen 2 specifies
a MediaScreenwith static content.
<presentation>
<screenblock id="1" type="standard" main="true">
<screen type="ItemScreen">
<widget element="heading" value ="Main Menu"/>
<widget element="help" value ="Please select an option!"/>
<group type="grid">
<item>
<widget element="icon" value="/image.jpg" />
<widget element="text" value="Image" />
</item>
</group>
</screen>
</screenblock>
<screenblock id="2" type="standard">
<screen type="MediaScreen">
<widget element="heading" value="Text Screen"/>
<widget element="help" value ="This screen shows..."/>
<widget element="text" value="This is a text screen..."/>
</screen>
</screenblock>
</presentation>
ItemScreens, MediaScreens, AlertScreens, TabScreens or SketchScreens - can
dynamically be defined. For instance, a MediaScreen can dynamically be specified
to display different multimedia contents (e.g. text and video) of a service entry
which are stored in the database.
The scripting language, however, cannot only be used to specify a dynamic ap-
pearance but also a dynamic behaviour. Program 9 shows that script prompts can
also be used to define conditions for a transition and thus the application flow. In
this example, the first transition can only be triggered once the value Save has been
activated with the keyboard-based mobile interaction style as well as if a variable
- camera - has a certain value - 1. If the transition and its condition are fulfilled, the
screen state 1 is left and the screen state 2 is loaded and displayed. In this case, it is
checkedwhether the screen state 1 has an XML tag called onexit andwhether the
screen state 2 has an XML tag called onentry. Both XML tags can include script
prompts that should be executed if the state is loaded - onentry - or left - onexit.
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Figure 4.6: The screens which are generated based on the static content spec-
ification of the prototype’s appearance (see Program 5): ItemScreen (left) and
MediaScreen (right).
Program 6 As an example of the specification of a prototype’s application flow:
screen 2 is loaded once the user has selected Select by means of the keyboard.
<scxml xmlns="http://www.w3.org/2005/07/scxml"
version="1.0"
initalstate="Main">
<state id="1">
<transition event="KEYBOARD.SELECT" cond="" target="2"/>
</state>
</scxml>
By using these XML tags and defining script prompts, the logic of the application
can be defined much more dynamically. In the example of Program 9, the screen
state 1 provides an XML tag onexit that includes scripting code. At the runtime of
the system, this scripting code is interpreted and executed by the moduleMobile
Client. The objective of the code example is to save a new service entry and the
just captured multimedia content in the database. The code first checks whether
the screen state 1 has been left due to the fact that Save has been selected bymeans
of the keyboard. Then the captured new contents (e.g. a video file and text) are
loaded and finally a new service entry is created and its multimedia contents are
stored in the database.
By using the scripting language that is supported by the Mobile Client, vari-
ables and constants can be used as well as different programming constructs
(e.g. if-else statements or for-loops). Additionally, content of the database tables
environment, object, service, entry and content can be loaded and manipu-
lated.
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Figure 4.7: Visual representation of Program 6: Screen 2 is loaded once the user
has selected Select by means of the keyboard.
Program 7As an example of the interest specification of contexts. Themobile user
is interested in the contexts Temperature andNFC from sensors and other mobile
users.
<interest>
<types_of_interest>
<type>TEMERATURE</type>
<type>NFC</type>
</types_of_interest>
</interest>
All in all, since the generated prototypes base on the Mobile Client module
and its supported functionality, the resulting prototypes are supposed to always
be highly robust (see Requirement [NFR-P02]) and functional (see Requirement
[NFR-P03]). These two assumptions are also validated in Chapter 5 besides the
usability of the generated prototypes (see Requirements [NFR-P01]).
The Main Server software module: The JAVA-based module called Main
Server handles the whole client-server communication for the main server and
provides programming interfaces for plug-in recognisers.
The client-server communication bases on TCP/IP sockets. Different clients - mo-
bile users, actuators, sensors and evaluators - can connect to the server in order to
use different services or provide context messages which need to be forwarded by
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Program 8As an example of the dynamic content specification of a screen. Screen
1 defines a dynamic ItemScreen.
<screen type="ItemScreen" script="true" value="environment.getObjects()">
<widget element="heading" scripted="true" value="environment.getName()"/>
<widget element="help" value ="Please select an option!"/>
<group type="grid">
<item>
<widget element="icon" value="object.getIcon()" scripted ="true"/>
<widget element="text" value="object.getName()" scripted ="true"/>
</item>
</group>
</screen>
Figure 4.8: The dynamically generated screen of Program 8. A ItemScreen is gen-
erated that displays different physical objects of the just selected pervasive com-
puting environment.
the main server (see Section 4.1.1). In order to reply server requests which aim at
a pervasive computing environment, the Main Server module is also connected
to MoPeDT’s database. For the configuration of the Main Server, an XML file is
required that contains information about the server port as well as information
about the database (e.g. the database’s address, name and login data). TheMain
Servermodule also can be extended to add recognisers for the microphone-based
and camera-based mobile interaction style. Two different classes exist which pro-
vide a method that needs to be implemented. This method provides the raw data
of the corresponding mobile interaction style (e.g. an audio file). As the result
of the recognition process, the method replies a string value (e.g. the recognised
ID of a physical object). For the GPS-based mobile interaction style, the incoming
location context of the mobile user is automatically compared with the location of
the pervasive computing environments which are stored in the database.
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Program 9As an example of the dynamic specification of a prototype’s behaviour.
A new service entry and its content should be persistently stored in the database
once the user has selected Save bymeans of the keyboard-basedmobile interaction
style.
<state id="1">
<transition event="KEYBOARD.SAVE" cond="camera=1" target="2"/>
<transition event="NFC.OBJECT" cond="" target="3"/>
<onexit>
<script>
if(world.getContextValue("KEYBOARD")=='SAVE'){
var newContent = world.getContentValues();
var ent = service.createEntry(service.getName()+counter);
counter++;
ent.setContent(newContent);
}
</script>
</onexit>
</state>
4.2 The User-Centred Prototyping Tool
Grounded on the component-based plug&play architecture and the software
modules, the user-centred prototyping (UCP) tool called MoPeDT - Pervasive In-
terface Development Toolkit for Mobile Phones - was implemented in C# within
this PhD. This tool supports interface developers of mobile applications in the
context of the Third Computing Paradigm with a graphical user interface (see Re-
quirementa [NFR-T01.5] and [NFR-T01.6]) in the three phases of the user-centred
prototyping process (see Requirement [FR-T06]): (1) the design specification and
automatic generation of prototypes, (2) the conduction of evaluations and (3) the
analysis of the captured data [Leichtenstern et al., 2008,Leichtenstern and André,
2010,Leichtenstern and André, 2011,Leichtenstern et al., 2011a]. In the following,
the tool components are addressed for these three phases. The focus is primarily
on how the functional requirements towards a UCP tool are fulfilled by MoPeDT.
4.2.1 The Design of Prototypes
The design component of MoPeDT graphically supports during the design speci-
fication of themobile interaction styles as well as the specification of the static and
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Figure 4.9: The graphical user interface ofMoPeDT for the specification of the pro-
totype’s general settings. The upper part of the component displays the settings
for the prototype (e.g. application name and icon) while the lower part aims at
the specification of the server - server address and port.
dynamic appearance and behaviour of the intended prototype (see Requirement
[FR-T01]). The result of a design specification with MoPeDT’s design component
is an executable JAR file that bases on the software module Mobile Client (see
Section 4.1.2).
Before starting to specify details about the intended prototype, its general settings
need to be defined. Figure 4.9 shows the GUI for the specification of these general
settings. Using that GUI, for instance, the application name, icon and colours can
be specified as well as details about the main server. Based on this input, the JAD
file is generated for theMobile Client (see Section 4.1.2).
The graphical specification of the mobile interaction styles: MoPeDT features
the GUI-based specification of different mobile interaction styles (see Require-
ment [FR-T01.3]). In Section 4.1.2, an XML file was introduced that needs to be
modified for the module Mobile Client in order to define the mobile interaction
styles - the context types - and their context values. Figure 4.10 shows the GUI
to specify the different context types and their values for this XML-based context
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specification file.
Interface designers can add, update and remove several mobile interaction styles
and provide context values for them. For instance, Select, Back, Cancel or other
keyboard commands can be defined as values of the keyboard-based mobile in-
teraction style. As described in Section 4.1.2, the specification of mobile inter-
action styles and their context values leads to their activation and the transmis-
sion of context messages to the server once one of the specified context values has
emerged at the runtime. The specified types of contexts - the mobile interaction
styles - and their context values also enable transitions when specifying the proto-
type’s application flow. For instance, once the interface developer has graphically
added the NFC-based mobile interaction style and its context value Buy, a transi-
tion NFC.Buy can be used when specifying the prototype’s application flow.
Figure 4.10: The graphical user interface of MoPeDT for the specification of the
mobile interaction styles. The left part of the component displays the tree view of
all specified mobile interaction styles and their defined context values while the
middle part of the component provides options to modify the mobile interaction
styles and their values - add, update and remove. The right part provides options
to define context values for other components of the architecture - other mobile
users and sensors - which are of interest to the intended prototype.
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If the prototype should also make use of transitions which are based on context
values of sensors or other mobile users, further XML-based context specification
files need to be generated. Each of these files provides information about available
context types and values of the corresponding sensor ormobile user. For instance,
if the intended prototype should make use of the transition Temperature.Hot, an
XML file needs to be generated for the temperature sensor with the interaction
style Temperature and the context value Hot.
Later on, when specifying the behaviour of the intended prototype, transitions
can be used which either base on the own context specification file or on strange
context files. At the runtime of the prototype, the server will forward the required
contextmessages to themobile userwhich, in turns, will handle the incoming con-
text message if a transition (e.g. Temperature.Hot) was specified for the current
screen state. Based on the design specification of the different context files and
the application of context values as transitions, the XML file of Program 7 is au-
tomatically generated by MoPeDT. This file provides the required information to
the main server about a mobile user’s interest in context messages from sensors
and other mobile users (see Section 4.1.2).
The graphical specification of the prototype’s static and dynamic appearance
and behaviour: MoPeDT applies the approach to support the static and dy-
namic specification of a prototype’s appearance and behaviour (see Requirement
[NFR-T01.1]) with a state-chart view (see Figure 4.11). Since several views can po-
tentially provide benefits for the interface developer (see Requirement NFR-T01),
MoPeDT does not only support a state-chart view but also a tree view (see Figure
4.12). MoPeDT’s tree view supports a better overview when working on a spe-
cific screen state whereas the state-chart view provides a better overview when
defining the application flow. The state-chart view shows a preview of all screen
states and easily enables the linking of these states. The tree view represents very
detailed the XML tag structure of the appearance and behaviour’s specification
files (see Section 4.1.2). By this means, tree elements can be selected which, for in-
stance, represent the XML tags widget, item, onentry or onexit in order to add,
update or remove aspects of a single screen’s appearance or behaviour.
When specifying a prototype of a mobile application with MoPeDT, the interface
designer can first add, update and remove several screen states which base on the
screen templates of theMobile Client (see Section 4.1.2). After the specification of
the screen states, the designer can link several screen states by adding, updating
and removing transitions. For instance, a transition can be added to a screen state
that, at the runtime, another screen state should be loaded and displayed once a
user has selected a physical object by means of the mobile phone’s NFC reader.
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Figure 4.11: The graphical user interface ofMoPeDT for the specification of a static
and dynamic appearance and behaviour by means of a state-chart view. The left
part of the component displays the state-chart view of the prototype which con-
tains the display of screen states and transitions while the right part of the design
component provides a preview of the selected screen and options to modify the
appearance and behaviour.
The GUI of MoPeDT provides a list of all available transitions which can be used.
This list bases on the own and strange context specification files which were gen-
erated during the specification of the mobile interaction styles and their context
values.
A special feature of MoPeDT is the support to enable both the specification of
a prototype’s static and dynamic appearance and behaviour. Static content (e.g.
images, videos or text) and behaviour can directly be defined at the specification
time. For the specification of dynamic content and behaviour, the scripting lan-
guage can be used as described in Section 4.1.2. The designer only needs to select
whether a screen element (e.g. widget or screen) has static or dynamic content
and add the corresponding static contents or alternatively script prompts. Also,
scripting code can be defined for the XML tags onexit and onentry in order to
specify the application logic. The GUI of the design component provides assis-
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Figure 4.12: The graphical user interface ofMoPeDT for the specification of a static
and dynamic appearance and behaviour by means of a tree view. The left part of
the component displays the tree view of the prototypewhich contains the screens,
their widgets and transitions while the right part of the design component pro-
vides a preview of the selected screen and options to modify the appearance and
behaviour.
tance when specifying static and dynamic content, such as it provides a preview
of the specified screens (see Figure 4.11 and Figure 4.12 on the right part).
As described in Section 4.1.1, the scripting language also can be used to define
the application’s behaviour with regards to the remote content that is persistently
stored in the database. For the specification of this database content, a further GUI
component of MoPeDT can be used (see Figure 4.13). Environments, objects, ser-
vices, entries and contents can be added, updated and removed. Thus, MoPeDT
also enables the definition of remote data (see Requirement [FR-T01.4]).
The auto-generation of running prototypes as result of the design specifica-
tion: After having specified the intended application, a prototype is automat-
ically generated which directly run on the intended device (see Requirement [FR-
T02]). Such highly functional prototypes can be produced at several stages of the
development process. At early stages of the process, SketchScreens can be used
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Figure 4.13: The graphical user interface of MoPeDT for the specification of the
database. The left part of the component displays the tree view of the database
elements - the environments, objects, services and service entries - while the right
part of the component provides options to modify - add, update and remove - the
content of the corresponding database element.
to generate prototypes with a low level of fidelity whereas at later phases proto-
types can be produced with detailed content and a high level of fidelity. Further,
after each iteration an existing prototype can be reused and modified, such as its
screens and transitions can be added, updated and removed. Thus, the resulting
prototypes are evolutionary prototypes.
Since the generated prototypes base on theMobile Client’s screen templates, the
prototypes are automatically compliant with approved interfaces guidelines (see
Requirement [FR-T01.3]) from Nokia. By this means, the resulting prototypes are
expected to be more user-friendly compared to prototypes which are generated
without this automatic verification since inexperienced interface developers can
forget to consider the different guidelines, such as a consistent layout and use.
The quality of the resulting prototypes in terms of their usability, however, needs
to be validated which is covered in Chapter 5.
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4.2.2 The Evaluation of Prototypes
When conducting a user evaluation, the evaluation component supports the exe-
cution of local and remote evaluations asynchronously and synchronously during
the entire development process (see Requirement [FR-T03]). That is possible due
to the used architecture and software modules (see Section 4.1). The mobile users
can use their mobile phones and the installed prototypical applications spatially
and temporally separated from the evaluator since the communication between
them is handled by means of an infrastructure-based network (e.g. UMTS). The
evaluator only needs to start the evaluation component in order to log all incoming
messages from the network layer. Since several evaluator components can connect
to the server, data of several mobile users can be logged at the same time (see Re-
quirement [FR-T03.4]). Examples about the conduction of the different empirical
evaluation types are given in Chapter 6.
The conduction of empirical evaluations: Amain feature of MoPeDT’s evalua-
tion component is the support to synchronously record all explicitly and implicitly
executed mobile interactions during the conduction of an empirical evaluation.
For this feature, MoPeDT makes use of the architecture’s plug&play component
called evaluator (see Section 4.1.1). This component does not only support the log-
ging of contexts of the selectedmobile user but also contexts of sensors in order to
store the environmental context. By logging the user and environmental context,
extensive knowledge is provided for the analysis phase. For instance, the envi-
ronmental context might provide knowledge why the test user preferred a mo-
bile interaction style in contrast to another. In order to display the synchronously
logged data as well as to enable the selection of the intended mobile user and
sensors, MoPeDT provides a GUI for the evaluation component (see Figure 4.14).
Besides the logging anddisplay of objective datawhich are rather quantitative (see
Requirement [FR-T03.1]), the evaluation component also supports the logging and
display of objective datawhich are rather qualitative (seeRequirement [FR-T03.2]).
When conducting a local evaluation, the user and her environment can audio-
visually be captured and displayedwhile she is interacting with a prototype, such
as to complete a task. For this capturing, the interface designer can select two
cameras and microphones.
When conducting a remote evaluation, media input screens (e.g. see the audio or
video input screen in Section 4.1.1 as types of a MediaScreen) can be used to cap-
ture objective data by the mobile user which are rather qualitative. The moment
of capturing the data either can freely be decided by the mobile users themselves
or it can be defined as part of the prototype’s application flow. A media input
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Figure 4.14: The graphical user interface of MoPeDT for the conduction of a user
evaluation. The upper part displays the two selected cameras while the lower part
shows the selectedmobile user and sensors aswell as incomingmessages from the
server. The right part displays the cloned screen view of the selected mobile user.
screen, for instance, can appear whenever a certain context has been detected.
This capturing screen also can be activated by the mobile user, such as by select-
ing a corresponding keyboard command (e.g. Feedback). Since the mobile users
or the system do decide on the moment of capturing data and not the evaluator
spontaneously, the conduction of remote evaluations and the kind of capturing
qualitative data are rather Cultural Probe studies than studies which base on the Ex-
perience Sampling Method (see Section 2.1) when using MoPeDT. But, even though
that the evaluator does not actively communicate with the test user in order to
initiate the capturing of data, it also makes sense to not only conduct user eval-
uations with MoPeDT asynchronously but also synchronously. This is important
to mention due to the fact that the evaluator can still synchronously handle the
logging options.
Whenever an empirical evaluation is executed locally and remotely, MoPeDT dis-
plays a cloned screen viewof the test user’smobile phone screen on the evaluator’s
computer (see Figure 4.14 on the right part). To do so, the emulator on the evalua-
tor’s computer makes use of the moduleMobile Client and connects to the main
server. Now, the GUI of the cloned client is always updated whenever the mobile
application of the selected mobile user is updated which is independent on the
selected mobile user’s location. Consequently, the evaluator can always trace all
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Figure 4.15: The graphical user interface ofMoPeDT for the recording of live com-
ments and details about the tasks. The upper part displays the supported tasks
while the lower part provides the input of live comments.
interactions of the selected mobile user and the mobile user’s current screen view.
The appearance of the mobile user’s prototype is also synchronously recorded.
MoPeDT captures screen shots of the cloned screen view whenever a new screen
is displayed.
All in all, by means of MoPeDT’s evaluation component the Requirements [FR-
T03.1] and [FR-T03.1] - the synchronous logging and display of objective data that
are quantitative or qualitative - are fulfilled except that the support of the Experi-
ence SamplingMethod is not provided. A precondition of the synchronous logging,
however, is the previous synchronisation of all required components - the desk-
top computers of the evaluators, themain server and sensors as well as themobile
phones.
Besides objective data, MoPeDT also enables the display and logging of subjective
data that are generated by the evaluators or mobile users (see Requirement [FR-
T03.2]). Similar as for the logging of objective data by means of the mobile users,
media input screens can also be used to capture textual comments or answers of a
questionnaire. Themoment of capturing subjective data also can either be defined
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as part of the prototype’s application flow (e.g. the display of a questionnaire
always after the selection of a physical object) or it freely can be selected by the
mobile user. Not only the mobile users, also the evaluators can log subjective
data. Figure 4.15 shows the GUI that can be used to record live comments of the
evaluator, such as details about interesting occurrences.
The conduction of analytical evaluations: MoPeDT focuses on the support to
execute empirical evaluations with mobile end-users of the system. The con-
duction of analytical evaluations (see Requirement [FR-T03.5]), however, is also
supported by providing assistance for the inspection-based evaluation (see Sec-
tion 2.1). The support of model-based analytical evaluations is currently not sup-
ported.
As previously mentioned, whenever the interface developer has changed the de-
sign specification by means of MoPeDT, the prototype of a mobile application
is automatically generated. Besides the generation of this functional prototype,
screen shots of the different screen states and a screen shot of the prototype’s ap-
plication flow are also automatically generated. Having these screen shots and
the running prototype for an emulator or real phone enable the conduction of
inspection-based evaluations (see Section 2.1), such as walkthrough-based (e.g.
the Cognitive Walkthrough) or guideline-based evaluations (e.g. the Heuristic Evalu-
ation).
For the Cognitive Walkthrough, the interface developer can use the generated pro-
totype or the generated screen shots to step by step execute pre-defined tasks and
always answer the following four questions. Will the users try to achieve the right
effect? Will the user notice that the correct action is available? Will the user as-
sociate the correct action with the effect to be achieved? If the correct action is
performed, will the user see that progress is being made towards the solution of
the task? If one question will be answered with no, a problem has been detected
and need to be solved in a new iteration.
For the Heuristic Evaluation, a list of heuristics is used, such as the ten usabil-
ity heuristics (e.g. the prototype’s compliance of Consistency and Standard) from
[Nielsen, 1993]. For each heuristic, the interface developers verifies the frequency,
impact and persistence of violations against the corresponding heuristic and, as
a result, rates the heuristic from a zero-to-four scale where zero means no usabil-
ity problem and four means a usability catastrophe. For instance, for the heuristic
Consistency and Standard, the developer canuse the generated prototype and screen
shots to check whether the wording, layout and actions are consistently used and
whether standardised guidelines are considered. After having documented vio-
lations against the different heuristics, the frequency, impact and persistence of
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the found violations lead to the rating of the severity for the category Consistency
and Standard. In the next iteration of the user-centred prototyping process, the
different found usability problems can be fixed dependent on their severities.
4.2.3 The Analysis of Evaluations
In the final step of the user-centred prototyping process, the interface developers
have to analyse the captured data of a user evaluation. In order to simplify this
task, the analysis component of MoPeDT also provides a GUI (see Figure 4.16) for
this process step (see Requirement [FR-T05]).
Figure 4.16: The graphical user interface of MoPeDT for the synchronous display
of all recorded data. The upper part displays the captured videos and screen shots
of the prototype’s appearance (right). The lower part provides a time-line-based
visualisation of the audio track as well as the labelling - annotation - by means of
the logged quantitative data.
MoPeDT’s analysis component provides the synchronous time-line-based visual-
isation of all recorded data. The data, however, of only one captured evaluation
session can be loaded and thus Requirement [FR-T05.4] is not fulfilled byMoPeDT
- the support to display captured data of several sessions. For the development of
MoPeDT’s analysis component (e.g. [Leichtenstern et al., 2008,Leichtenstern and
André, 2010]), ANVIL (see Section 3.3) was extended. In addition to its support to
display audio-visual content and time-line-based tracks, the extended version of
ANVIL also displays the captured screen shots of the application - the prototype’s
appearance. Additionally, the extended version of ANVIL automatically synchro-
nises and annotates the captured qualitative data by means of the recorded quan-
titative data (see Requirement [FR-T05.1]). Now, the interface developer can scroll
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through the pre-annotated video or jump to intended data which are displayed
by means of the tracks in order to, for instance, investigate the user’s behaviour in
different contextual situations. The pre-annotated data can be modified, such as
annotations can be added, updated or removed (see Requirement [FR-T05.2]).
Since the determination of significant results is often an important analysis task, a
further feature of MoPeDT’s analysis component is to support statistical analyses
(see Requirement [FR-T05.3]). MoPeDT supports the export of the annotated data
in different formats of statistic tools (e.g. SPSS) in order to, for example, investigate
the probability of occurrence for an intended context or behaviour. Consequently,
the number or the mobile user’s errors or the mobile user’s required time to com-
plete a task can be statistically analysed with the assistance of MoPeDT.
4.3 Summary
This chapter presented the concept and the development of the user-centred pro-
totyping tool (UCP) tool calledMoPeDT that can be used to generate and evaluate
prototypes in a user-centredway in the context of the Third Computing Paradigm. In
the following, the new conceptual and technical approaches of MoPeDT are high-
lighted. Aspects of this section were also published within this PhD project [Le-
ichtenstern et al., 2011a].
In terms of the automatic prototype generation, a component-based client-server
architecture was described as well as software modules of the architecture’s com-
ponents. Several benefits of the network-based architecture and modules exist,
such as the possibility to load or change remote content as well as to run a re-
mote empirical evaluation due to the fact that all remotely conducted user inter-
actions can thereby be stored. Since the architecture is component-based, several
components can be plugged-in including additional interaction and presentation
devices. By this means, not only multiple mobile users can independently or de-
pendently upon each other interact with the system but also these several users
can be evaluated simultaneously. To handle the complex interplay between these
various users and evaluation components an XML-based protocol was introduced
as well. None of the related tools (see Section 3.3) aims at multi-user applications
where interactions of several users have to be synchronised.
As a further new approach, MoPeDT considers the compliance of mobile HCI
guidelines by making use of screen templates. Some related tools just provide
layout managers to consider aspects of usability (e.g. OmniScope) but none of
the related tools considers the compliance by means of a concept such as screen
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templates. By means of these templates, for instance, a consistent layout and key-
board use can be ensured. Also, reversibility of actions can be addressed as well
as the providing of contextual help for each screen. When using screen templates,
further new aspects can be realised, such as a generation of prototypes with a low
and high level of fidelity.
Also in contrast to the related tools, MoPeDT provides assistance when conduct-
ing both analytical and empirical evaluations. Screen shots and the screen flow of
the intended application can be generated during the design specification to run
a guideline-based analytical evaluation. For the conduction of empirical evalua-
tions, the use of a cloned screen view was presented as a new approach. Due to
the component-based architecture, the evaluator component can register the in-
terest in a mobile user and thereby a mobile emulator is able to display a cloned
screen view of the intended user to always provide details about the user’s cur-
rent displayed screen. This cloned display is also used to capture the screens of
the mobile users for the later on analysis phase.
Finally, MoPeDT provides support for local and remote evaluations in different
test settings. Chapter 6 goes into the details about the tool-supported conduction
of user evaluations in three different settings: real evaluations in the real world,
simulated evaluations in the real world and simulated evaluations in the virtual
world. The related tools of Section 3.3 concentrate on one of the test settings. Some
tools support during remote evaluations in the field: real world evaluations while
other tools focus the conduction of remote or local evaluations in the laboratory:
real world simulations. None of the related tools provide details about a support
to run virtual world simulations.
Even though the chapter presented new conceptual and technical approaches
how to meet the different functional requirements towards the tool and the re-
sulting prototypes by means on the implementation of MoPeDT, the meeting of
non-functional requirements still needs to be addressed. Further, the question is
whether interface developers accept to use an all-in-one tool for the user-centred
prototyping process in all stages andwhether it meaningfully supports them dur-
ing the process to generate a user-friendly product. The next chapter aims at an-
swering these questions.
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Chapter 5
The Empirical Tool Validation
After having introduced conceptual and technical approaches about the meet-
ing of the functional requirements, this chapter aims at answering the question
whether MoPeDT also meets the non-functional requirements. The resulting
prototypes should be highly usable (see Requirement [NFR-P01]), reliable (see
Requirement [NFR-P02]) and functional (see Requirement [NFR-P03]). As non-
functional requirements towards a UCP tool, the tool should also be highly usable
(see Requirement [NFR-T01]) by improving the interface developer’s efficiency
(see Requirement [NFR-T01.1]), effectiveness (see Requirement [NFR-T01.1]) and
satisfaction (see Requirement [NFR-T01.2]) when executing the UCP process. Fur-
ther, the tool should reduce be easy to learn (see Requirement [NFR-T01.4]) aswell
as highly intuitive (see Requirement [NFR-T01.5]) and transparent (see Require-
ment [NFR-T01.6]). Finally, it should be highly reliable (see Requirement [NFR-
T02]) and functional (see Requirement [NFR-T03]).
This chapter aims at the execution of an experimental tool study in order to reveal
benefits and problems of MoPeDT. The approach of using screen templates, for
instance, is validated as well as whether interface developers see benefits in using
an all-in-one tool approach. Before MoPeDT’s tool study is described, related tool
studies are covered in order to find an appropriate experimental setting.
5.1 Related Studies
[Scriven, 1967] describes two promising evaluation methods: the formative and
summative evaluation. Formative evaluations concentrate on the investigation of
a process whereas summative evaluations analyse the results of a process. Scriven
originally described his two methods for the evaluation of the children’s learning
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processes - formative - and their effects - summative. These two kinds of evalua-
tions are also applicable for tool studies because the concept of a formative evalua-
tion can be used for the investigation of the process to design, evaluate and analyse
a prototypewith the support of a software tool whereas the summative evaluation
method can be applied to review the resulted prototypes of the user-centred pro-
totyping (UCP) process. Thus, by using both evaluation methods, the meeting
of non-functional requirements towards the tool - formative - and the resulting
prototypes - summative - can be validated. This section aims at related tool stud-
ies and the discussion whether they were executed as formative and summative
evaluations.
5.1.1 Related Methods
In the following, the previously mentioned related tools (see Section 3.3) are re-
flected on their applied tool studymethod in order to find an appropriate method
that combines the formative and summative evaluation method. Most tool stud-
ies were conducted as formative evaluations in order to investigate the quality of
the tool. The results of the tool-support (e.g. the resulting prototypes) were rarely
considered.
Informal usability study: A typical formative tool study is rather informally
performed in order to validate a tool’s reliability (see Requirement [NFR-T02]) and
usability (see Requirement [NFR-T01]) with a focus on the determination of the
user’s overall acceptance and satisfaction with the tool (see Requirement [NFR-
T01.3]). Such a formative evaluation normally starts with the test user’s task to
design, evaluate and analyse an instructed prototype by using the correspond-
ing tool and ends with the test user’s feedback via interviews or questionnaires
about found problems and the overall experience with the tool. MakeIT [Holleis
and Schmidt, 2008] is an example that was evaluated in that order as well as Mo-
mento [Carter et al., 2007]. The UCP tool d.tools [Hartmann et al., 2006] was also
similarly evaluated except that the developers of d.tools did not only consider
questions about the user’s acceptance and satisfaction (see Requirement [NFR-
T01.3]) but also questions in terms of intuitiveness (see Requirement [NFR-T01.5])
and efficiency (see Requirement [NFR-T01.1]).
Feature and usability study: Another type of formative evaluation was con-
ducted for the tool Mobile Bristol [Hull et al., 2004]. This tool was evaluated on
the test user’s used tool features. Two artists were instructed to develop proto-
types with the tool and their used features were investigated. Thus, the investiga-
tion was rather on the tool’s functionality (see Requirement [NFR-T03]) than on
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the usability (see Requirement [NFR-T01]) and reliability (see Requirement [NFR-
T02]). The evaluation of OIDE [McGee-Lennon et al., 2009] also addressed the
determination of the used tool features (see Requirement [NFR-T03]) but also in-
vestigated the user’s acceptance of the tool and the tool’s usability problems (see
Requirement [NFR-T01]). In contrast to the other mentioned formative tool eval-
uations, OIDE’s developers used much more evaluation techniques to investigate
their tool. They applied and analysed video observations, questionnaires and
protocols of the test users and the evaluators as well as screen shots of the tool.
This evaluation illustrates the need to combine techniques which provide sub-
jective data with techniques which give access to objective data. Questionnaires
rather provide subjective data with information about a test user’s attitude while
video observations generate objective data with information about a test user’s
behaviour and performance (see Section 2.1).
Comparative usability study: TERESA [Chesta et al., 2004] is the only tool that
was evaluated based on a comparative tool study. Two different settings were
utilised. In the first setting test users used traditional approaches to generate web-
sites for a desktop computer and a mobile phone whereas TERESA was used in
the second setting. During the development of the websites, the test users docu-
mented problems, commented on tool features as well as noted the required time
to develop the prototype in both settings. Several non-functional requirements
were validated, such as the tool’s intuitiveness (see Requirement [NFR-T01.5])
and learnability (see Requirement [NFR-T01.4]). Also, the developer’s satisfac-
tion (see Requirement [NFR-T01.3]) and efficiency (see Requirement [NFR-T01.1])
were rated in a questionnaire to also get subjective feedback of the users. De-
spite the carefully thought out method, TERESA’s evaluation method, however,
focused on the investigation of the process - the development of a prototype with
and without a tool-support - and not on the result of the process - the resulting
prototypes.
5.1.2 Discussion
As a conclusion, the literature review shows that most tool developers only con-
ducted informal formative tool studies. TERESA’s tool study illustrates an elab-
orated formative evaluation method that gives valuable input to MoPeDT’s tool
study. In order to meaningfully reveal benefits and problems of the tool, the test
users of the tool study should develop a clearly predefined prototype in a user-
centred way in two different settings - with the tool and with the baseline - since
comparative studies can provide meaningful knowledge about an added-value
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when using the tool compared to the other approach. Observations and protocols
can help objectively investigate the development process in terms of the designer’s
efficiency (see Requirement [NFR-T01.1]) as well as the tool’s reliability (see Re-
quirement [NFR-T02]) and functionality (see Requirement [NFR-T03]). Question-
naires can give valuable subjective data about the interface designer’s satisfaction
and acceptance (see Requirement [NFR-T01.3]). Further, the intuitiveness (see Re-
quirement [NFR-T01.5]) and learnability (see Requirement [NFR-T01.4]) of the tool
also can also be validated by means of questionnaires.
In contrast to formative tool evaluations, there are less known comprehensively
described summative tool studies which analysed the generated prototypes of the
development process. The combined evaluation of a process - formative - and its
results - summative - in a comparative evaluation, however, has to be conducted
in order to meaningfully determine the meeting of non-functional requirements
towards the tool and the resulting prototypes as well as the strengths and weak-
nesses of a tool. The resulted prototypes can be analysed by means of different
evaluation techniques in order to investigate the interface designer’s effective-
ness (see Requirement [NFR-T01.2]) to develop a highly usable (see Requirement
[NFR-P01]), reliable (see Requirement [NFR-P02]) and functional prototype (see
Requirement [NFR-P03]). For instance, the resulting prototype’s reliability and
functionality as well as its usability can be investigated by conducting an analyti-
cal evaluation, such as an guideline-based inspection.
5.2 Tool Study with MoPeDT
Inspired by the tool study conducted for TERESA [Chesta et al., 2004], MoPeDT’s
tool studywas planed and executed [Leichtenstern andAndré, 2010,Leichtenstern
et al., 2011a]. In the following, the experimental setting of the utilised evaluation
method is covered, then a report on the conduction of the tool study is described
and finally the results are illustrated.
5.2.1 The Experimental Setting
The tool study of MoPeDT was conducted as a comparative study that applied
analytical and empirical evaluation techniques to collect subjective and objective
data in order to reveal the meeting of the non-functional requirements towards
the tool and the resulting prototypes. The resulting prototypes should be highly
usable (see Requirement [NFR-P01]), reliable (see Requirement [NFR-P02]) and
functional (see Requirement [NFR-P03]). As non-functional requirements, the
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tool should also be highly usable (see Requirement [NFR-T01]) by improving the
interface developer’s efficiency (see Requirement [NFR-T01.1]), effectiveness (see
Requirement [NFR-T01.1]) and satisfaction (see Requirement [NFR-T01.2]) when
executing the UCP process. Further, the tool should reduce the required skills
by being easy to learn (see Requirement [NFR-T01.4]) as well as highly intuitive
(see Requirement [NFR-T01.5]) and transparent (see Requirement [NFR-T01.6]).
Finally, MoPeDT should be highly reliable (see Requirement [NFR-T02]) and func-
tional (see Requirement [NFR-T03]).
Furthermore, the results of the tool study should shed light on potential problems
and benefits when using a UCP tool, such as MoPeDT. In particular, the evalua-
tion should provide insights whether interface designers like the all-in-one tool-
support approach to execute the design, evaluation and analysiswith a single tool.
Moreover, novel tool features ofMoPeDT should be validated, such aswhether the
utilisation of screen templates can improve the quality of the resulting prototypes.
Independent variables: To investigate the meeting of the non-functional re-
quirements, the used platform was defined as independent variable with the fol-
lowing two levels. In the first level the interface developers applied MoPeDT and
the mentioned features for the user-centred design specification, evaluation and
analysis of a prototype in the context of the Third Computing Paradigm (see Chapter
4) whereas in the second level the interface developers utilised traditional design,
evaluation and analysis platforms (e.g. Eclipse or Netbeans). Thus, in contrast
to most mentioned tool studies, a comparative study was conducted that applied
well-known and commonly used platforms as baseline for all steps of the user-
centred prototyping process.
Dependent variables: Quite contrary to most other methods, for the evaluation
of MoPeDT, the used approach gathered subjective and objective data in order to
measure the following dependent variables.
• The interface developer’s efficiency (see Requirement [NFR-T01.1]) to
quickly run through the user-centred prototyping process.
• The interface developer’s effectiveness (see Requirement [NFR-T01.2]) to
generate a highly usable (see Requirement [NFR-P01]), reliable (see Require-
ment [NFR-P02]) and functional (see Requirement [NFR-P03]) prototype.
• The interface developer’s satisfaction (see Requirement [NFR-T01.3]) by re-
ducing the required skills and being easy to learn (see Requirement [NFR-
T01.4]) as well as by providing a highly intuitive (see Requirement [NFR-
T01.5]), transparent (see Requirement [NFR-T01.6]), reliable (see Require-
ment [NFR-T02]) and functional (see Requirement [NFR-T03]) tool.
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For the measurement of the three dependent variables, two empirical methods
and an analytical method were applied. As a first empirical method, an inquiry
method of a questionnaire was utilised in order to acquire subjective data. As
a further empirical method, an observation method of a protocol recording was
used to collect objective data. Additionally, an analytical methodwas utilised. An
inspection method of a guideline review was applied to collect objective data.
Protocol recording (see Appendix C): The protocol recordingwas applied in
order to conduct a formative evaluation and gather objective data for the investiga-
tion of the interface developer’s efficiency and satisfaction. The test users used the
protocols for the documentation of the required time to complete different sub-
tasks while designing, evaluating and analysing the prototypes in both settings.
Moreover, emerged problems had to be noted for each subtask in order to find
problems in terms of the tool’s usability (see Requirement [NFR-T01]), reliability
(see Requirement [NFR-T02]) and functionality (see Requirement [NFR-T03]). In
order to keep comparability between the different test users, they used the same
wording when documenting the subtasks. During the design, for instance, the
protocols provided subtasks to implement the client-server communication or the
graphical user interface of the mobile phone. For the evaluation and analysis, the pro-
tocol also listed subtasks, such as the recording of videos or the synchronisation of the
recorded events with the captured videos.
Questionnaire (see Appendix D): The post-task questionnaire first ad-
dressed questions of demography. The test users had to answer questions about
their age, gender as well as Software and Usability Engineering skills. The main
part of the questionnaire asked for ratings of statements which concerned the pro-
totype’s design, evaluation and analysis of both levels: with MoPeDT and with
the traditional approach. The statements targeted the efficiency (E), effectiveness
(Eff), satisfaction (S), learnability (L), transparency (T), intuitiveness (I) and sphere
of action (A).
In terms of efficiency, the test users had to estimate a level’s influence on their effi-
ciency in the design (Question E1) as well as in the evaluation and analysis (Ques-
tion E2) phase. Additionally, the levels weremeasuredwhether they usefully sup-
ported the conduction of the user-centred prototyping process (Question E3) and
whether they could provide a gain in time (Question E4). The statement about ef-
fectiveness concerned the satisfaction with the generated prototype in both levels
(Question Eff1).
The questionnaire also resulted subjective data in terms of satisfaction, learnabil-
ity, transparency, intuitiveness and sphere of action - user control. First, the test
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users had to rate their satisfaction when designing (Question S1) and when eval-
uating and analysing a prototype (Question S2). Then, the test users had to esti-
mate the ease of learnability for the design (Question L1) and for the evaluation
and analysis (Question L2). In this context, the test users also had to rate the re-
quired programming (Question L3) and evaluation skills (Question L4). Further
statements were about a level’s system transparency for the design (Question T1)
and for the evaluation and analysis (Question T2). Also, the tool’s intuitiveness
had to be rated for the design (Question I1) and evaluation and analysis (Question
I1). Finally, the test users had to estimate the satisfaction with the sphere of ac-
tion for the design (Question A1) and the evaluation and analysis (Question A2)
in both levels. In this term, the test users also assessed the scope of the supported
screen templates (Question A3). All mentioned statements had to be rated on a
five point scale from strongly disagree to strongly agree.
In addition to the statements, the questionnaire also contained questions that
asked the test users to select preferences. In one question, the test users had to
select their preferred level for the design, evaluation and analysis while another
question addressed the preferred component ofMoPeDT. Bymeans of these ques-
tions, the test users’ overall acceptance should be validated with a UCP tool, such
asMoPeDT aswell as their attitudes towards the all-in-one tool-support approach.
Guideline review (see Appendix A): To gather objective data and validate
the interface developer’s effectiveness, a summative evaluation - a guideline re-
view - was conducted. The resulted prototypes for both levels - with and with-
out MoPeDT - were investigated. An independent usability expert who was not
involved in the development or evaluation of MoPeDT used the generated pro-
totypes and investigated their robustness (see Requirement [NFR-P02]) and func-
tional completeness (see Requirement [NFR-P03]) based on the task description
(see Paragraph Task Description) as well as their violation against the 22mentioned
guidelines (see Requirement [NFR-P01]) which base onNokia’s Design andUser Ex-
perience Library.
For example, the expert controlled a consistent softkey use (see Guideline G1) and
layout (see Guideline G2) as well as a correct error handling (see Guideline G3),
a support of a contextual help in the different screens (see Guideline G4) and an
easy reversibility of actions (see Guideline G5). Further examples are the consid-
eration to minimise the number of screens (see Guideline G12), to display impor-
tant information with text and icons (see Guideline G15) and to clearly structure
screens (see Guideline G16). Some of the guidelines are automatically supported
byMoPeDT (e.g. see Guidelines G1, G2, G3, G5 and G16) but other guidelines are
not covered, such as Guidelines G12 and G15.
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Group design: For the experiment, a within-subject design was used and there-
fore, all test users participated in both settings of the experiment. To prevent any
practice and carryover effects, the half of all test users started with the design,
evaluation and analysis of the intended prototype based on the traditional ap-
plication of the user-centred prototyping process and afterwards used MoPeDT
whereas the other test users used MoPeDT first. The test users were randomly
assigned to the two groups.
Task description (see Appendix B): In both levels of the user-centred prototyp-
ing with and without MoPeDT, the same pervasive shopping assistant for mobile
phones had to be designed, evaluated and later on analysed with end-users of the
application.
This pervasive shopping assistant helps users to receive information about prod-
ucts in a shopping store (e.g. about the ingredients of products). A very simple
task scenario was used for the tool study in order to enable the conduction within
one month.
Tasks for the design specification Phase: To keep comparability, the test
users received a detailed description about the intended prototype. First, the test
users had to generate a database and add content about three products: tomato,
cucumber and potato. Then, they had to generate a prototype that network-based
replies the content of the database.
The user interface of the prototype was described as followed: A first screen
should be provided to enable the selection of the intended product. After the
selection of the product, the corresponding services (e.g. origin or ingredients)
should be presented and later on the content of the service entry in form of text
and images. During the design of the prototype based on MoPeDT, the appear-
ance and behaviour of several screens had to be specified dynamically since most
contents were loaded and displayed from the remote database.
The task description also contained the requirement to implement prototypes
which enable a keyboard-based and a NFC-based mobile interaction. For the de-
sign and implementation of the prototype with the traditional approach, the test
users were also instructed to implement a logging mechanism for the prototype
in order to enable a recording of the user’s performed mobile interactions in the
evaluation phase.
Tasks for the evaluation phase: For the evaluation of their generated pro-
totypes, the test users were instructed to audio-visually capture three end-users
while they were interacting with the two generated prototypes. Besides the
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capturing of audio-visual content, the user’s mobile interactions also had to be
recorded.
The conduction of the evaluation phasewas predefined in order to enable the com-
parison between the captured evaluations of the two settings. First, the three end-
users had to read the information about the tomato’s origin. Then, they should
request the cucumber’s description and finally they had to consider the ingredi-
ents of a potato.
Tasks for the analysis phase: After the evaluation phase, the participants
of the tool study had to analyse their captured audio-visual content and logged
user’s mobile interactions in order to find usability problems of the two proto-
types. For instance, they validated the logged mobile interactions to find prob-
lems of efficiency and effectiveness. Before they could analyse their captured data
in the traditional setting, they had to synchronise all recorded data and annotate
the audio-visual content by means of the logged user’s mobile interactions.
Overall, the task description contained all required steps - tasks and subtasks - to
complete the design, evaluation and analysis with and without MoPeDT.
5.2.2 Conducting the Pilot Tool Study
Before the main tool study was executed a short pilot study [Leichtenstern and
André, 2009b] was executed with 7 students to investigate the quality of the ex-
perimental setting. The participants had intermediate Software Engineering skills
- between one and five years - and minor Usability Engineering skills - less than
one year.
The same experimental setting was executed in the pilot study. The only differ-
ence was that an interview was applied as subjective evaluation method and not
the introduced questionnaire (see Appendix D). Based on the findings of the in-
terviews, interesting questions were extracted to finally came up with the final
questionnaire for the main tool study. During the pilot study test users had to
design, evaluate and analyse the same prototype with and without MoPeDT as
in the main tool study. The test users used protocol recordings to document their
execution time and found problems. A guideline review was also applied to dis-
tinguish the quality of the prototypes which were generated with MoPeDT and
with the traditional approach.
The results of the protocol recording and guideline review were promising. On
average, the required time in minutes to design, evaluate and analyse a prototype
without MoPeDT was significantly higher than when using MoPeDT (p <0.05).
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When analysing the guideline review, the prototypes developedwithoutMoPeDT
had significantly more usability problems than when using MoPeDT (p <0.001).
All in all, the guideline review and the protocol recoding seemed to be useful
evaluations techniques.
The questionnaire conducted with the participants of the pilot tool study showed
benefits and problems of MoPeDT. The most acute problem was the limitation in
the scope of supported operations, such as the number of the supported screen
templates. Highlighted benefits of MoPeDT were the less required programming
and interface design skills as well as the saved time and improved quality of the
prototypes. As result of the pilot tool study, statements about the sphere of action
- user control - as well as the scope of the supported screen templates were added
to finally come up with the questionnaire as described in Section 5.2.1.
5.2.3 Conducting the Main Tool Study
After having described, the experimental design of the tool study and the con-
duction of a short pilot study, this section aims at the conduction of the main tool
study.
Prior to the study: The test users of themain tool studywere students of a three-
month courseUsability Engineering. Before the studywas executed at the last third
of the course, tutorials were conducted within the course and all participants of
the tool study were taught how to use MoPeDT for the interface’s design, evalu-
ation and analysis and how to implement and evaluate mobile phone prototypes
using Eclipse with EclipseME or Netbeans with the Mobility Pack. Prior to the
tool study the test users had to implement a server-client-based chat program for
mobile phones in J2ME and J2SE. While implementing this prototype, they ac-
quired knowledge about the socket programming as well as the programming of
graphical user interfaces for mobile phones. During the tool study, the test users
could reuse parts of their chat program or use other available source code, such
as program code from the Internet.
In addition to the software skills, all test userswere comprehensively taught about
usability in general, the Human-Centred Design process, mobile phone usabil-
ity and the mobile phone guidelines which the usability expert also used for the
guideline review. The test users were reminded to apply these guidelines for both
levels when designing, evaluating and analysing the prototypes in the tool study.
The test users learnt how to execute an evaluation as well as how to analyse the
acquired data. By this means, the annotation tool ANVIL [Kipp, 2001] was intro-
duced and discussed. This traditional tool could have been used for the analysis
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of the captured video data. Whilst the training period ofMoPeDT and the conduc-
tion of the tool study, the test users were not informed that MoPeDT is a software
tool that was developed at the Human-Centered Multimedia Lab.
5.2.4 Results of the Tool Study
In this section the results of the tool study are discussed: the potential increased
interface developer’s efficiency to quicker develop prototypes (see Requirement
[NFR-T01.1]), the optional improved interface developer’s effectiveness (see Re-
quirement [NFR-T01.2]) to develop more user-friendly (see Requirement [NFR-
P01]), reliable (see Requirement [NFR-P02]) and functional (see Requirement
[NFR-P03]) prototypes as well as the potential increased interface developer’s sat-
isfaction (see Requirement [NFR-T01.3]) when using MoPeDT instead of the tra-
ditional approach by reducing the required skills and being easier to learn (see
Requirement [NFR-T01.4]) as well as providing a more intuitive (see Requirement
[NFR-T01.5]), transparent (see Requirement [NFR-T01.6]), reliable (see Require-
ment [NFR-T02]) and functional (see Requirement [NFR-T03]) tool.
Additionally, the results answered questions whether the tool users liked the all-
in-one tool approach or not and whether the novel tool features of MoPeDT were
useful or not.
The demography: 20 computer science students - 16 male and four female stu-
dents - of the course Usability Engineering participated in the one-month tool
study. The test userswere aged between 22 and 29 (M= 24.15, SD = 1.90). First, the
test users had to rate their programming and user interface design skills on a five
point scale from none to expert. On average, most of the participants rated them-
selves as medium skilled in object-oriented programming languages, e.g. Java
and C++ (M = 3.9, SD = 0.64) and mobile phone programming, e.g. J2ME (M =
2.3, SD = 0.86) as well as medium skilled in Usability Engineering in general (M =
3.25, SD = 0.86) and mobile Usability Engineering (M = 2.95, SD = 0.83). Two test
users had previous knowledge in mobile phone programming - about one year.
The efficiency: To answer whether the efficiency of the interface designer can
be improved when using MoPeDT instead of the traditional approach (see Re-
quirement [NFR-T01.1]), the test users rated questions about their efficiency and
the tool-supported user-centred prototyping process in terms of time. Figure 5.1
shows the overall ratings.
Based on the rating scale from one to five, on average, the test users agreed with
the statement about their increased efficiency when using MoPeDT for the design
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Figure 5.1: User ratings of effectiveness and efficiency. The test users rated the
provided statements based on a scale from 1 (strongly disagree) to 5 (strongly
agree). In terms of design specification, efficiency and time gainwere significantly
better rated for MoPeDT compared to the traditional approach (* p < 0.05, ** p <
0.01, *** p < 0.001).
specification (E1: M = 3.85, SD = 1.27), which was significantly higher than when
using the traditional approach (E1: M = 2.15, SD = 0.88), t(19) = 4.68, p < 0.001.
The efficiency when using MoPeDT for the evaluation and analysis (E2: M = 3.5,
SD = 1.32) was also seen as a bit higher but not significantly (E2: M = 3.35, SD =
0.88). The test users also found that MoPeDT (E3: M = 3.5, SD = 0.09) makes the
whole user-centred prototyping processmore efficient compared to the traditional
approach (E3: M = 2.8, SD = 1.01), t(19) = 2.05, p = 0.054. Additionally, the time
gain with MoPeDT (E4: M = 3.95, SD = 1.0) was significantly higher rated than
the time gain when using the traditional approach (E4: M = 1.6, SD = 0.6), t(19) =
7.37, p < 0.001. The qualitative feedback of the test users substantiate the results.
Most test users found the use of MoPeDT as quick and easy and see a benefit in the
very quick prototyping and evaluation of applications.
When analysing the protocol recordings based on a two-sided dependent t-test, on
average, the required design, evaluation and analysis time in minutes with tradi-
tional approaches, e.g. Eclipse (M = 816.60, SD = 318.81) was significantly higher
than when using MoPeDT (M = 266.65, SD = 208.14), t(19) = 9.2, p < 0.001. When
not usingMoPeDT, the network andGUI programming requiredmuchmore time
in the design specification phase. In the evaluation and analysis phase, the annota-
tion and analysis of the captured videos decelerated the user-centred prototyping
process when not using MoPeDT.
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The results of the protocol recordings and the questionnaire prove the meeting
of the Requirement [NFR-T01.1]. A UCP tool, such as MoPeDT can improve the
interface developer’s efficiency to quickly run through a user-centred prototyping
iteration.
The effectiveness: The second aspect of the tool study aimed at the interface de-
veloper’s effectiveness (see Requirement [NFR-T01.2]) to develop prototypes with
a high user-friendliness (see Requirement [NFR-P01]), reliability (see Require-
ment [NFR-P02]) and functionality (see Requirement [NFR-P03]) when applying
a UCP tool, such as MoPeDT.
Figure 5.1 illustrates the participants’ ratings about the quality of the resulting
prototypes. The analysis of the subjective data revealed no significant benefit
when using a UCP tool, such as MoPeDT. The participants of the tool study sim-
ilarly rated the quality of prototypes that were generated with traditional ap-
proaches (Eff1: M = 3.9, SD = 0.92) compared to the prototypes that were gen-
erated with MoPeDT (Eff1: M = 3.95, SD = 0.76). The analysis of the qualitative
data shed light on the participants’ ratings. While most of them highlighted the
MoPeDT’s generated prototype as beautifulwhich is independent on the mobile phone
platform and follows design guidelines, they also claimed the limitation caused by the
screen templates. For instance, one test user claimed that I could not individually
design the application because I had to conform to the prefabricated patterns. This finding
can be supported by the moderate ratings regarding the appropriate scope of the
supported screen templates (A3: M = 2.7, SD = 1.03).
In contrast to the subjective data, based on a two-sided dependent t-test, the ob-
jective results of the guideline review showed a highly significant difference be-
tween the prototypeswhichwere designed, evaluated and analysedwithMoPeDT
compared to the generated prototypes with the traditional approach. Prototypes
generated with MoPeDT had, on average, less violations against the 22 guidelines
(M = 0.85, SD = 0.93) than the prototypes that were developed with traditional
approaches (M = 4.35, SD = 2.52), t(19) = 5.48, p < 0.001. Most often, the proto-
types developed with traditional approaches did not consider a consistent use of
the softkeys (G1: 17 of 20 test users) and did not use icons and text for important
information (G15: 17 of 20 test users). Another often occurred error was the non-
compliance to support contextual help for each screen (G4: 11 of 20 test users).
In terms of functionality and reliability, the expert did not find significant differ-
ences between the prototypes that were generated by means of MoPeDT or the
traditional approach.
Figure 5.2 shows a prototype that was designed, evaluated and analysed by one
test user with MoPeDT whereas Figure 5.3 shows the prototype that was devel-
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oped by the same test user with the traditional approach.
Figure 5.2: Screen shots of a prototype that was developed with MoPeDT.
Figure 5.3: Screen shots of a prototype that was developed with the traditional
approach.
Based on the objective data, the increased effectiveness of the developers (see Re-
quirement [NFR-T01.2]) to generate user-friendlier prototypes (see Requirement
[NFR-P01]) is suggestively proved due to the fact that the resulted prototypes of
MoPeDT provided a better usability based on the guideline review than the proto-
types which were generated with traditional approaches. The participants of the
study, however, would like to have a wider range of action when designing the
prototype’s layout with MoPeDT. Consequently, the concept of using screen tem-
plates seems to improve the objectively measured quality of prototypes but the
interface developer’s felt user control should not be limited. In terms of reliabil-
ity (see Requirement [NFR-P02]) and functionality (see Requirement [NFR-P03]),
both generatedprototypes -with andwithoutMoPeDT -meet the two correspond-
ing requirements.
The satisfaction, user control user control, transparency, intuitiveness and
learnability: A central part of the questionnaire addressed the test user’s sat-
isfaction, user control, transparency, intuitiveness and learnability (see Require-
ment [NFR-T01.2]). Figure 5.4 shows the most interesting corresponding results.
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Figure 5.4: User ratings of satisfaction, user control and learnability. The test users
rated the provided statements based on a scale from 1 (strongly disagree) to 5
(strongly agree). In terms of design specification, satisfaction and user control
were significantly better rated for the traditional approach compared to MoPeDT
while learnability was better rated for MoPeDT (* p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01, *** p <
0.001).
The limitations of MoPeDT and its screen templates did not only affect the design
specification of the prototype’s appearance. In general, the test users reported a
significant lack of user control when using MoPeDT (A1: M = 2.95, SD = 1.15)
compared to the sphere of action that was supported by the traditional approach
(A1: M = 4.15, SD = 1.09), t(19) = 3.21, p < 0.01. The supported sphere of action
for the evaluation and analysis with MoPeDT (A2: M = 3.35, SD = 1.09) was rated
a little bit higher than for the traditional approach (A2: M = 3.05, SD = 1.19). The
limited sphere of action mainly caused that the test users were significantly more
satisfied when using the traditional approach (S1: M = 3.6, SD = 0.68) for the
design of a prototype compared to MoPeDT (S1: M = 2.9, SD = 1.07), t(19) = 2.41,
p < 0.05. For the evaluation and analysis, the satisfaction with MoPeDT (S2: M
= 2.8, SD = 1.11) was similar as with the traditional approach (S2: M = 3.1, SD =
0.85).
Besides the limited sphere of action, the transparency was also pointed out as a
problem of MoPeDT. The collected data in terms of transparency for the design
specification (T1: M = 3.05, SD = 1.10) and evaluation and analysis (T2: M = 3.2,
SD = 0.89) indicated amoderate transparency of MoPeDT. The interface designers
claimed that they want to see what is going on in the background. With regard to
intuitiveness, the test users found the design specification with MoPeDT (I1: M =
2.8, SD = 1.28) a bit more intuitive than with traditional approaches (I1: M = 2.55,
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SD = 0.89) but not significantly. For the evaluation and analysis, the traditional
approach (I2: M = 3.3, SD = 0.92) was rated more intuitive compared to MoPeDT
(I2: M = 3.15, SD = 0.93).
Despite these overall negative results, the test users considered some benefits for
the learnability. On average, the ease of learnability was significantly higher rated
for the design specification with MoPeDT (L1: M = 3.65, SD = 1.27) than the tra-
ditional approach (L1: M = 2.5, SD = 1.05), t(19) = 3.61, p < 0.01 whereas the ease
of learnability for the evaluation and analysis with MoPeDT (L2: M = 3.45, SD =
0.89) was similarly rated than when not using MoPeDT (L2: M = 3.50, SD = 0.76).
The test users rated less required skills when designing (L3: M = 4.4, SD = 0.60)
or evaluating and analysing prototypes (L4: M = 3.1, SD = 0.97) with MoPeDT
compared to the traditional approach.
In summary, even though MoPeDT reduces the required skills and simplifies the
learnability (see Requirement [NFR-T01.4]), the interface developer’s satisfaction
(see Requirement [NFR-T01.3]) with MoPeDT is low. This is mainly caused due to
the fact that the tool is less transparent (see Requirement [NFR-T01.4]). Further,
the functionality (see Requirement [NFR-T03]) of the tool is too limited. The inter-
face developers need to have a larger user control, such as by providing a wider
range of screen templates. In terms of reliability (see Requirement [NFR-T02]), the
participants reported on occasional system errors that need to be fixed.
The authors of related tools reported on similar results when describing the re-
sults of their evaluations. The evaluation of OIDE [McGee-Lennon et al., 2009],
for instance, also showed that tool users need to have a wide range of user control
in order to increase their creativity and thus their satisfaction with the tool. This
is even more relevant to bear in mind if the tool user have advanced program-
ming skills like it was the case with the MoPeDT’s tool study. The tool’s usability
based on aspects on a tool’s intuitiveness and transparency also were identified
as critical aspects of user satisfaction by several tool developers, such as the de-
velopers of OIDE [McGee-Lennon et al., 2009], TERESA [Chesta et al., 2004] and
d.tools [Hartmann et al., 2006].
User acceptance: In the questionnaire, the test users were also asked for their
overall acceptance of MoPeDT. Thus, they had to decide about their preferred ap-
proach - MoPeDT or the traditional approach - for the design specification as well
as the evaluation and analysis. Figure 5.5 illustrates the distribution for the de-
sign specification while Figure 5.6 shows the distribution for the evaluation and
analysis. For the design specification, five participants of the tool study chose the
traditional approach whereas seven selected MoPeDT and eight test users men-
tioned both approaches as useful which is quite similar to the results of the pre-
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Figure 5.5: Distribution of the preferred approach for the design specification.
Most test users liked both approaches (8) and MoPeDT (7) for the design specifi-
cation phase.
ferred evaluation and analysis approach. Four test users favoured the traditional
approach for evaluating and analysing prototypes whereas 11 test users only pre-
ferred MoPeDT and five saw benefits in using both approaches. Consequently,
despite the negative satisfaction with MoPeDT, the test users tendentially pre-
ferred MoPeDT for the design specification, evaluation and analysis compared
to the traditional approach. This might be caused since the test users recognised
the general benefits of using a UCP tool namely the improved learnability and
efficiency of use.
Figure 5.6: Distribution of the preferred approach for the evaluation and analysis.
Most test users liked MoPeDT (11) or both approaches (5) for the evaluation and
analysis phases.
All-in-one tool-support: Finally, the test users were asked for their preferred
components of MoPeDT (see Figure 5.7), one test user did not like a single com-
ponent of MoPeDT, while six test users only liked the design specification com-
ponent and two test users only liked the evaluation and analysis component. 11
test users liked all components of MoPeDT, the components to design, evaluate
and analyse a prototype. The qualitative feedback reveals that the participants
favoured the approach to have an all-in-one solution. For instance, a test user
mentioned the benefit to handle everything in a single program: the database, the de-
sign, evaluation and analysis. Another test user mentioned that only the combination
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of all components meaningfully supports the iterative prototyping which is similarly to
the statement that the quick and easy prototyping can be improved by the close
interleaving of the different components and the all-in-one approach that prevents the
induction in several programs. In summary, interface designers seem to accept tools
for the user-centred prototyping process in all phases.
Figure 5.7: Distribution of the preferred component of MoPeDT. Most test users
liked all components of MoPeDT: the design, evaluation and analysis component.
5.3 Summary
In this chapter the planing, conduction and the analysis of a tool study with
MoPeDT was described.
To meaningfully validate the user-centred prototyping (UCP) tool, an evaluation
setting of a comparative tool study was introduced that applied analytical and
empirical evaluation techniques to collect subjective and objective data in order
to reveal the MoPeDT’s meeting of the non-functional requirements of Chapter 3.
The results ofMoPeDT’s tool study also highlighted typical benefits and problems
of different approaches introduced in Chapter 4 (e.g. the use of screen templates).
The findings of the tool study indicate that interface developers mostly accept a
user-centred prototyping tool, such as MoPeDT for all steps of the user-centred
prototyping: the design specification, conduction of an evaluation and its analy-
sis. Also, the results showed that the interface developer’s efficiency (see Require-
ment [NFR-T01.1]) to run through the UCP process can be enhanced when using
a tool such as MoPeDT. UCP tools provide the strong benefit of a time gain. Fur-
ther, the learnability of the UCP process can be improved by using a tool, such
as MoPeDT (see Requirement [NFR-T01.4]). The interface developer’s effective-
ness (see Requirement [NFR-T01.1]) to generate highly usable (see Requirement
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[NFR-P01]), reliable (see Requirement [NFR-P02]) and functional (see Require-
ment [NFR-P03]) prototypes was objectively fulfilled. Subjectively, the tool users
did not see significant differences between prototypes that were developed with
the MoPeDT compared to the prototypes that were generated by the baseline ap-
proach. The interface designer’s overall satisfaction with a UCP tool seems to be
strongly depending on the satisfaction (see Requirement [NFR-T01.2]) with the
tool’s functionality (see Requirement [NFR-T03]) and transparency (see Require-
ment [NFR-T01.6]).
There appears to be a tendency that a tool should make use of approaches to
systematically consider well-known interface guidelines in order to increase the
tool user’s effectiveness to build highly usable, reliable and functional prototypes.
The use of screen templates is an appropriate approach to meet that requirement.
Screen templates increase the usability of the generated prototypes with regards
to a compliance of approved interface guidelines. Moreover, they can improve
the learnability, intuitiveness and comfort of use of the tool since reappearing
patterns are provided for the design specification. The problem of screen tem-
plates, however, is the limitation of the interface designers’ user control in order
to individually adapt the appearance of the application.
This aspect goes along with the finding to provide a high level of tool functional-
ity, such as by supporting the opportunity to add new types of screen templates
or change existing one. By providing a higher system functionality and thus a
stronger user control, however, the efficiency of the tool user as well as the learn-
ability, intuitiveness and comfort of use of the tool might be negatively affected
due to the fact that a higher tool functionality might also means a higher com-
plexity. Also, the interface developer’s effectiveness to generate usable prototypes
might be impaired if tool users have free access to adapt screen templates and thus
possibly generate new violations against approved guidelines.
Besides user control and functionality, it was also recognised the strong need to
keep a high level of system transparency, such as by providing detailed feedback
about system processes. In particular the system process of automatically gen-
erating a prototype typically caused a problem in terms of system transparency.
Even though tool users saw a strong benefit in the automatic prototype genera-
tion, they also saw the problem of losing the link between the design specification
and the resulting prototype. More system notifications can help provide a clearer
picture about system processes which, however, might impair the comfort of use
since continuous notifications also might be annoying in time. At that point tool
developers need to find a trade-off to appropriately meet all aspects: a high tool’s
functionality and transparency as well as an appropriate level of user control on
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the one hand and an improved tool user’s effectiveness and efficiency as well as a
proper tool’s learnability, intuitiveness and comfort of use on the other hand.
Chapter 6
Tool-Supported Empirical
Evaluations
Besides the automatic generation of software prototypes, one further interesting
aspect of the tool-supported user-centred prototyping (UCP) is the software as-
sistance to conduct empirical evaluations. Characteristically for these empirical
evaluations, end-users of the application use the generated prototypes in order
to either freely use the application or complete pre-defined tasks (see Section 2.1).
During the conduction of an empirical evaluation, tools can support evaluators by
systematically assisting the capturing of user data, such as data about the user’s
behaviour and performance.
Most presented tools (see Section 3.3) only either assist the execution of traditional
laboratory studies - real world simulations - or field studies - real world evalua-
tions. For instance, d.tools [Hartmann et al., 2006] and SUEDE [Klemmer et al.,
2000] concentrate on real world simulations whereas MyExperience [Froehlich
et al., 2007], Momento [Carter et al., 2007] and ContextPhone [Raento et al., 2005]
focus on real world evaluations in the field.
A new idea is to tool-assisted support different settings: real world evaluations in
the field and real world simulations in the laboratory as well as empirical evalu-
ations with partial simulations in a virtual world. These partial simulations po-
tentially provide benefits compared to studies in the laboratory and field. For
example, money and time can be saved due to the fact that neither a study has
to be conducted in the real world setting of the user which is normally difficult
to organise and conduct nor the real setting has to be reproduced in a real world
simulation. Also, ideas of an application can virtually be presented and tested
even at the very beginning of a development process which is expected to reduce
development risk and help address user needs very early. Despite these benefits,
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problems of the tool-supported so-called hybrid world simulations certainly exit.
The following chapter goes into the details about the tool-supported conductions
of real world evaluations and simulations as well as hybrid world simulations as
a kind of a virtual world simulation. For each of these evaluation settings, typical
benefits and problems are discussed.
6.1 A Real World Evaluation
The execution of empirical evaluations in the user’s real world (e.g. [Häkkilä and
Mäntyjärvi, 2006]) is probably themost reasonable evaluation setting. There is ev-
idence that these so-called field studies provide very realistic and valuable data,
for instance, to investigate the real user’s behaviour and attitude [Palen and Salz-
man, 2002a] because the data are generated with real contextual constraints. In
particular when developing mobile applications, it is important to execute tests in
real world settings since mobile applications are often used in the wild and on the
go. As a consequence of this use, application developers never can be completely
sure how, when, where and under which circumstances end-users apply a mobile
application and which problems thereby emerge. [Zhang and Adipat, 2005], for
instance, see themajor challenges for developers of mobile applications due to the
following aspects: the unknownmobile context, the slow and unstable connectiv-
ity, the small screen size, the different display resolutions, the limited processing
capabilities and power and finally the problematic data entry methods (e.g. text
entry by means of a numerical keyboard or speech input in noisy environments).
Tools for the UCP process should provide assistance for these real world evalua-
tions to get a clear picture about the users and their use of the system. By example
of MoPeDT, a tool-supported conduction of a real world evaluation is described
in the following section to finally discuss its benefits and problems.
6.1.1 An Example of a Real World Evaluation
The selected example of an application targets a mobile diary. Users shall be able
to log different multimedia data - text, images, audio or video files - in order to
report on their daily life. By this means, for instance, they can document their
life as a university student. Besides just logging multimedia data, the users also
should be able to observe their own loggeddata aswell as data of their community,
such as their friends. Thus, the community can always track on interesting new
occurrences similar as propagated by the social network Facebook.
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A possible objective of a real world evaluation: The intended application can
be used in different situations. For instance, it can be used indoor (e.g. in a lecture
hall) or outdoor (e.g. on theway to the canteen). When using the application alone
and on the go under different whether conditions (e.g. strong solar radiation or
rain), the users might have different needs towards the system as if they would
use the application together with friends while sitting in a room.
A real world evaluation might provide details about the different relevant con-
texts and their corresponding needs for the users. Besides collecting knowledge
in terms of the user’s context, test users can also document on classical usability
problems when using the application, such as inappropriate wordings of control
elements.
A possible implementation: Based on MoPeDT, a version of the intended ap-
plication was implemented. Figures 6.1, 6.2 and 6.3 show different screen shots
of the application. The users have the possibility to configure their profiles, add
new multimedia content or load data about their community to check entries of
their friends. In order to document their feedback towards the current version of
the application, the users can apply the item Feedback of the optionmenu. By this
means, a feedback screen is displayed that provides the opportunity to either log
rather objective feedback (e.g. video data about their current context) or rather
subjective feedback (e.g. textual comments).
To enable the logging of the location context during the conduction of an empir-
ical evaluation in the real world setting, the different points of interest need to
be specified (e.g. the location of the canteen). Further, all other aspects have to
be specified that need to be logged, such as the different keyboard-based mobile
interactions. Section 4.2 goes into the details how to perform this specification
task. As a particular new aspect when specifying the described mobile diary ap-
plication, it needs to be highlighted that the application’s pervasive computing
environments are not places as with the former mentioned examples but instead
people. Thus, the database of the application needs to be specified as followed: a
pervasive computing environment per community as well as a physical object per
community member.
A possible conduction of a real world evaluation: As a possible conduction
of the evaluation in the real world setting, the test users might have the main
task to use the application for a certain period of time (e.g. one hour) in order to
log interesting occurrences, such as comments on the today’s canteen food. As
a further secondary task, the test users are also asked to provide feedback about
problems and their context when using the application.
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Figure 6.1: Screens of the prototype that was developed with MoPeDT. The first
screen is the main menu followed by the profile and help screen. The last two
screens can either be used to load the stored content of a user and his community
or to add new multimedia content.
While performing these tasks, MoPeDT logs all of the user’s generated data as
well as all the performed mobile interactions, the appearance of the mobile appli-
cation - the screens of the application - and the entrance at point of interests. The
evaluator can actively observe the conduction of the evaluation by getting just-in
time knowledge about the occurrence of an event. Further, he or she can directly
log comments, such as the hint to check the sequence later on during the analysis
phase. An additional audio-visual capturing during the conduction of the evalu-
ation in a real world setting is difficult and typically not applied since stationary
hardware cannot be used due to the mobility of the user. The use of mobile hard-
ware (e.g. a backpack with camera and microphone) is theoretically applicable
but practically often too distracting for the users from their actual tasks as well as
physically too overloading.
A possible analysis of the data: After having conducted the evaluation in the
real world setting, the evaluator can analyse the logged data. By means of
MoPeDT’s analysis component, the time-line based visualisation of the recorded
data can help find interesting occurrences, such as the loggings of user feedback.
Having knowledge about these moments can help review the corresponding se-
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Figure 6.2: Screens of the prototype to load multimedia content of a specifc user.
In this case a video content is loaded.
Figure 6.3: Screens of the prototype to store new multimedia content. In this case
a new video content is stored.
quences and thereby get knowledge about usability problems and the context of
use.
6.1.2 A Discussion about Real World Evaluations
All in all, the tool-supported conduction of real world evaluations in the field has
different benefits and problems. As already mentioned, the main benefit is the
ability to provide a comprehensive overview about a realistic use of the applica-
tion. Due to the automatic logging of events and their synchronisation by means
of the tool, the test users and the evaluators can concentrate on the goal of the
evaluation itself, such as the completion of the instructed tasks for the users and
the observation of the evaluation for the evaluators.
The problems of tool-supported real world evaluations mainly emerge due to the
spatial separation of the evaluator and the users when conducting remote eval-
uations. As one consequence, an audio-visual capturing of the users and their
environments is difficult to perform as described earlier. A solution is to ask the
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user for the documentation of problems and the context of use. This solution is
event-driven by the user since the user decides on the right moment to report on
a situation (e.g. see the Cultural Probes Method in Section 2.1). During these user
reports, a tool can provide assistance by supporting options to automatically log
all user data for the later on analysis. A problem of using user protocols is that
the users might forget the capturing of data. Then, important knowledge can be
lost for the analysis phase.
That lost of knowledge also can happen when using a protocol recording method
that is not event-driven by the user but by the evaluator, such as the Experience
SamplingMethod (see Section 2.1). Even then, interesting data might be missed be-
cause moments to log data might be inappropriate, such as in terms of time and
location. As a solution for that problem, not the users or the evaluators do decide
on moments to log data but instead the system as part of the application flow by
automatically logging data at certain times, such as whenever the user is interact-
ing with the system. But even by doing this, the system still might miss capturing
interesting data due to the fact that, for instance, the camera of the phone might
provide a wrong perspective which does not correctly describe the context of use.
In some evaluations a continuous audio-visual monitoring, however, would be
indispensable which requires the conduction of a local evaluation with the pres-
ence of the evaluators in the field and their direct observation of the users. These
direct observations in the field, however, can lead to disturbances of the users and
thus changed behaviour if the evaluators, for example, always have to follow the
users in order to completely track them. Also due to the fact of the presence of the
evaluator in the field, the evaluations can become very time-consuming to con-
duct and complexer to organise. Finally, long-term studies are difficult to conduct
if the evaluator always has to be present in the field. The developers of tools have
to take these aspects under consideration. The tool should make sure to provide
both local and remote evaluations for direct and indirect observations in the field.
For these different settings but also for fulfilling the needs of the test users and the
application domain, there is a need to find appropriate tool-supported observa-
tion methods [Zhang and Adipat, 2005], such as protocol recordings performed
by the user or automatically by system.
Besides the mentioned problems, there is a further general problem when just
conducting evaluations in the field. This kind of evaluation might lead to uncon-
trolled contextual settings rendering the outcomeuseless (e.g. [Zhang andAdipat,
2005]). Thus, experimental evaluations (e.g. to compare two different interaction
styles) rather should be conducted in controlled settings than in the field. The
idea is to simulate the real setting in a more controlled environment and execute
laboratory studies instead.
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6.2 A Real World Simulation
A review of [Kjeldskov and Graham, 2003] showed that 71% of the empirical eval-
uations of mobile applications are conducted as real world simulations in labora-
tory settings. The question, however, is whether laboratory studies can substitute
real world evaluation in field settings.
Several comparisons of real world evaluations in the field and their simulations
in the laboratory have aimed at answering this question (e.g. [Kaikkonen et al.,
2005,Duh et al., 2006, Kjeldskov and Stage, 2004, Kjeldskov et al., 2005]). For in-
stance, [Kjeldskov and Stage, 2004] investigated empirical evaluations for mobile
applications in the field and in the laboratory. They found some differences (e.g.
the social comfort of use) but pointed outmost basic usability problems as similar.
Other works such as described by [Kaikkonen et al., 2005] validated these results.
They revealed laboratory studies as sufficient in some cases since field studies do
often not provide an added value.
Nevertheless, research also showed that real world evaluations cannot be com-
pletely substituted by real world simulations (e.g. [Zhang and Adipat, 2005]) and
should be used at least at the end of the development process to investigate specific
user behaviour in different contextual settings. Real world simulations in labora-
tory settings, however, can be used during minor iterations of the user-centred
prototyping process if appropriate evaluation methods and techniques are ap-
plied.
6.2.1 An Example of a Real World Simulation
To illustrate a tool-supported real world simulation by means of MoPeDT, an ex-
emplary mobile application should be implemented that can be used for mobile
payment. Concretely, the mobile application should first provide details about
products in a store (e.g. about DVDs) and later on the mobile application should
be usable as a kind of wallet.
A possible objective of the real world simulation: For such an application,
the main objective of a user evaluation in a laboratory setting might be to reveal
whether different mobile interaction styles (e.g. the keyboard-based or the NFC-
based) can increase the initial trust [McKnight et al., 1998] of the user in themobile
application or not. Concretely, based on expectations of the results from [Rukzio
et al., 2006], the following assumption can be validated by means of an evaluation
in a setting of a real world simulation: the NFC-based mobile interaction style is
more trustworthy compared to the keyboard-based mobile interaction style.
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Figure 6.4: Screens of the prototype that was developed with MoPeDT. The user
can apply the application in order to get knowledge about a DVD and later on pay
it.
A possible implementation: MoPeDT was used to design and generate a pro-
totype for the Nokia 6131 NFC that supports the NFC-based and keyboard-based
mobile interaction styles for mobile payment. Figure 6.4 shows some screens of
the generated prototype.
When using the keyboard-based mobile interaction style, the user first selects the
list of all DVDs and then the intendedDVD (see Figure 6.5). Now, a list of all avail-
able services is loaded and displayed, such as the service to display information
about the plot, the actors or critics. After the selection of a service, the correspond-
ing content is loaded and displayed. By this means, the user can also request the
price of the DVD and afterwards pay the DVD by using the mobile phone as a
wallet.
For the NFC-based mobile interaction style, the user selects a DVD by simply
touching its RFID tag (see Figure 6.5). Now, the services of the intended DVD
are automatically loaded and displayed. In contrast to the keyboard-based mo-
bile interaction style, the user does not need to navigate through the first screens
and directly reaches the service screen.
The specification of such an application is described in Section 4.2. The wallet
functionality was simulated by adding a simple constant that provided details
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Figure 6.5: A user while interacting with the keyboard-based (left) or NFC-based
(right) mobile interaction style.
Figure 6.6: The setting of the real world simulation. The test user sits in front
of the DVDs (left) while the evaluator controls MoPeDT’s evaluation component
(right).
about the content of the wallet. This value also could be changed at the runtime,
such as when the user has decided to buy a DVD.
A possible conduction of the real world simulation: Figure 6.6 shows the set-
ting of the exemplary real world simulation. The test users can sit in front of a
table. On this table, three DVDs can be placed which are augmented with RFID
tags. A camera can capture the frontal view of the user while a second camera can
record the user and the table with the DVDs.
During the user evaluation, test users can be instructed to execute predefined
tasks. First, they might have the task to select a DVD by using the NFC-based or
the keyboard-based mobile interaction style. Then, they might need to complete
the task to read the plot and finally buy theDVDbymaking use of the correspond-
ing service.
While completing the tasks, the cameras and microphones can be used to audio-
visually capture the evaluation. If the user’s thoughts and ideas should be cap-
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tured as well, the test users have to verbally express their thoughts by applying the
Method of Thinking Aloud (e.g. [Nielsen, 1993]). Besides the audio-visual captur-
ing, the mobile interactions and the prototype’s appearance can also be recorded
similar to an evaluation in the field. Further, a task’s start and end time can be
logged as well as comments of the evaluator.
A possible analysis of the data: During the analysis phase, the captured data
can be reviewed whether the user have a different behaviour when using a mo-
bile interaction style compared to the other. The users, for instance, might look
more sceptical when using a system if it is meant to be untrustworthy. Besides
this aspect, the user’s verbal expression also might be analysed, such as whether
there are any comments that provide insights to the trustworthiness of a mobile
interaction style.
The prototypical application and the conduction and analysis of the evaluation
were respectively generated and conducted in the described order with the addi-
tion of the use of a questionnaire [Leichtenstern et al., 2011a]. The results did not
show any significant differences neither for the results of the questionnaire nor for
the analysis of the captured data. After the evaluation, two test users mentioned
that only the appearance and the usability of the application would change their
feelings of trustworthiness in the application but not the used mobile interaction
style.
6.2.2 A Discussion about Real World Simulations
The main benefit of the tool-supported conduction of an empirical evaluation in
the laboratory is the opportunity to control context in order to run a controlled
experiment as with the introduced example. Having stronger control about the
evaluation process also enables the conduction of evaluations with prototypical
applications which strongly lack in level of detail and functionality since the eval-
uator can guide through running aspects of the application. In this regards, labo-
ratory settings are of special interest when evaluating prototypes in order to im-
prove the task performance even though other aspects of the application are still
missing. This is hardly possible in real world evaluations where the evaluator has
few control especially when being spatially separated to the test users.
In addition to a tool-support for a real world evaluation in the field, a UCP tool in
a laboratory setting can also support options to log data regarding the tasks (e.g.
their start time and end time). Also, audio-visual data can be recorded without a
break and a lost of knowledge during the conduction of a real world simulation
in the laboratory.
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A main problem of real world simulations is that, as mentioned, they only can
partly provide insights to a realistic use of the application. They therefore can-
not replace the conduction of evaluations in the field. A further problem of real
world simulations is the need to physically rebuild the real setting which can be
time-consuming and expensive. Further, it might be difficult to quickly and easily
change aspects of the setting. Finally, due to the fact that the laboratory is com-
monly not located close to the test users but instead to the evaluator, it is often
difficult to recruit test users for a real world simulation in a laboratory. The ques-
tion is whether there is a further option that can compensate some of the problems
of real world simulations.
6.3 A Virtual World Simulation
One idea is to apply virtual world simulations of a real world during the con-
duction of the user-centred prototyping process. Simulations with virtual worlds
can improve the development process [Lee et al., 2004] because they can mediate
ideas of new products and support first user evaluations. In the context of the
Third Computing Paradigm, a literature review showed a tendency to apply virtual
world simulations in order to investigate the pervasive computing environment
itself and its performance [Satoh, 2001,Reynolds et al., 2006].
The use of virtual world simulations for the investigation of the users and their
system use have not been focused so far. The projects that do address this as-
pect (e.g. [Jo et al., 2007,Manninen, 2000,Satoh, 2001,Barton and Vijayaraghavan,
2002]) mostly used virtual world simulations which directly included the use of
the interaction device into the virtual world. Mobile devices are not longer physi-
cal available for interactions anymore. Instead, they are just virtually represented
and have to be controlled by means of a keyboard or mouse which leads to a dis-
ruption of the real use of the device. For example, [Manninen, 2000] used virtual
representations of interaction devices in his setting. His main objective was to
easily develop and test different virtual worlds and their input devices.
[Barton andVijayaraghavan, 2002] were also interested in similar objectives. They
developedUbiWise that is a simulation tool forUbiquitous Computing applications.
This simulation tool helps investigate applications that use cameras or mobile
phones as interaction devices. As the devices are only represented in a 3D vir-
tual world, the user has to interact with the traditional input methods (e.g. the
mouse) which means a marginal mapping to the real use of the device and the
application. Certainly, there is a need to consider the level of immersion that can
often not be met by an only virtual world simulation approach.
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To solve the problem of the insufficient mapping of a virtual world simulation,
another approach of a simulation - the hybrid world simulation - was researched
[Leichtenstern et al., 2010,Leichtenstern et al., 2011a] which involves at least parts
of the real world.
6.3.1 The Concept of Hybrid World Simulations
[Morla and Davies, 2004] give a first impression of a hybrid world simulation. A
hybridworld simulationmeans an integration and combination of the real and the
virtual world. Morla and Davies used this kind of simulation to virtually test the
performance of real sensors which were attached to a wearable medical monitor-
ing system. A similar approach called dual reality is introduced by [Lifton et al.,
2009]. They used Second Life1 as a virtual visualisation tool of streams which
were generated from real world sensors (e.g. temperature sensors). Driving sim-
ulators2 also aim at the idea of the hybrid world simulation. The users interact
with a real steering wheel and dashboard while they are driving through a virtu-
ally presented test route.
When using hybrid world simulations for user-centred prototyping tools, the vir-
tual world is not applied as a visualisation platform for the performance of real
devices as described by Morla and Davies or Lifton et al. but instead the virtual
world is applied as a platform to execute user evaluations similarly as used for
driving simulators. For the application domain of the Third Computing Paradigm,
real mobile phones are utilised as interaction and presentation devices to a virtu-
alised simulation of the pervasive computing environment.
A similar idea is also introduced by [Haesen et al., 2009]. They used a virtual
simulation of a museum to execute a user evaluation where real mobile phones
were applied to interact with the virtualised museum. Haesen et al. consider the
concept of the hybrid world simulation as a promising new evaluation method
in early stages of the user-centred prototyping process. However, they do not
provide insights to potential benefits and problems of the hybrid world simula-
tion, in particularwhen using the approach as evaluationmethod for user-centred
prototyping tools. Additionally, Haesen et al. did not use a well-known virtual
platform for the virtual simulation of the pervasive computing environment such
as Second Life in order to attract a large number of users remotely.
1http://secondlife.com/
2http://www.carrsq.qut.edu.au/simulator/
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6.3.2 Tool-supported Hybrid World Simulations
MoPeDT can be used to generate prototypical mobile applications that should be
evaluated with a hybrid world simulation but some adaptations are required for
the architecture (see Figure 6.7). Themain difference to the general architecture of
MoPeDT is the partly shift of the pervasive computing environment from the real
world to the virtual world by using a platform for a virtual world simulation. This
simulation contains the virtual representation of all physical objects. All informa-
tion about the physical objects is still stored in the database and can be accessed
by the users with their real mobile phones. Thus, the user still makes use of a
real mobile phone as an interface to the pervasive computing environment even
though the physical objects are not longer physically present.
Another difference to the general setting is the need for a representation of the
user in the virtual world. With this avatar the user can interact by means of the
PC’s keyboard within the virtualised pervasive computing environment, such as
by moving around to get closer to physical objects. Sensors and actuators can be
set up virtually and/or really.
Figure 6.7: The extended software architecture of MoPeDT consists of a main
server, a database as well as evaluators alike the general architecture of MoPeDT.
The mobile users have a virtual representation: the avatars. The physical objects
are virtualised. Sensors and actuators can be virtually and/or really.
The virtual simulation of the real world: To simulate the pervasive computing
environment, an open source version of Second Life can be used which is called
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Open Simulator3. Open Simulator allows setting up one’s own virtual world sim-
ulation that behaves exactly like Second Life and can be accessed with the same
viewers. Thus, in the remainder of this dissertation Second Life and Open Simu-
lator are used as synonyms.
Second Life represents one of the first massive 3D multi-player platforms which
is not primarily concerned with gaming but aims at establishing a general virtual
meeting place. Thus, every conceivable type of interaction is in principle possible,
be it buying or selling virtual or real goods, be it playing out as a real DJ in a virtual
club or be it mobile interactions in a pervasive computing environment. Central
feature of Second Life is the use of avatars which represent the real user in the
virtual environment. [Pallay et al., 2009] showed that Second Life can serve as
an virtual evaluation platform for multi-agent systems involving the user in her
natural environment. Therefore, it is proposed to employ Second Life to simulate
a realworld settingwhich, however, needs to be augmented for context dependent
interactions.
Apart from setting up the simulation server, three steps are necessary for sim-
ulating a pervasive computing environment in a hybrid world simulation. The
environment itself has to be modelled, it has to be equipped with physical objects
and sensors and it has to allow for communicating with the outside world such
as the real mobile phone.
An example of setting up a hybrid world simulation: The most basic require-
ment is a virtual representation of the real world in which the evaluation should
take place. To this end, standard modelling tools can be employed making it nec-
essary to import the resulting models in Second Life or in-world modelling tools
can be used that supply basic functionalities.
Realising a virtual pervasive computing environment: The challenge of a
hybridworld simulation is to realise the complex interplay between sensors, phys-
ical objects and the mobile phone which can be seen as the inherent characteristic
of a pervasive computing environment. The general idea is to use the real mobile
phone for the interaction with the virtual world. This is not always possible.
In the following example of a hybrid world simulation, virtual physical objects
were equipped with virtual RFID tags to allow NFC-based mobile interactions
with the mobile phone. Creating a virtual RFID tag is no challenge but of course
this tag cannot be read out by the real mobile phone. Thus, it is necessary to cre-
ate a virtual representation of themobile phone for some of themobile interaction
3http://opensimulator.org
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Figure 6.8: Degression model for signal strength of Wifi access points. Example
for access point 2.
styles. The avatars and their virtual mobile phones are used for registering virtu-
ally performed mobile interactions which are provided by the simulated world.
Later on, the real mobile phone handles the output of the virtually triggered mo-
bile interactions.
Apart from the virtual representation of themobile phone, virtual physical objects
as well as virtual sensors also have to be realised. Virtualised physical objects trig-
ger contexts of mobile interactions whereas virtualised sensors trigger contexts
caused by changes in the virtual world. To create virtualised physical objects for
the user evaluation that is described in Section 6.3.3, home appliances (e.g. a TV
and DVD player) were augmented with virtual RFID tags allowing for NFC and
with virtual IR sensors to register remote activation.
Not only physical objects can be realised in the virtual world but also sensors. A
virtual temperature sensor can be realised to register the effects of manipulating
the heater. To this end, a model of the heater and its radiation can be realised. To
allow for indoor localisation of the user, Wifi access points can be installed in the
virtual world as well. By measuring the signal strength, the user’s location can be
approximated. Again, a model for the radiation needs to be integrated. In both
cases, a simple linear degression can be chosen as a suitable model (see Figure
6.8).
Realising the communication between the real and virtual world: Two
types of communication take place in the virtual world. Virtualised sensors di-
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rectly communicate with the main server of the MoPeDT architecture. They can
connect to the main server similar to real sensors and send context messages -
XMLmessages - about the triggered contexts (e.g. Temperature.Hot). See Section
4.1.1 for more details about context messages from the sensors.
In contrast to virtual sensors, virtualised physical objects communicate with the
virtual representation of themobile phonewhich, in turn, communicates with the
main server (see Figure 6.7). The main server forwards the incoming contexts to
the real mobile phone. The real mobile phone only needs to register the interest in
context of the virtual mobile phone. See Section 4.1.2 for more information about
the registration of interest in other real or virtual mobile users - the avatars.
In order to trigger virtual contexts, the home appliances were augmented with
RFID tags and IR sensors. To read out an RFID tag, the user has to move her
avatar towards the virtually presented physical object. The avatar is holding the
virtual representation of the mobile phone. The phone serves as a virtual RFID
reader simulating NFC. Thus, if the RFID tag is in a certain range - less than 30 cm
- of themobile phone, its ID is registered by the virtual mobile phonewhich sends
a socket request to the main server containing its own ID and the physical object’s
ID. The IR sensor allows remote activation of an object’s context. To achieve this
goal, the user has to point the virtual mobile phone in the direction of the physical
object (see Figure 6.12). Having been activated, the sensor sends the object’s ID
by means of virtual Bluetooth to the virtual mobile phone which, in turn, sends it
to the main server with a socket request.
6.3.3 Studying the Concept of Hybrid World Simulation
[Morla and Davies, 2004] describe several requirements of a hybrid world simu-
lation (e.g. the application of the device’s intrinsic code) which is considered as
fulfilled when combining the features of MoPeDT with Second Life.
(1) Using MoPeDT the intrinsic code of the mobile phone application can be up-
loaded to the physical device which (2) enables live user interactions on real mo-
bile phones. At the same time, (3) contexts can be generated bymeans of the users
and their real and virtualmobile phones aswell as grounded on the connected real
or virtual sensors. (4) All conductions of hybrid world simulations can be logged
and reproduced with MoPeDT’s architecture and the supported evaluation com-
ponent.
The design of a hybrid world evaluation: Even though meeting the require-
ments of Morla and Davies, the results of a user evaluation performed in a tradi-
tional laboratory setting - a real world simulation - should be compared with the
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results achieved by using the hybrid world simulation. This comparison should
help get more insights to benefits and problems of using the hybrid world simu-
lation for early user evaluations. To this end, the scenario of the referenced real
world simulation was implemented as a hybrid world simulation.
The referenced real world simulation: The referenced evaluation was exe-
cuted as a traditional real world simulation of a smart environment in a laboratory
setting [Rukzio et al., 2006]. The main objective of this evaluation was finding out
whether users apply different mobile interaction styles dependent on contextual
conditions in a smart environment.
In the setting, the smart environment contained several physical objects (e.g. a
TV or a heater) which could be addressed and controlled with a mobile phone.
For example, the mobile phone could be applied as a remote control to change
the status of the heater by switching it on or off or by changing its temperature.
In the context of the referenced real world simulation, the use of the following
mobile interaction styles should be investigated: NFC-based, laser beam-based
and keyboard-based. When using the NFC-based or laser beam-based mobile in-
teraction style the user had to physically touch or point at the intended physical
object with the mobile phone in order to address it. With the keyboard-basedmo-
bile interaction style, the user could address a physical object by using the mobile
phone’s graphical user interface and select the intended physical object out of the
detected and graphically listed physical objects.
The referenced real world simulation was performed with 20 people in a living
room of a smart environment. All participants were sitting on a couch while they
had to solve four different tasks in order to call a service of the intended physical
object under different context conditions. (1) First, the user had line of sight to the
physical object. The distance to the physical object was about three meters. (2)
For the second task, the users were in front of the physical object. The distance
to the physical object was about ten centimetres. (3) For the third task, the user
did not have line of sight to the physical object. The physical object was located
in another room and the distance was about 20 meters. (4) Finally, the user did
not have a line of sight to the physical object. The physical object was located in
the same room. The distance to the physical object was about four meters. To get
a line of sight to the physical object, the user had to move about one meter. To
cover most casual activities, users provided information afterwards about their
behaviour and preferences when lying or standing.
The results of the referenced real world simulation led to the following three find-
ings. (1) Users tend to switch to a specific mobile interaction style dependent on
location, activity and motivation. (2) The current location of the user is the most
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important criterion for the selection of a mobile interaction style. (3) The user’s
motivation to make any physical effort is generally low.
The experimental design towards the hybrid world simulation: The main
objective of the experiment was finding out whether hybrid world simulations of
pervasive computing environments can potentially be used as an evaluation set-
ting in the tool-supported user-centred prototyping process. To get a first indica-
tor, the findings from the referenced real world simulationwere used to formulate
the following hypotheses.
• H-1: Similar to the referenced real world simulation, the users also tend to
switch their mobile interaction styles based on their contextual situations
when conducting a hybrid world simulation.
• H-2: Similar to the referenced realworld simulation, location is also themost
important contextual criteria for selecting a mobile interaction style when
conducting a hybrid world simulation.
• H-3: Similar to the referenced real world simulation, the user’s motivation
to make any physical effort is also generally low when conducting a hybrid
world simulation.
In order to investigate the hypotheses, independent and dependent variableswere
defined. The independent variables are location and activity with the different
levels of the referenced real world simulation. As dependent variables, the user’s
preference for a mobile interaction style were analysed in the different settings
of the independent variables. The same questionnaire as for the referenced real
world simulation was used to ask the test users for the preference in the differ-
ent settings. In summary, the experimental design is an exact replication of the
referenced real world simulation.
The implementation of the test setting: The referenced real world simulation
constitutes the benchmark for performing a similar test, this time making use of a
hybrid world simulation. Thus, the living room and the bathroomwere modelled
as well as the required physical objects. Figure 6.9 shows the perspective of the
avatar when sitting on the couch. In front of the avatar is the DVD player within
line of sight. To the left of the avatar is the radio within touching distance.
The idea is to select the different physical objects by using one of the three mo-
bile interaction styles. Once the user has selected one of the physical objects, the
respective services are displayed on the real mobile phone and the user can se-
lect one of them by using the mobile phone’s graphical user interface (see Figure
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Figure 6.9: The virtual world simulation of the living room in Second Life.
6.10). In the following, the implementation of the three different mobile interac-
tion styles is described.
Figure 6.10: Once the user has selected the physical object by one of the mobile
interaction styles, the service entries for the selected object are displayed that then
can be requested and changed.
MoPeDT was applied to generate the application for the real mobile phone that
supports the keyboard-based mobile interaction style as well as the processing
of incoming context from the virtual mobile phone. The keyboard-based mo-
bile interaction style is completely realised on the real mobile phone (see Figure
6.11) and therefore no adaptation in the virtual world is required. When using
the keyboard-based mobile interaction style, the user navigates through different
screens and finally selects the intended physical object in order to use a service
for this object. Thus, the keyboard-based mobile interaction style is quite similar
to the referenced real world simulation.
In contrast to the keyboard-based mobile interaction style, the laser beam-based
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Figure 6.11: Screens which are displayed when performing the keyboard-based
mobile interaction style. The user first selects the environment and then the phys-
ical object.
mobile interaction style requires a direct interactionwith the physical objects. Fig-
ure 6.12 shows the use of the laser beam-basedmobile interaction style in a hybrid
world simulation. The user applies the virtual mobile phone to point at a virtu-
alised physical object in order to perform the selection. The virtual phone can be
positioned by pressing the four navigation keys. By hitting the ’PgUp’ key, an IR
beam is emitted that is registered by the IR sensor of the virtual physical object.
The information about the object’s ID is then transmitted to the main server of
MoPeDT’s architecture that forwards this context to the real mobile phone and
the application running on it. Now, the real mobile phone loads the services of
the selected object and displays them on the real phone (see Figure 6.10). Section
4.2 describes how to specify the mobile application including the mobile interac-
tion styles by means of MoPeDT. Since MoPeDT does not support the real laser
beam-based mobile interaction style, a tool user can specify the NFC-based in-
teraction style for the real phone instead. The virtual world only has to send the
corresponding context messages - NFC context - to enable the communication be-
tween the real and virtual mobile phones.
The NFC-based mobile interaction style is realised by getting very close to the
physical object in the virtual world and touching it with the virtual mobile phone
(see Figure 6.13). Once the user has touched the physical object, a script sends the
identifier toMoPeDT’s main server and the real mobile phone as described for the
laser beam-based mobile interaction style.
The conduction of the hybrid world evaluation: Before the experiment was
started, each participant of the hybrid world simulation was introduced to the
correct use of the mobile phone and the three mobile interaction styles. More-
over, the Second Life simulation was introduced. Prior to the conduction of the
evaluation, the test users could freely exercise each mobile interaction style and
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Figure 6.12: Performing the laser beam-based mobile interaction style. The user
applies the avatar and the virtual mobile phone to point at the virtual physical
object in order to select it.
the use of the Second Life environment.
The evaluation was executed with 20 test users aged 23 to 32 with an average age
of 27.25. The Second Life environment ran on an ordinary computer that required
no special hardware capabilities. The participants of the evaluation could navi-
gate through the virtual world simulation using the avatar to trigger the different
contexts of the laser beam-based and NFC-based mobile interaction styles. The
mobile application ran on a Nokia 6131 NFC that could be used to perform the
keyboard-based mobile interaction style as well as the interactions with the ser-
vice entries.
After the explanation of the mobile interaction styles and the virtual test setting,
the avatar was sat on the couch in Second Life. This was always the starting po-
sition for each task. Now, the participants of the evaluation had to complete the
four tasks described earlier. After each task, the test users were asked about their
attitude if the avatar would staying beside the couch or lying on the couch instead
of sitting. Therefore, the test users had to fill out a questionnaire that addressed
the different situations.
The comparative analysis of the hybrid and real world simulation: For the hy-
brid world simulation and the referenced real world simulation, location could be
identified as the crucial contextual factor for the decision of a mobile interaction
style. An ANOVA test revealed these differences in location to be highly signif-
icant for the referenced real world simulation (NFC-based: F = 19.225, p < 0.01,
laser beam-based: F = 123.36, p < 0.01, keyboard-based: F = 10.769, p < 0.01).
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Figure 6.13: Performing the NFC-based mobile interaction style. The user applies
the avatar and the virtual mobile phone to get very close to the virtual physial
object in order to touch and select it.
A similar result was obtained with the hybrid world simulation. Again, location
was the crucial contextual factor that dominated the choice of the mobile interac-
tion style with significant differences depending on the location (NFC-based: F =
12.013, p < 0.01, laser beam-based: F = 39.2, p < 0.01, keyboard-based: F = 9.604,
p < 0.01). Table 6.1 summarises the statistical results for the mobile interaction
styles and the contextual factors location and activity.
No effect was found for the activity. It did not matter if the user was sitting, stand-
ing or lying. A post-hoc test revealed the dependencies between the locations and
the mobile interaction styles. The NFC-based mobile interaction style was pre-
ferred in scenario 2, where the user was close to the desired object. The laser
beam-based mobile interaction style was preferred in scenario 1, where the user
was around 3 meters from the object but the object was in her line of sight. The
keyboard-based mobile interaction style, at last, was clearly preferred if the object
was in another room. Therewas a tendency to also prefer the keyboard-basedmo-
bile interaction style if the object was in the same room but not in the line of sight
(scenario 4), but this preference was not significant. Scenario 4 revealed that the
chosen mobile interaction style might be dependent on the activity but the results
were not conclusive in either evaluation.
Discussing the results of the hybrid world evaluation: The findings from the
hybrid world simulation are comparable to the referenced real world simulation.
They provided evidence for the first hypothesis: Similar to the referenced real world
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NFC-based Laser beam-based Keyboard-based
Real Location 19.225∗∗ 123.360∗∗ 10.769∗∗
Simulation Activity 0.141 0.024 0.235
Hybrid Location 12.013∗∗ 39.200∗∗ 9.604∗∗
Simulation Activity 0.683 0.001 0.603
Table 6.1: Results of the referenced realworld simulation (first row) and the hybrid
world simulation (second row) (* p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01, *** p < 0.001).
simulation, the users also tend to switch their mobile interaction style based on their con-
textual situations when conducting a hybrid world simulation. None of the participants
used the same mobile interaction style in each task. Each of the participants as-
sessed the situation and balanced reasons which mobile interaction style would
fit best to which context.
The second hypotheses can also be corroborated: Similar to the referenced real world
simulation, location is also the most important contextual criteria for selecting a mobile
interaction style when conducting a hybrid world simulation. The execution of the user
test with the hybrid world simulation led to the result that location is themost im-
portant context factor which influences the decision for a mobile interaction style.
In all four tasks the users tended to use the mobile interaction style dependent on
the location of the avatar and the physical objects. If the NFC-based or the laser
beam-based mobile interaction style was possible, they preferred these mobile in-
teraction styles. If there was no line of sight, the test users tended to switch to
the keyboard-based mobile interaction style in order to prevent movements of the
avatar.
The third hypotheses could also be partly proved: Similar to the referenced real world
simulation, the user’s motivation to make any physical effort is also generally low when
conducting a hybrid world simulation. The test user’s motivation to spend physi-
cal effort was almost as low as in the referenced real world simulation. But, in
the hybrid world simulation more test users were willing to move the avatar in
Second Life for performing the NFC-based or the laser beam-based mobile inter-
action style, however, this difference is not statistically significant. A higher test
user’smotivation to spend physical effort is not completely surprisingwhen using
the hybrid world simulation because the test users did not have to actually move
themselves but just navigate their avatar through the environment which is not
comparable in effort to the real setting.
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6.3.4 A Discussion about Hybrid World Simulations
The comparison of results from a real world simulation and a hybrid world sim-
ulation showed that very similar knowledge can be gained about the user’s be-
haviour. Consequently, a first indicator points to the assumption that the hybrid
world simulation seems to be an appropriate test setting for early stages of the
user-centred prototyping process. Detailed benefits and problems of the setting,
however, must also be addressed in order to get a deeper insight whether the hy-
brid world simulation is really meaningful. The now described advantages and
disadvantages mainly base on the gained practical experience by the execution of
a user evaluation as a hybrid world simulation. In some points the hybrid world
simulation benefits compared to a traditional laboratory setting and an only vir-
tual simulation approach.
(1) Compared to a traditionally laboratory setting, there is no need to physically
rebuild the user’s realworld in a laboratory anymore. Thus, the designers can save
money and time. (2) Relying on the hybrid world simulation, even initial ideas of
pervasive interfaces for mobile phones can easily and efficiently be mediated and
investigated because the mobile application can be tried out and demonstrated
in the corresponding simulated pervasive computing environment. (3) Another
benefit is the ease of changing the setting. Different models of physical objects can
rapidly be generated, modified and deleted. Thus, different settings of a pervasive
computing environment can be arranged and tested in user evaluations.
Using Second Life as virtual world platform adds further advantages. (4) Due to
its widespread use, it is known to a great number of users who do not have to
be introduced to the specifics of using the virtual world simulation. (5) A fur-
ther advantage is the mobility of the test setting. Because the application realises
a multi-player platform over the Internet, it can be accessed anywhere anytime.
Thus, user evaluations can be run outside the laboratory in the user’s familiar
surroundings. Consequently, Second Life enables the execution of remote user
evaluations. (6) Executing remote evaluations at the test user’s home can also re-
duce the organisational effort of test user recruiting since the users do not need
to be physical present anymore in the laboratory which is similar to the execution
of online surveys. Consequently, empirical evaluations can quickly and easily be
conducted with a large number of participants. Second Life has attracted a large
number of users. These are potential test users for investigating interaction con-
cepts. Of course some restrictions apply like the necessity of compatible mobile
phones. (7) Finally, in contrast to an only virtual world simulation approach, the
hybrid world simulation also arise the benefits that the evaluation can be per-
formedmore similar to the real world setting. The users can directly interact with
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the real mobile phone which can increase the level of immersion.
Despite these promising benefits, there are also problems. Of course, there in-
evitably is an offset between a real world setting and a hybrid world simulation.
(1) The user moves virtually instead of physically which means a break because
the user requires few motivation and few physical effort to move and explore the
virtual setting. (2) A further problem of the hybrid world simulation is the level
of immersion of the mobile interaction styles. The keyboard-based mobile inter-
action style is easy to evaluate with a hybrid world simulation because it is com-
pletely realised on themobile phone and therefore quite similar to the real use but
other mobile interaction styles, such as the laser beam-based and the NFC-based
mobile interaction styles lead to a further break because they inevitably require
interactions with the pervasive computing environment. The implementation of
the laser beam-based mobile interaction style is fully realised in the virtual world
but instead should preferably be realised in the real world to reduce breaks to the
real use of the phone. The idea came up to replace the current implementation of
the laser beam-based mobile interaction style and instead use the accelerometer
of the mobile phone to point towards the screen of the virtual world simulation
for selections of the objects, such as the DVD player.
(3) Having too many mobile interaction styles in the virtual simulation also leads
to a problem in terms of usability. Sometimes test users had problems to perform
the laser beam-based mobile interaction style in the setting of the example eval-
uation because it required the knowledge of key sequences. (4) A last problem
is to generate the pervasive computing environment and thus the virtual world
as realistic as the real world. Developers require appropriate skills to virtually
model the pervasive computing environment and set up the whole system to run
a hybrid world simulation.
6.4 Summary
This chapter presented and discussed different settings for the tool-supported
conduction of empirical evaluations. Evaluations in the real world are inevitable
to get knowledge about the real context of use. These field studies, however, are
difficult to perform particularly at early phases of the user-centred prototyping
process if the application is limited in level of detail and functionality. A user-
centred prototyping tool (UCP) tool should therefore not only support empiri-
cal evaluations in the field but also real world simulations in laboratory settings.
Then, rather controlled experiments can be conducted by means of a UCP tool
even with strongly limited prototypical applications.
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Besides these two types of tool-supported evaluations, a further test setting - the
hybrid world simulation - was presented and discussed in the chapter as well. It
is a special type of a virtual world simulation since only the pervasive computing
environment and its physical objects are virtually. The interaction devices are still
physically available. Thus, the user can more realistically interact with the real
device and its typical constraints.
The chapter presented the execution of a hybrid world simulation with the sup-
port of MoPeDT (see Chapter 4). This exemplary hybrid world simulation was
conducted similar to a referenced real world simulation. The comparison of the
results of these two evaluation settings show similar acquired knowledge for an
interface designer. Thus, a first indicator tends to the assumption that a hybrid
world simulation is a further important test setting that should be supported by
UCP tools.
Tool users, however, have to consider the different mentioned benefits and prob-
lems of the corresponding test setting. All in all, it seems to be feasible to use
hybrid world simulations at the very beginning of the UCP process if ideas of an
application should be mediated and evaluated. Later on, the realism of the test
setting needs to increase and therefore a real world simulation should be used
instead of a hybrid world simulation. Finally, at the end of the development pro-
cess, a real world evaluation in the field is inevitable in order to find typical user
requirements towards the application that only can be revealed under real con-
textual constraints.
With the support of MoPeDT (see Chapter 4), these different empirical evaluation
settings are possible to implement due to MoPeDT’s flexible plug & play architec-
ture (see Section 4.1.1). The virtual world simulation, for instance, can easily be
attached in order to enable an communication between the real and virtual world.
Further, different recording methods can be used dependent on the requirements
of the evaluation setting. In contrast to the presented literature, MoPeDT is the
first tool that considers the support of all three test settings. In particular, the
additional support of a hybrid world simulation is a new approach.
Chapter 7
Final Conclusion and Outlook
This dissertation aimed at the investigation of the tool-supported user-centred
prototyping process of mobile applications in the context of the Third Computing
Paradigm. Different research questions were asked in Chapter 1 which were an-
swered in the Chapters 4, 5 and 6. This chapter provides details about the research
contributions of the dissertation. Also, an outlook is given about how one could
proceed in the future.
7.1 Research Contribution
The overall goal of the dissertation was to cover the user-centred prototyping
of network-based mobile applications for multi-users in the context of the Third
Computing Paradigm. By means of the user-centred prototyping (UCP) tool called
MoPeDT - Pervasive Interface Development Toolkit for Mobile Phones - such evo-
lutionary prototypical applications can automatically be generated with different
levels of fidelity. These prototypes are compliant with approved interface guide-
lines in the mobile computing context. Also, the prototypes support different mo-
bile interaction styles (e.g. keyboard-based and speech-based). The tool cannot
only be used to generate prototypes, it also can be applied in order to conduct
evaluations in different test settings for several users and later on to analyse the
captured data. Thereby, MoPeDT addresses the conduction of empirical and ana-
lytical evaluations. An interesting new empirical test setting is, in particular, the
tool-supported conduction of hybrid world simulations.
1. The investigation and implementation of new conceptual and technical
approaches to software-assisted support the generation and evaluation of
mobile applications in the context of the Third Computing Paradigm.
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In order to enable the tool-supported user-centred prototyping process,
new technical and conceptual approaches were introduced, implemented
by means of MoPeDT and finally discussed in this dissertation. Several
new concepts addressed the automatic generation of prototypes [Leichten-
stern and André, 2009b,Leichtenstern and André, 2011,Leichtenstern et al.,
2011a]while other concepts concerned theGUI-supported user-centred pro-
totyping process [Leichtenstern and André, 2010,Leichtenstern and André,
2011, Leichtenstern et al., 2011a]. Also, the hybrid world simulation was
introduced as a new test setting to tool-assisted conduct an empirical evalu-
ation [Leichtenstern et al., 2010,Leichtenstern et al., 2011a].
An approach for the automatic generation of prototypes: For the auto-
matic generation of prototypes, the use of a component-based client-server
architecture was introduced (see Section 4.1.1). This architecture provides
several generic benefits. First of all, it enables the network-based remote
communication which enables the loading and displaying of remote con-
tent of a database as well as its changing. Further, the architecture also
supports the conduction of both local and remote user evaluations as real
world evaluations in the field as well as real world and hybrid world simu-
lations in the laboratory since all relevant data can be transmitted by means
of the network, such as the occurrence of mobile interactions. The archi-
tecture does not only support a remote communication, it also enables the
plug&play of several components, such as several mobile users, evaluators,
sensors or actors which is a precondition for a multi-user application that
requires additional interaction and presentation devices. Further, the archi-
tecture supports the conduction of an empirical evaluation for several users
simultaneously.
For the components of the architecture, amechanismwas additionally intro-
duced that enables the synchronous communication between them (see Sec-
tion 4.1.2). Components can register their interest in context of other compo-
nents. Grounded on this registration, the server forwards incoming context
messages to other components, such as the server forwards messages of a
mobile user to a connected evaluator component. By means of this mecha-
nism, each component can easily be linked to other components.
A further important approach of this dissertation is the use of screen tem-
plates. As highlighted in Section 3.3.4, few tools consider the compliance
of approved mobile HCI guidelines when generating prototypes. Typically,
interface designers can freely design their application, such as arranging
control elements (e.g. buttons) and the screen content (e.g. images). If in-
terface developers are less skilled with interface guidelines, the resulting
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prototypes probably will contain several usability problems. To reduce the
usability problems of the resulting prototype, the use of screen templates
was described in this dissertation (see Section 4.1.2). By this means, for in-
stance, a consistency is ensured. Further, based on the different types of
screen templates, different levels of fidelity can be defined for the prototype.
An approach for the GUI-based user-centred prototyping process: Be-
sides aspects of the automatic generation of prototypes, the dissertation also
provided an approach about the GUI-supported user-centred prototyping
process: the tool-support for the design specification of prototypes as well
as the conduction and analysis of evaluation with the generated prototypes.
The need for different views was recognised during the design specification
task (see Section 4.2.1). Thus, besides the state-chart view, an approach was
introduced to provide a tree view in order to define details about a screen’s
appearance and behaviour.
For the conduction of an empirical evaluation, the use of a cloned screen
view was presented (see Section 4.2.2). Based on the feature to register in-
terest in another component of the architecture (see Section 4.1.1), a cloned
emulator view was used to always update and display the current screen
of the remote test user on the evaluator’s desktop PC. This screen provides
an evaluator with the opportunity to always track the user and her interac-
tions. By this means, the evaluator can detect usability problems even at the
runtime of the evaluation.
Finally, for the conduction of analytical evaluations, an approach was intro-
duced to support the guideline-based analytical evaluation by always pro-
viding the evaluator with a running version of the application as well as
screen shots about the specified screen states and the screen flow (see Sec-
tion 4.2.2). By means of this support, the evaluator, for instance, can execute
the Cognitive Walkthrough or the Heuristic Evaluation (see Section 3.1).
Tool-supported empirical evaluations by means of a hybrid world simu-
lation: As a new approach and a further contribution of the dissertation,
the tool-supported hybrid world simulation was introduced in Section 6.3.
It is a special kind of a virtual world simulation since it means an integration
and combination of the real and the virtual world. The pervasive computing
environment and their physical objects are located in a virtual world simula-
tion while the mobile user still makes use of a real phone in order to interact
with the virtually simulated objects.
Section 6.3 provided details how a hybrid world simulation can be set up
by means of MoPeDT and its component-based client-server architecture.
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Thereby, three steps were described: the modelling of the virtualised perva-
sive computing environment, the generation of virtual physical objects and
sensors as well as the communication of the virtual world with the outside
world to enable seamless transitions for the mobile user.
2. The introduction of an evaluation method to validate a user-centred pro-
totyping (UCP) tool’s quality.
In order to validate the concept of the tool-supported user-centred prototyp-
ing as well as whether the different non-functional requirements are met, an
evaluationmethodwas also introducedwithin this dissertation (see Chapter
5).
The method [Leichtenstern and André, 2010,Leichtenstern et al., 2011a] de-
scribes a comparative tool study that applies analytical and empirical eval-
uation techniques to collect subjective and objective data in order to reveal
the meeting of the non-functional requirements towards the tool and the re-
sulting prototypes.
The idea is that the participants of the tool study are asked to conduct the
tool-supported user-centred prototyping process in order to develop a pre-
defined application. To simplify the interpretation of the results of the tool
study, a baseline approach should be used as well, such as the additional
rather traditional execution of the user-centred prototyping process. Dur-
ing the process to user-centred develop the prototype - formative evaluation
- protocol recordings can be used in order to collect objective data towards
the tool’s usability, reliability and functionality (e.g. the required time to
conduct an iteration or the found usability problems).
Subjective data can be collected by making use of a questionnaire that pro-
vides statements with regards to different aspects (e.g. learnability or sat-
isfaction). To not only investigate the tool-supported process - formative
evaluation - but also the result of the process - summative evaluation -, an
analytical technique (e.g. the Heuristic Evaluation) can be used to validate
the meeting of the non-functional requirements towards the resulting pro-
totypes: their high level of usability, reliability and functionality.
By means of a tool study with MoPeDT and a traditional baseline approach,
the method was illustrated and finally discussed in Section 5.3. This section
also provided details about other useful evaluation techniques that might
be used as well. If the tool study is not conducted as a mid-term but a
short-time study, for instance, a video observation can be used instead of
a protocol recording to collect objective data about the user’s and the tool’s
performance while executing the user-centred prototyping process.
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3. The collection of knowledge and experiences about the development pro-
cess and the use of user-centred prototyping tools.
A further contribution of this dissertation [Leichtenstern and André, 2010,
Leichtenstern et al., 2011a] is to provide knowledge and experience about
the development process and the use of user-centred prototyping tools (see
Section 4.3 and Section 5.3). This knowledge might be useful for other tool
developers and tool users.
Empirically validated knowledge towards the development of a user-
centred prototyping tool: The empirically validated knowledge grounds
on the tool study thatwas illustrated in Section 5.2. The results showed that a
UCP tool such asMoPeDT can increase the efficiency of tool users to quickly
conduct a process iteration. Apart from that, the tool users’ effectiveness to
generate highly functional, reliable and usable prototypes can also be im-
proved. Further, the need for Software and Usability Engineering skills can
be reduced bymaking use of a tool such asMoPeDT. Thus, the learnability of
the UCP process can also be improved. A problem emerged in terms of the
limited tool’s transparency and the lacked tool user’s control. Consequently,
a problem occurred regarding the tool user’s satisfaction.
Developers of UCP tools have to consider the quick and easy use of the tool
by addressing its high intuitiveness, learnability and comfort of use. Help
functionalities and tutorials need to be provided as well as a direct map-
ping between a tool user’s interaction and the consequence on the proto-
type. Also, screen templates should be used to improve the result of the
tool-assisted process. The consequence of using screen templates on the tool
user’s feeling of control, however, needs to be considered. Screen templates
can limit the freedom of interaction. To tackle that problem, a wide range of
different kinds of screen templates has to be provided as well as options to
enable the adaptation and individualisation of the screen templates.
But not only the screen templates, also the tool itself needs to provide a wide
range of functionalities to not limit the tool users. However, this can have a
negative affect on the tool’s intuitiveness and comfort of use. A negative
affect on the intuitiveness and comfort of use can also be caused by a higher
level of a tool’s transparency, such as by providing a continuous feedback
about system processes. Tool developers need to find a trade-off between
an appropriate level of learnability, intuitiveness and comfort of use on the
one hand and user control and transparency on the other hand in order to
increase the satisfaction of the tool users.
Nevertheless, the tool study also indicated the tendency to provide an all-
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in-one tool for all steps of the user-centred prototyping process instead of
separate tools for each step to reduce training periods and improve the learn-
ability.
Experience towards the tool-supported conduction of user evaluations in
different test settings: Based on a user evaluation that was conducted as a
hybrid world simulation (see Section 6.3), the following gained experiences
[Leichtenstern et al., 2010, Leichtenstern et al., 2011a] can also be summed
up.
Tool users have to consider the different mentioned benefits and problems
of the corresponding test setting. The real world evaluation in the field, for
instance, provides very realistic data since it is conducted in the real environ-
ment of the user with real contextual constraints. A tool-supported conduc-
tion of a real world evaluation in the field can help log all mobile interactions
or context data (e.g. the user’s location). The problems of tool-supported
real world evaluations mainly emerge due to the spatial separation of the
evaluator and the users when conducting remote evaluations. As one con-
sequence, an audio-visual capturing of the users and their environments is
difficult to perform.
Further problems are discussed in Section 6.1, such as the need to have a
highly functional and reliable application when running a real world eval-
uation. Tool-supported real world evaluations in the field should be con-
ducted at least at the end of the user-centred prototyping process when the
prototypes are highly functional, reliable and usable to get very detailed and
realistic knowledge about the user behaviour and preferences. At the very
beginning and at themiddle of the user-centred prototyping process, hybrid
world simulations and respectively real world simulations should be used
since these test settings can reduce money and time.
Hybrid world simulations shall be used in addition to real world simula-
tions due to the fact that they help quickly communicate very first ideas
about a new product as well as that they enable the first conductions of user
evaluations mainly with regards to the user acceptance. They do not require
building up a real simulation of the realworldwhich can save furthermoney
and time. At the same time, they seem to provide similar knowledge about
the users as a real world simulation in a laboratory (see Section 6.3).
Also, by making use of a widely used virtual platform (e.g. Second Life)
for the hybrid world simulation, several test users can remotely be reached
which potentially provide a first comprehensive feedback towards an appli-
cation idea. Later on during the development process, however, the realism
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of the test setting needs to increase and a real world simulation in the labo-
ratory (see Section 6.2) should be used instead of a hybrid world simulation.
This is needed because an only hybrid world simulation approach cannot
provide the same level of immersion as a real world simulation approach
which might cause drawbacks and incorrect results in some situations.
Due to the gained experience, a UCP tool should not only support classical
real world evaluations in the field and real world simulations in the labora-
tory but also hybrid world simulations.
7.2 Future Work
This dissertation focused on the tool-support for the development ofmobile appli-
cation in the context of the Third Computing Paradigm. From this point it would be
straight forward to investigate further current trends in mobile computing which
have not been addressed by this dissertation. There is a need, for instance, to inves-
tigate the tool-supported generation and evaluation of prototypes which support
other mobile interaction styles than MoPeDT’s supported interaction styles. The
touch-based or gesture-based input separately of each other or fused might be of
interest for further research (e.g. see [Wasinger, 2006]).
Results of this dissertation showed that tool developers have to make sure a tool’s
high intuitiveness, learnability and comfort of use on the one hand and a tool’s
high transparency and a user’s comprehensive feeling of control when using the
tool on the other hand. A high transparency by providing continuous system
feedback or a high user control by supporting awide range of control elements, for
instance, can impair the tool user’s efficiency as well as the learnability of the tool
use. Consequently, these aspects can be competitive and need further research to
find approaches how to solve this problem. Of course, one solution would be to
develop a tool that can be highly configured to address the different needs of the
corresponding tool users. The tool could either be configured tomeet a preference
for intuitiveness, learnability and comfort of use or a preference for transparency
and user control. Interesting, however, would be if there is a solution to meet all
aspects at the same time, such as by providing an unobtrusive user feedback to
increase the transparency that does not harm the intuitiveness and comfort of use.
In this dissertation the use of screen templates was introduced as an approach
to consider the compliance with approved mobile interface guidelines. Interest-
ing would be to investigate further approaches and their limitations and bene-
fits compared to the template-based approach. The use of the template-based
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approach, for instance, caused a limited user control when using MoPeDT. By
means of other approaches, limitations of MoPeDT might be solved. Constraint-
based approaches (e.g. see [Feuerstack et al., 2008]), for instance, might increase
the feeling of user control but the resulting usability of the prototype might be
impaired.
Finally, the approach of the hybrid world simulation requires future research to
find solutions to reduce the mentioned problems of Section 6.3. The level of im-
mersion needs to be increased as well as the realism of the setting. Also, further
research has to be conducted to compare the differences between a real and a vir-
tual world simulation in more detail. The study presented in this dissertation
(see Section 6.3) provided a first indicator that the novel approach of a tool-based
hybrid world simulation can meaningfully support the user-centred prototyping
process at least at the beginning of the process. More and deeper research, how-
ever, has to be conducted to finally provide evidence for that assumption.
Appendix A
Interface Guidelines
No. Guideline (based on Nokia http://library.forum.nokia.com) Yes No
G1 Soft key usage and navigation style are consistent.
G2 The layout is consistent.
G3 Error notes are informative and clear without technical terminology.
G4 Application contains contextual help with brief descriptions.
G5 User can cancel actions easily.
G6 Errors are handled correctly.
G7 Important actions are mentioned first.
G8 User is always allowed to navigate backward with the Back key.
G9 The user always recognises where s/he is.
G10 Application menus do not contain multiple instances of same command.
G11 The navigation structure is simple and straight-forward.
G12 The number of screens is minimal.
G13 Feedback on user actions is provided immediately.
G14 Right soft key is used for backward, negative actions and closing the application.
G15 No essential information is displayed with icons only but also with text.
G16 The screens are clearly structured to reduce complexity.
G17 A user-centred speech is used.
G18 It is clearly indicated to users what s/he can do.
G19 It is always clear which action has to be performed next to complete the task.
G20 There are no unnecessary actions.
G21 Actions are natural and comprehensible.
G22 Recognition rather than recall. User only has to input data if necessary.
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Appendix B
Task Description
B.1 Task Description for the traditional Approach
Generierung eines Prototyp: Es soll eine kleine pervasive Schnittstelle für ein
Mobiltelefon entwickelt werden, um Zusatzinformationen zu Artikeln in einem
Supermarkt zu erhalten.
In der Gemüseabteilung befinden sich drei Artikel: Tomaten, Gurken und Kartof-
feln. Zu jedem der Artikel kann man folgende drei Dienste abrufen.
• Kurzbeschreibung des Gemüses
• Infos zur Herkunft
• Wichtige Zusatzinfos
Eure Aufgabe ist es jetzt eine kleine Anwendung für ein Mobiltelefon zu im-
plementieren, um die Auswahl des Artikels und der jeweiligen Dienste zu er-
möglichen. Zur Interaktion stehen dem Nutzer genau zwei Techniken zur Ver-
fügung. Der Nutzer kann die Selektion über die Tastatur oder über RFID-Tags
durchführen. Achtet bei der Realisierung darauf, dass ihr die Richtlinien von
Nokia einhaltet. Insbesondere soll auf Konsistenz geachtet werden. Im folgen-
den wird der genaue Ablauf der Anwendung vorgegeben.
1. Hauptmenü
Sobald der Nutzer die Anwendung startet erscheint ein Hauptmenü. Das
Hauptmenü ist eine statische Liste, die einen Item Artikel und einen Item
Hilfe darstellt. Selektiert der Nutzer Artikel, dann wechselt er zum Screen
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2. Wählt der Nutzer Hilfe, dann wechselt er zum Screen 3. Berührt der
Nutzer den RFID-Tag desArtikelsmit seinemHandy, dann erreicht er direkt
die Dienstübersicht von Screen 2.1.
2. Menü - Artikel
An dieser Stelle wird eine dynamische Liste generiert. Es werden aus der
Datenbank alle Artikel geladen und auf dem Screen dargestellt. Wählt der
Nutzer einen aufgelisteten Artikel, dann gelangt er zu Screen 2.1. Auch hier
kannderNutzer durchdas Berühren einesArtikels zumScreen 2.1 gelangen.
(a) Menü - Dienste
Auch an dieser Stelle wird eine dynamische Liste generiert. Zu dem
gewählten Artikel werden alle Dienste aus der Datenbank geladen und
aufgelistet. Wählt der Nutzer einen Dienst aus, dann gelangt er zum
Screen 2.2. Falls der Nutzer einen anderen Artikel berührt, werden die
Dienste zu dem neuen Artikel auf dem Screen 2.1 dargestellt.
(b) Media - Inhalte zu den Diensten
Dieser Screen ladet automatisch die Inhalte zu dem selektierten Dienst
und stellt sie dem Nutzer zur Verfügung. An dieser Stelle soll für die
Kurzbeschreibung ein Text und falls machbar ein Bild angezeigt wer-
den. Für die Infos zur Herkunft und die Zusatzinfos sollen nur Tex-
tinformationen dargestellt werden. Auch von diesem Screen soll man
bei einer RFID-Selektion zum Screen 2.1 gelangen.
3. Media - Hilfe
An dieser Stelle wird ein Textbildschirmmit Informationen zur Anwendung
zur Verfügung gestellt. Auch von diesem Screen soll man bei einer RFID-
Selektion zum Screen 2.1 gelangen.
Geht bei der Realisierung des Prototypen folgendermassen vor:
1. Anlegen der Datenbank
Ihr habt eine Datenbank erhalten, die ihr nutzen könnt, um die Artikel, Di-
enste und Inhalte abzulegen. Legt im ersten Schritt alle nötigen Tabellen in
der Datenbank an und füllt diese mit den zur Verfügung gestellten Inhalten.
http://nfc.informatik.uni-augsburg.de/USA2009/index.php
2. Anbindung der Datenbank
Im nächsten Schritt bindet die Datenbank an euren Server an um Daten-
bankanfragen zu erlauben. Es gibt genau drei Anfragemöglichkeiten:
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• Anfrage aller Artikel
• Anfrage der Dienste zu einem Artikel
• Anfrage zu den Inhalten eines Dienstes
3. Kommunikation zwischen dem Client und dem Server
Ändert euer vorhandenes (Chat-) Programm so ab, dass DB-Anfragen vom
Client an den Server geschickt werden können und als Antwort die gewün-
schten Informationen erhalten werden.
4. Aufbereitung der Daten auf der Handyseite
Wandelt auf der Client-Seite die Antwort vom Server in ein OO-Modell um.
5. Erstellung einer graphischen Benutzeroberfläche
Realisiert eine graphische Benutzeroberfläche auf dem Handy, um die jew-
eiligen Screens darstellen zu können
6. Realisierung der tasten-basierten Interaktion
Die GUI kann durch Tastenselektion gesteuert werden.
7. Realisierung der NFC-basierten Interaktion
Die GUI kann durch Berühren von RFID-Tags gesteuert werden.
8. Realisierung des Event-Loggings
Alle Interaktionen des Nutzers sollen zum Server übertragenwerden und in
eine Datei geloggt werden. Als Interaktionen zählen dabei alle Tasteninter-
aktionen sowie RFID-Selektionen, die der Nutzer durchführt.
Bei jedem der Schritte der Generierung füllt bitte das zur Verfügung gestellte Pro-
tokoll für die Implementierung aus.
Evaluation eines Prototyp: Die Aufgabe bei Evaluation besteht darin drei Test-
personen aufzuzeichnen, wenn sie eure Anwendung nutzen, um die drei folgen-
den Tasks auszuführen.
1. Informieren Sie sich über die Herkunft der Tomaten.
2. Lesen Sie die Zusatzinformationen zu den Gurken.
3. Betrachten Sie die Inhaltsstoffe von Kartoffeln.
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Bei der Abarbeitung der Tasks sollen die Testpersonen die Methode des Lauten
Denkens anwenden. Hinweis: Die Testpersonen sollen während der Nutzerevalu-
ation den Emulator auf eurem Rechner benutzen!
Geht bei der Evaluation des Prototypen folgendermassen vor:
1. Durchführung des Tests
Zeichnet den Nutzer während des Tests auf Video auf. Loggt alle Aktionen
des Nutzers in eure Logfiles
2. Auswertung des Tests
Wertet eure Videos und Logfiles aus. Dabei müsst ihr unter anderem die
Logfiles den Videos passend zuweisen. Betrachtet dann die Ergebnisse eu-
rer Auswertung und findet eventuelle Usability-Probleme. Dokumentiert
diese Probleme und gebt diese ebenfalls mit ab.
Während der Evaluation denkt bitte daran das Protokoll zur Evaluation
auszufüllen.
B.2 Task Description for MoPeDT
Generierung eines Prototyp: Der zu entwickelnde Prototyp soll genau der
Beschreibung vomAufgabenblatt 8 entsprechen. Im Gegensatz zumÜbungsblatt
8 werdet ihr den Prototyp allerdings anhand des Tools MoPeDT erstellen.
Geht bei der Realisierung des Prototypen folgendermassen vor:
1. Anlegen der Datenbank
Nutzt das Content Management-Tool von MoPeDT, um eure pervasive Umge-
bung anzulegen. Auch hier sollen drei Artikel sowie jeweils drei Dienste
(siehe Blatt 8) angelegt werden.
2. Realisierung der Kontexte
Nutzt dasContextManagement-Tool, umdie tasten-basierte Interaktion und
die NFC-basierte Interaktion für euren Prototyp festzulegen.
3. Erstellung der Präsentation
Nutzt das Pervasive Interface Management-Tool >Interface Model Screen,
um die Screenblöcke (die Präsentation) zu spezifizieren. (Benötigte Skritbe-
fehle sind <object, service, entry >.getName(),
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<object, service, entry >.getIcon() sowie environment.getObjects(), ob-
ject.getServices() und entry.getContent() )
4. Erstellung der Transitionen
Nutzt das Pervasive Interface Management-Tool >Interface Model Screen,
um die Transitionen zu spezifizieren. (Benötigte Skriptbefehle sind
world.getValue()==’Artikel’ bzw. world.getValue()==’Hilfe’)
5. Spezifikation der generellen Einstellungen
Nutzt das Pervasive Interface Management-Tool >Interface Setting Screen,
um generelle Einstellungen für euren Prototypen festzulegen und generiert
euren Prototyp. Achtet darauf, dass euer Server läuft!
Bei jedem der Schritte der Generierung füllt bitte das zur Verfügung gestellte Pro-
tokoll für die Implementierung aus.
Evaluation eines Prototyp: Die Aufgabe bei Evaluation besteht darin drei Test-
personen aufzuzeichnen, wenn sie eure Anwendung nutzen, um die drei folgen-
den Tasks auszuführen.
1. Informieren Sie sich über die Herkunft der Tomaten.
2. Lesen Sie die Zusatzinformationen zu den Gurken.
3. Betrachten Sie die Inhaltsstoffe von Kartoffeln.
Bei der Abarbeitung der Tasks sollen die Testpersonen die Methode des Lauten
Denkens anwenden. Hinweis: Die Testpersonen sollen während der Nutzerevalu-
ation den Emulator auf eurem Rechner benutzen!
Geht bei der Evaluation des Prototypen folgendermassen vor:
1. Durchführung des Tests
Nutzt das Pervasive Interface Management-Tool >Interface Evaluation
Screen, um eine Evaluation für euren Prototypen durchzuführen. Verbindet
euch zum Server und startet die Aufzeichnung. Am Ende eines Tests ex-
portiert eure Evaluation in ANVIL
2. Auswertung des Tests
Betrachtet mit ANVIL eure Evaluation und findet eventuelle Usability-
Probleme. Dokumentiert diese Probleme und gebt diese ebenfalls mit ab.
Während der Evaluation denkt bitte daran das Protokoll zur Evaluation
auszufüllen.
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